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PREFACE.

CMTI is the commonly used acronym
c for Corps Member Training Institute a -

three-week workshop sponsored 'by
Teacher Corps,' U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, and attended by Interns and Team
Leaders beginning their two-year prct-._
gram. ."4

Teacher Corps was created In 1965
to strengthen educatior,tal oppOrtuni-
ties, for children -in -areas with high
concentrations of low income families,
to ,encourage, colleges and uniVeriities
to broaden their programs of teacher
preparation and to support derponktra-
tion programs of the traiping sand
retraining of experienced teachers and
teacher aides.

-
During 1974-75, Teacfier Corps,

faced with a national shift* in educa-
tional priorities from pFeservice to
inservice, reduced the number of In-.
terns (prospective teachers) in each of
its projects to four (the previous aver-
age had been over 101 For the .first
time, Teacher CoW with approxi-
mately 50 projects funded each year,

' for a two-year cycle, had the oppoilu-
nity to bring together all of its Interns
in one place for an extended leaning
expbrience to address problems high-
lighted in over tin studies completed
on previous Teacher Corps'. cycles.
These studies identified trainingyoids
that existed at the local projects. In
particular, the studies revealed, a need

.

to emphasize the study oc organiza-
tions and the richness, of our nation's
multicultural heritage and to proviqe a
theoietical framework icir the study of

:teaching and learning style*

"Additionallm": stated William Smith,
pirector of Teacher Corps, °project di-'

ctfrs, were reporting that Teacher
Cotps Interns needed an 'esprit de
corps11 a personaHdentifiCation with
the national progra% effort. It also

. seemed -tp directors that a common
training soession could be the Most
realistic and Piofound cross - cultural
learning and living experience ever
provided by the Teacher Corps."

As a result of these feelings, and in
order to; meets its federal mandates,.
teacher Corps conceived qf the unique
CMTI program. ji-he first "CMTI took
place op the cailipus of Univerilty of
Richrriond, in ARichmond, Virginia, in
July 1975. The contract was,awarded
to the University of Nebraska at
Omaha and Floyd Waterman appointed .

as director.

The four week Richmond program
addressed two of the gaps noted in the
evaluations of Teacher Corpstwo
weeks' emphasis on the study of organ-
izations under the curriculum direction
of Ron. Corwin and Roy Edelfelt, and
two weeks devoted to the study of
teaching and leaning styles under the

,

12
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direction of Bruce 36Pce.
- A

In April of 1976, a 'Ontract -again .

wds awarded to Floyd Waterman,
. iersity of Nebraska, Omaha, to serve

a,4" Director for:the second cMTI, held.
". at F1971da Statepnivifsity. 3aCk Gant
of -that Uhifierety, agreed to 'serve as
Instructionll -Leader With 'Roger. P,an-.
kratz, Western Kentucky. University,
and JoAnne Tayltir, Pepperdine Uni-
versity, serving as Curr,iculurd Coordi-, -
nators. The second Chin was held-in
-August, 1976. The emphasisduring the

e week instriictional program -was.
n on tbe study of organizations,

, and. teaching and /earning styles:. In

-addition, a rthlticultural istrand was
added.

'"

The tNrd national CMT1 in Teather
-Corps' twelv yearse,of operation fea-
tured reprekntatives from.% projects
and delivered that program on July 10
thru 30$ 1977 at San Diegf? State
University- in _San Diego, California.
Again the contractor was The Univer-
sity a Nebraska at Omaha with Floyd
'Waterman as. director.

. .

The prvious Volume I is-a descrip:
tion of .CMT1 and the 'proent Volume
.11 is-an tnalysis of data of .the third
CMTI.

%
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.1NitoriUCTION

Volurne II, Synthesis and Analysis .of
Data, is d4gned as a coMpanion pieCe,
to Volume I, DescriAtion. of .CMTI.

Vounie I is primarily de$criptive
material and .Volume II is primarify an-
analysit td the data, persons.intervested
in fully bnderstandini CMTI should
review botli reports.

Volumell; Synthesis and Analysis of
Data, ..1s. divided into four parts.

Chapter One is a description of the
data collection instruments and proce-
dures.

Chapter Two describes the peartici-
pants and the following qdestions are
disdussed:

100 What were the personal character-
istics of the CMTI participants?

- 1.4 What were the personal chal-
acteristics of Interns?

1.2 What were'the personal char-
acieristics of Team Leaderp?

2.0 What outcomes were perceived as
most important by participants?

2:1 What outcomes were perceilf
ed as most important by In-
terns prior to. C MTI?

2.2 What oulcomes weime perceiv-
ed as most important by In-
terns at the end of CMTI?

2.3 What changeS in Intern per-
ceptions occurred during

, C MTI? --

2.4 What outcomes were perceiv-
ed as moSt inapoitant by
Team Leaders prior to CMTI?

Whqt NitCOni elf were perceiVvo
ed4 a4) mast importiant by,

. Teain 'Leaders at !the end of
CM,TI?,

2.6 What changes in Team Leader
peeceptions occurred during
CMTI?

2.7 In what ways did Team Lead-
er and Intern perceptions dif-
fer 1n terms, of important
outcomes of CMTI?

Chapter Three concerns.the organi-
zation of CMTI described in the fol-
lowing questions:

,

3.0 To what extent were various in-
structional modes employed &ob-
it CMT.I?

3.1 What changes occurred during
CMTI?

3.2 What relative instructional
contributions were made by
faculty, Interns, orid Team
Leaders?

4.0 What wai the instructional climate
at CMTI?

. .

4.1 What changes occtirred in the
instructional climate dw:ing
C MT I?

ss



a.
4.2 Tgo what, extent wils the af-
. fective Climate warm, sup-:

-portive, and,congenial?

4.3 To.what extent was the com-
munication smooth, easy, and
effective'?

4. . 4

J.

4.4. To what exten: were partici-
.pants receptiVe and oPen?
*

4.5 To what extent were partici-
pants active and' autonomous .

, in taking initiatives?

4.6 To what extent was 'there
tight,- close. group cohesive-
ness? S.

4.7 To what extent was the
growYs attending behavior a-
lert and enthusiastic?

5.0 To what extent did participants
perceive the various organizational
concepts were emphasized?

To what extent did Interns
perceive that various organi-
zational concepts were ern-
phasized? ,

5.2. To what extent did Team
Leaderls perceive that various
organizational concepts were

- S effiphaiized?

5.3 To what extent did partici-
pants in each of the eight
clusters perceive that
organizational concepts ere
emphasized?

r

6.0 To what'extent\were organLzational
concepts and, their applicationa_ to

-2-

If

schoolis, communities, multicultur-
al, and other settings emphasized

CMTI?

6 3' W changes in emOasess
ed during CMTI?

Chap le' Four fotcuses on .the.impaci-
of CM whicti includes data on the
folio ng questions!

7.0 To whai extent did participants
perceive a change in their know-
ledge of organizational concepts
and multicultural education0duripg
CMTI?

L

7.,Z To what extent did &items
perceive that they were know-
ledgeable of organizational
concepts prior to CMTJ?

7.2 To what -eltent did Team
Leaders' perceive that they
-were knowledg.eable'of .organi-
zational cohcepts prior
C MT I? -

7.3 To 447hat eitent did Interns
perceive that they were know-
ledgeable of ,organizational
concepts at the end of CMTI?

7.4 To' what extent did Team
Leaders perceive that they
Were knowledgeable of organi-
zational concepts at the end of
C MT I?

7.5 To what extent did Interns
*"-perceive that they were know-

ledgeable of multicultural edu-
cation prior to CMTI?

7.6 To what extent did Team



Ireacle rs perceive that they
Wereknowledgeable of multi-

..cultural education prior 'to
CMTI7- ..

7.7 To what extent did Interns
perceive that' they were
kno,wledgeable . of multicui-
tUral ea, ...Van at the endof
C MTI?

7.8 To what extent did Team
aders perceive that they .

were knowledgeable of
cultural education at the erid
of CMTI?

8.0 To what extent did participants
achieve CMTI cognitive objectives
re/ated to organizational concepts?

8.1 To what ettent did Interns
achieve CMTI cognitive ob-
jectives 'related to organiza-
tional concepts?

8.2 To what extent did- Team
L Leaders achieve CMTI cogni-

tive objectives related to' or-
ganizational concepts?

8.3 To what extent did Interns
achieve CMV application obt
jectives related to organiza-
tional concepts?

8.4 To what extent did 'lief=
Leaders achiei,e CMTI apply-
cation objectives related to
organizational concepts?

8 5 After interacting with the /
film, "Up the Down $ta
case," to what: extent
Interns recognize organi a-

.

8.8.' After intetacting with the
"film, "Vp,, the 1Down
case,* wh extent did:
TeaM 4eaders trecogniie 9r4
ganiAtional Oneepts?

8.7 What differenegs in achieve
ntent occurred betWeen
tbrns and ,Team Lfaders7:

,94,What things ere most often
ed by partwPants ak :being Zean
during CM I abotit other ethnic
groulls an4or eduOtidn in a. multi:.
culturckl so iety?

,

et.0 With wom would participants
choose /to continue or extend
friendships? ,

I
10.1 T. what extent 'were persons

in various4role groups named?

20.2 To what extent were persons
from the nominator's local
project named?

10.3 To what extent were persons
fr,om the,- nominator's ethnic
Qa. racial IrouR, named?

10.4 To what extent were' persons
rom the nominator's cluster

named?

/t/.0 With whom would participants
choose to'work in *lying an educa-
tional problem?

11.1 To what extent were persons
in various role groups named?

11.2 To what extent were persons



from the nominator's ldc=a1 ' -

project named?.

:3 To what extent were persons
from the nominator's ethnic
or racicy group named?

16. What experiences did Interns
name -as most rewarylfng per-

84, what experiences° did Team-
Leaders name ) most rfin
warding personalle

.11.4 To, *lat. extent were persorts,
frpmithe nominator's cluster

\ rtarned?,

1,51,,To' what extent were perfons
of the nomina s 3/ex am-.

ed?
1.

12.0 In what ,ways gid pró1.. te per-
ceptipn'of t4einselves relation to
other rapiar or e c groups
chwe cbng CMTI?

13.0 How xlid partici
organi4atio4 substance of
CMTp

'14.0-Which films activities, or materi-
als did cipants rico.rnmend be'
mseq qg

15.0 To ; :Wh4 t extent did -participants
asse the helpfWness of the four
cas studies used in C MT I?

v.a What experiences participants
name as most jew props-
sionally?

17.1 , What / riencess did inierns
name agt linos; riwarding pro-

17.V What experienpei -did Team
,Leaders.:4naitiel as. most
warrIting professionailyf

16.9 at experiences did participants
me as most rewarding personal-

ly?

18.0 What experiencei did participant:1
name ,as mi5,# he?pfaA in their lqCa4
proedt rotef?

18.1 What 'experiences- dici.,!nterns
identttfy?

18.2 what . experience
'Ledgers Identify?..,

. ,
z

18.3 fri what ways 4c1 they differ?

19.0,1$1-uft were ;het:Characteristics of
:the plans develdped for implemen7
tation after #te'loCal team return-
ed to its ;it

1,7,-
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cffAPTERbNE
DATei.COLLECT1014 INSTiUME&TS

ANPTROCEDITRES.

Questions , posed for the study re-
quired a variety of data cpllection
instrurnents administered prior to an0
during CMTL Instruments and Clef:-
development are described in thelirpt-
part of this section while the., proce-
dures for collecting data are summa--.:,
rized in the second part of the section.

. .

Thirteen procedurei .were employe&
in data collection, each of which wa..4
related directly to one of the study
qUestions. Some data were collected
during pre-CM-II throUgh a pro&ram
assessment 'instrument, other data
through observations and interviews
throughout CMTI, scale through a test
orknowledge and application of CMT-Ir
content at the end of the second weik,

; -and finally a post-CMTI program as-
sessment at the end of the institute.
The specific relationship between in-
"strsiments and the, time line for em-

- ploying them is Surpmarized in Exhibit
I: These are elaborated on more fully
in. the two parts of this sectign.

INSTRUMENTATION

The following inspuments, or pro-
cesses were used te document activi-
ties and outcomes of CMTI.

Demo&raphic Data

Background data on Interns and
, Team Leaders were. Aobtained by an

Ara

7

-;instrumeni included itri the..post-CMTI
program assessment. Data requested
included Teacher. Corps roles,'age, sex,
6.hildhood resiOence, marital .stafus,
race or ethnic group, and previous

- teaching experience. These data are
reported separately and combined for
Team Leaders and Interns in response
to question 1.0. A copy of the
instrument appears in Appendix A-12.

Perceptions of CMTI Outcomes

ge

This instrument was composed of
twenty-three items, each of which was
a Idgical and legitimate potential qut-
come of CMTL The instrument, ad-;
ministered prior to CMTI, asked parti-
cipants to rate each potential outtome
in terms of-lts 'importance for them.
At the end of CMTI, participants were
again asked to rate CMT1 outcomes on
thiNtwerity-three iteins. The results of
the%e two sets of data were compaied
to determine the extent to which
perceptions *of outcomes changed dur-
ing the three weeks. Designed to
respond to question 2.0, a copy of this
instrument is included in Appendix A-
3.

Feelings About CMTI

411This instrument was composed of
twenty statements, about CMTI, some
stated positively an'd some negatively.
Participants were asked to 'respond in-

1 9



Exhibit 1
BOCUMENTATION INSTRUMENTS AND ADMIN STRATION SCHEDUU

Prt-CMT1 . Observations
. Study .Program Throughout
ument ,Question. Assessment .CMTI

Analyze
CMTI Content

Materials Post-test

Post-eMTI
Program

Assessment

Demographic Data

Perceptions of CMTI
Outcomes

Feelings about CMTI 13.0

Perceived Emphasis on
Organizational 5.0

Concepts

Perceived Knowledge
of CMTI'Content 7.0

Case Study Assessment 15.0

Open-ended Questions 9.0-12.0;
14.0; f

16.0-18.0.

Content of CMTI 8.01

Concept achievement of
organizational theory

of organi-
zat nal theory . 80.

Coritent Application fr6m
8.0Filmed Episodes .

Observed Instructional 3.0
Modes

Observed Instructional
4.0Climate

Observed Organ zational 6.0Concepts

Back-Home Plans of Teams 19.0

x

4

.1

4



C

terms of whether they would Strongly
agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, or
Strongly disagree with each statement.
Designed to elicit participant percep-
tion of the effettlyeness of CMTI for
them, the instrument inclu.ded items
on the faculty, cpsitent of CMTI, oe-
ganizapon, instructional activiqes,
multicUltural e.ducation, and general
perception of CMTI., R4tated to quesl.
tion 13.0, this insirument was adminis-
tered at the end of CMT.I;' a copy. of it
may be found in Appendix A-13 With a
sub-scale key.,s.

Perceived Emphasis On Organizational:
Concepts

Eleven concepts of organizational
theory were emphasized in C TI. This
is one of several instmments designed
to determine the extent to wliich eacb
concept was emphasized and the Out-
comes of that Anstruction. In this,
instrument, participants on the post-'
test rated each of the 11 concepts in
terms of their perception, of its being
.emphasized (Not at all, Somewhat,
Adequately, Strongly, Very strongly).
These data were. used in -answering
qu stion S.C. A copy of the initrument
is ncluded in Appendix A-5 aod 7.
A41ysis of results is reported in ques-
tion 5.0.

Perceived Knowledgte of CMTI Content

Participants were askpd to rate
their familiarity with a series of or-
ganizational concepts which were part
of CMT1 (Unfamiliar With this area,
Only slightly_familiar, Familiar enough
to recognize and. use basic terminolo-
gy, Familiar enough to tiisduss the area
in depth, and Familiar enciugh to teach
it to someone elSe or to emplor itin

an instructional setting).: The iristru-
ment, administered at the end of '
CMTI, asked participants to rate
themselves.prior to CMTI and a,gaip at
the end of CMTI tor deri,ve a measure
of their perceived change in .familiari-\
ty. The .instrqment included two
scales: organizational 4contepts and
multicultural education.. Results of

the analysis of these data are reported
in question 7.0.

-9-

Case Study Assessment

/Your 'case studies were developed
particularly for CMTI. Their sub-\
stance and problems were drawn from
attual events:in Teacher Corps prci-
jects. Each of these was studied
during the second week of CMTI; on
the POst7CMTI Program Assessnient,
particiPants w--Fre asked to rate the
effectiveriess of each. The case stu-
dies 'were titled Mid-America, Smoke
City, Distant Drum, and Buena Vista.
Participartts rated each case study as
Not helpful, Of some help, Helpful,
Very helpful, or So helpful that I will
use it in the future.

Open-ended Questions

Several questions were posed to eli-
cit participant perception in open,
unstructured probes. These, questions
were then analyzed.- by content and
structure and reported in appropriate
parts of the study. Open-ended ques-
tions included:

- What experienceNt CMTI did you
find most rewarding personally?

What experiences at CMTI did you
find most rewarding professional-
ly?

21



IF

lias your perception of. y&rself'iri 4
relation to other racial or ethnic
groups changed during CMTI? Iii
what ways? Please descrille.

What experiencei from CMTI are
likely, toil* of most.help to you

'your roJe as an Intern or Teath
Leader when you return to your
loced projep?

e

Give eAmples of.films, material;
activittep that you woUld recom-
mendle used again (that you feel
are really effective).

'List rio mgre than five things you
have lecirtzock-apout other ethnic
groups and/dr tiducation in a mul-
ticultural society during CM371.

Assumg that you have been selec-
-ted as, a chairperson of.' a task
force which has. been given the
assignment of . solving an educa-
tional groblem. From the partici-
pants at CMTII list the names of
three persons whom you would a*
to serve on this task force.

Friendships often -develop during
an institute such as C MTL List
the names (first name and last'
name) of three-persons witil whom
you would like to continue these

0

initial friendships..

Please include below, any other
cciMments you wouldlike to make.

Content of CMTI

Ta. test participant' achieemett of
'CMTI.content, a'forty-:six item achieve-
thent test Was developed.' An item
ppol- of more than two hundred ques-
tions was generated -to reflect the--
organizational theory content . to 'be
taught at CMTI. These questions were
-analyzect for face validity by the con-
tent specialists for CMTI, with final
item selection completed by the In-
structional,Coordinator and Data Col-
lection Team principal investigators.
The questions tapped two dimensions:
(a) eleven organizational concepts;and
(b) concept/definition on application'.
The 'haitt which follows illustrates the
interaction of these tw9 dimensions
and includes the number 'of .questions
in each cell..

Each of the organizational concept
sub-scales included four questions with
one exception which had six questions.
Two additional questions were added
to the application of Power, Authority,
and Influence. Thus, while the concep-
tual scale included 22 questions, appli-
cation included 24 questions.

V



Exhibit 2
NUMBER OF QVESTIONS ON EACH SUB-SCALE OF CMTI CONTENT TEST

Organizational
Coricept

Concept/
Definition

N

Application* Toial
i.

Powerj Authority,
InfltInce

Decision-Making

Communication

Slippage

Role Set
Formal Structure'
Informal Structure
Temporary Systems

Conflict
Norms

Motivation/Self-
Interest

'4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

#
Each of the test Items on the pre-

and pogsi-tests and the test as a whole
were analyzed to determine reliability
and test effectiveness. Foe each item,
thq proportion of participants,.answer-
ing correctly was computed. Point-
biserial correlations were calculated
between coerect responses to each
item and total scoie on the test. Each

item was also analyzed by examining
the, mean score on the total test .of
participants who correctly answered
that item and the mean score of those
not correctly answering that question.
Coefficients of reliability, indices of
difficulty, and corretatiohs among,
items were calculated. These are
summar.ized in Table 1. .
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Table I

ANAI,YSIS OF CONTENT TEST RELIABiLITY, DIFFICULTY,

AND INTER-ITEM CORRELATION

,Interns

Mean Difficulty
of Items

Inter-item
Correlation

Average Item - Total
Score Correlation

Kuder-Richardson 20
Reliability -

s.51

.07

.26

Pre-Test Post-Test

Team
Leaders Total I nterns Team

Leaders Total

041 -

.52 .51 .65 .63 .64

.05 .06 .05 .07 .06

.21 .27 .24

.68 .60 . .68 , .62

#

The mean difficultY of items in-
creased from .51 on the pre-test to :64
on the post-test, reflecting the higher
percentage of questions participants
correctly answered on the post-test
(64 percent correct). As would be
expected, the correlation among items

was low when .11 sub,scales are reflect-
ed in the test (.06) while the average
correlation between each item and the
total score was .25 and .24. Rellabili-

. ty, as computed using the Kuder-
Richardson formula 20, ivas .68 and .62
for all participants.



Content Application From Filmed
Episode

A second content instrument was ,
designed to test the extent to which
participants could correctly analyze
simulated situations with respect to
the 11 organizational concepts. - The
film, UR the Down Staircase wai em-
plbyed in this exercise. . Thirty-six
.questions were posed to. participants
following their viewing Of the film.
Three questions .-werefrelated to each

of ten organizational concepts while
six questions were' asked about po4,
authority, and influence.

Tc( asess.,the etfectiveness of this
test, each item and the total test were

, analyzed. The sime procedures de-
Scribedpreviously were employed, re- -
suiting in 'coefficients of reliability,'
Indices of diffidulty, and correlations
among items. These:are summarized
In Table 2.

a

Table 2

ANAILY,SIS OF TESt OF CrONTENT APPLICATION FROM
FILMED EPISODE

Interns Team Leaders Total

Mean Difficulty Atems

Inter-item correlation

Average Item - Total
score correlation

Kuder-Richardson 20
Reliability

. 62

. 07

.27

63 .63

.07 , .07

.26 .27

.64 .61 .63

-13-



The mean diiiiculty Of iterni on the
test -of content application from a
filmed episode was .63, indicating that
an average of 63 perceit of items
were correctly answered. The inter-
item correlation was .07, while the
average correlation between each item
and the.total score was .27. Reliabili-
ty, as computed using the Kuder-
Richardson formula 20, waS, .63.-

CMT1 Instructional, Observation
Schedule

This instrument was designed to
describe the organization, instruction, ,

alit impact of CMTI. Three scales
were included in the observation sche-
dule: instructional mode, instructional
climate, and brganizational-concepts.

4!

,role play/simulation/iarhifg, (6) inde-
peadent activity, (7) group'planning/or-
ganizing, (8) routine managetial tasks,
atid (9) retreation/unfocused discus-
sion/free time. - These Modes were
defined fdi observer's as follows: -.

Each of the eight instrualonal clus-
ters was observed fOr 20 nlinutes three
times a day, except for Week Ontegi.
when one of the three observers Was
.with the Team Leaders 'who *had a
separate instructiOnal track fOr that
week. Times for observationS were
drawn randomly. Each 20 minute
'observation period was divided into
four five-minute segmepts. During the
first four minutes, the observer watell-
ed and listened to the instructional
interaction, then in the next,minute
recorded his observ,ations. In this way,
12 'observational segments for each of
the eight clusters were recorded each'
day of CMTI.

Nine initructional modes were re-
corded whenever Ahey .were employed.
These included (1) li,resentation, (2)
demonstration, (3) discussion/group
problem-solving, (4) audiovisual, (g-

Preseritation
4

Lectures; expository remarlcs; ex-
*fissions of fact or Opinion,- primarl-'
ly telling by one person ,to a group of
people.

Demonstration

A demonstration of how ta use
equipment, participate in an activir
ty, or complete an exercise; Charac-
terized by an individual showing one
or mpre others hoW to do something.

Discussion/Group Problern-Solviing

A"group'Planning pr interacting on a
topic or prtiblem 'Where Statements
are short, one person builds on ac-
tions of another; usually,- but not
neceFarily a small group.

Audiovisual

Movie or slide/tape shown; audiovis-
ual materials used to -convey con-
cept or used in instruction;

Role Play/Simulation/paming

A hypothetical situation or problem
is posethand the grouP considers and
proposes a solution; micro-teaching
and feedback; play educational game
designed to extend knowledge, per-
ceptions, or attitude.

2 6
,



Independent Activity

Reading, ewriting, or other learning
activity engaged in iriclekndently by
participants.

Group Planking/Organizing

Group detqrmining procedures, prac-
tices -to pursue; organizing tasks
related to instruction; cip2racterized
by actual plans for an activity rath-
er than. disdussion of educational
concept or issue.

Routine Management Tasks

Housekeeping items, maintenance
tasks, group managsment directions
or tasks based on dgpections.

Recreation/Unfocused Discussion/

Free Time

Morning break periods; free time

Affective Clima e

1

between 'activities With ieviiral
inultaneous conversations among
participants; planned recreational
activities.

In the instructional mode schedule,
observers recordea who was using the
method of instructionFaculty, Intern,
or Team Leader. The resulting analy:-
sis permitted a description ..of the

.instructioh CMTI by the role group
directing that instruction.

In the-second schedule, the instruc-
tional climate of CMTI was, rated by
the observsec, Six 't'cales were used in
this proce -affective clithate, com-
munication, participant openness, par-
ticipant initiative, group inter=person-
al cohesiveness, and artending behav-
kir. Descriptors for these scales are
illustrated below. .

cool, tension
friction

Communication

1

difficult,
strained

4 5

warm, supportive
congenial.

4*

-15- .
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--
-Participant Openness

1.
'defensive,

closed.

Participant Initiat ve

5

receptive,
open

passive, dependent
cueirseeki!ng

Group Interpersonal Cohesiveness
.

1

independent
actions

2 3

5

active, autonomous,
takes initiative

5

Attending Behavior

not attending,
not involved

3.

attending

The third schedule was oanization-
al concept. EaCh of thin concepts of
organizations that were emphasized in
CMTI was checked- whenever it was
part of the substance of instruction.
For each concept observed during a
four-minute observation segment, the
observer specified whether it was con-
sidered as a definition/basic concept
or as an application of a 'concept. If
the latter, the object of that 'applica-
tion was also noted (school or class-
room, community,. multicultural- situa-

tight, close group,
teamwork

5

alert, enthusiastic

tion, or other. situation). - Thu4 for
each of the 11 'organizational concepts
employed in instruction, the nature of
its use was identified.

- Definition or basic concept

- Application of concept to school
or classroom

- Application of concept to commu-
nity

-16-,
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Application of concept to multi-
cultural situation

- Application of concept in setting
other than those ltsted above, or
of such general nature as not to
be a codeable app(ication.

For the first schedule, instructionall
mode, and for the third, organizational
concept, it was possible for more than
one item to be marked in a four-
minute t>eri6d. The instruction might
shift from presentation to discussion,
and faculty as well as 'Interhs and
Team Leaders might direct the in-
struttional epis'ode. More than one of
the organizational concepts was often
employed in a.four-minute periad, es-
pecillly during the second week of
CMTI when heavy instruction in this
area occurred. Because of this, the
total percentage of observations could
and did sum to greiter than one
hundred percent.

A copy of the CMTI Instructional
Observation Schedule and ari "Observer
Guide" for it are fOund in Appendix A-
'9, 10 and 11

'Back Home Plans of Teams

During the third week of CMTI, each
local 'project team developed. a plan
whereby they would share and use
their knowledge and skills from CMTI
in their community. These plans were
collected and copied, and have been
analyzed in Chapter Four;

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Exhibit 1, included at the beginning ..

of this section of the report, identified
several time periods when data were
collected: a pre-test prior to CMTI,'
observations and analysis of resources
during CMTI, a post-test of content at
the end of the second week, and a
post-CMTI program assessment, ad-
ministered at the end of CMTL

Pne-CMTI Program Assessment

Pi.e-CMTI assessments were dollect-
' ed prior to participants' arrival in San

Diego. In June, 1977, at the Project
Directors Orientation Conference, the
pre-CMTI data collection plan was
described by one of the iirincipal in-
vestigators. Directors agreed to facil-

sitate the process in their projects. In
mid-junel the staff of the Center for
Urban Education, University of Ne--
braska at Omaha, mailed, a packet, of
materials to each Project Director.
Included in each packet were (I) a
memo to the Director with intctic-
tions for administering the tests and
handling results, (2) a Director's Infor-
mation Sheet on which was to be
listed the names of Team Leaders and
Interns, (3) sets of the test battery,

"Pre-CMTI Program Assessment", in-
cluding directions, (4) sample answer
sheets for each person, (5) answer
stieets, and (6) a stamped envelope.

CMTI Instructional Observation Sche-o.
dule was employed throughout CMTI to
record the instructional modes em-
ployed, instructional climate, and or-
ganizational -concepts included in in-
struction. The procedures have been
described previously, and a copy of the
instrument and observer guide are in-
cluded in Appendix A.

17-
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obserers were trained to use
TI instructional Observation

e irr, a training session prior to
titute, reacted to simulations

to act* instrtiction, compared
enients; and refined their, data

collectipn procedures so that on a
.reliability test, their inter:rater relia-
bility, was .91..

. Content Post-test was administered
at the end of the second week of

4CMTI. The rnacro-design 'had called
for cognitive instruction on organiza7
tons to be concluded by that time,
thus this wai. an appropriate time for
/esting achirvement. The test was in
two parts: Content of CMT1 was
'administered first and was parallel to
the pre-CMTI content test. Then the
movie Up The Down Staircase was
shown and the Corifent Application
From Filmed Episode test was admin-

iistered. All Team Leaders and Interns

took both %tests as a group in a
'auditorium.

P9st-CMTI Proffram Assessment was
administered at the end of the insti-
tute. A number of instruments Nifere
included in this test. Their incliuded
Demographic Data, Perceptions; of
CMT1 Outcomesi Feelfrws About.
CMT1, Perceived Emphasis on Orriani-
Fifiriinal Concepts, Perceived Know-
.ledge of CMT1 Content, Case Study*
Assessment, and ien open-ended ques:
tions. Each of these insuuments have'
been described in the previous part
while copies are found in Appendix A-
5, 7, and 12.

I.

-18-

The Pre-test, Content Post-test, and
Post-CMT1 Program Assessment
machine-scored answer forins, while
observation sheets were key, purfched.
,A11..ciata were computer analyzed using
stabdard programs.

30
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CHAPTER IWOe

PARTICIPANTS
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CHAPTER TWO
PARTICIPANTS

The participants at CMTI were com-
posed of Interns and Team Leaders
from the 54 Teacher Corps projects
that were funded to begin a two-year
cycle on June 1, 1977 (known as the
twelfth cycle because this was the
twelfth grOup to-, begin the training
cycle). The background cif those per-
sons and their perception of the out-
comes for CMTI are important to the
understinding of the impact which the
Institute had onihem. In this section
of the report, two questions are ex-
plored,

1.0 What were the personal charac-
teristics of grim partiaipant.s?

2.0 What outcomes were perceived as
mci.st important by participants?

The data and findingS reiated to these
questions are reported in the following
two parts.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF'
MTI TPARTICIPANTS

The CMTI ommunity consisted of
. individuals representing 54 projects

fr'om 31 states, all within the conti-
nental United States, To provide
background information oh the partici-
pants in thit CMTI, the' following ques-
tions were posed!

4."

1.0 WHAT WERE THE PERSONAL
-CHARACTERIST1tS! 1# OF CAM ,

PARTIIIPANTP

1.1 What were the personal char-
acteristics. of Intents?

1.2 What were thperal char-
acteristics o,Tean1 Leaders?

Two hundred five Interns and fifty-two
Team, Leaders responded to a series of
questions on the post-test which elicit-
ed information or their background.
These are summarized in Table 3.

As might be expected, Interns were
ydunger, as a group, than Team Lead-
.ers. Fifty-two 1:lercent were 20-24
years of 'age a9d 83 percent were less
than 30 years of age. No Team
Leaders were 20-24 years of 'age and
only 25 percent were less than 30
years of age,' Thirty-seven percent of
Team Leaders were in the age range of
30-34 years. There were almost twice
as many females in CMTI as males.
For both Interns and Team Leaders,
the proportion was 65 percent female
and 35 percent male. The childhood
residence of participants were, rela-
tively well distributed, although fewer
were raised in rural areas.

-21-
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Table 3
CHARACTERISTICS OF CMTI PARTICIPANTS

Variable
Interns

Fre- Per-.

Team Leaders

quency cent quency cent

Total
Fre- Per- 4,

quency cent

to.
20-24 years
25-29 years
30-34 years
35-39 years
40 years or older ..

Sex

Female
Male

Childhood Residence

Rural
Small town (under 10,000)
Small city (10,000 - 50,000)

107
64
19
10
5

52
31

9
5
2

0
13
19
8

12

0
25
37
15
23

107
77
38
18
17

134 65 34 65 168
71, -35 18 35 89

25 12 9 17 34
39 19 11 21 50
36 18 13 25 e 49

60 29 11 21 - ,1
45 22 8 15 53

72 35 36 69 108
131 65 16 31 147

148 72 24 46 172
24 12 13 25 37
23 1-1 9 17 32

6 3 5 10 i 1

4 2 1 2 5

I)

-22-

City (ovet 50,000, inner-
city)

City (over 50,000), suburbs

Marital Status

Married
Sing1e-4

Number of Children

None
One
Two
Three
Four or mo e

33-

"

Oa,

42
, 30

15
7
7

65
35

.

28
..

21

42
58

67
14
12
4
2

-v-e°



Table 3 (Continued)

Interns
Variable Fre-

quency
Per-
cent

RaCe/Ethnic Group

95
73

3
7

27

46
36

1

3
13 4

Anglo/Caucasian American
Black/Afro American
Asian/Pacific American
Native American
Hispanic/Chicano American

.T f

Location of teacher CorPs Projectt ...
.

Rural 38 19
Urban/rural 44 22
Urban/inner-city 114 56
Other

\)
7 .3

Preferred Teaching Level

Pre-school, kindergarten 22 11
Primary (1-3) 52 25
Intermediate (4-6) 4q 22
Junior high (7-9) - 46 23
Senior high (10-12) 40 20

Year graduated From College

26 65

..

1976-77
1974-75 32 16
1972-73 17 9
1971 or before 13 7
not graduated 7 4

ye

Team Leaders Total
Fre- ,Per- Pk- Per-

quency &nt quency cent

.4.

34
13
0
0
5

2
11
11/
27

3

4 0
9

22
14
6

4
4
5

39
0

65
25
0
0

10

129
86
3
7

32

50
33

1

3
12

s-

21- 49 19
21 55 22
52 141 55
6 10 4

0 22 9 \
IS 60 24
43 66 26
27 60 24
12 46 18

8 130 '53
8 36 15

10 22 9
75 52 21

0 7 3

I
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Table 3', (Continued),.

-^

Variable
Interns , Team Leadert

Fre- Pir- ree.17- Fre- Per-
quency cent quency cent quency cent

Total'

Major In College

r

Social Sciences 69 34 a, 15 77 30
Humanities/Music/Art 33 16 8 15 . 41 16
Science/Mathematics 12 6 5 10 17 7
Industrial Arts/Technology 4

.
2 0 0 , 4 2 ,

Education andother 81 42 31 60 118 46

Previous Teaching Exyerience

None 103 50 1 - 2 104 yo
Student Teaciling only 76 37 1 2 77 30
Two years 2r less 19 9 1 2 20 8

3-5 years 6 3 9 17 15 6
6 or more years 1 0 40 77 41 16

TOTAL 205 100 52 100 257 100



About one-third of thcinterns were
married while two-thirds of the Team
Leaders were married. .,Nearly three-
fourths of the Interns arid half of -the
Team Leaders reported no Children.
Two percent, on the- other hand, -had
four or more children.

Half of the Aarticipants were Cau-
casian Americans and one-third Black
Americans. There were no Native
American nor Asian American Team
Leaders, while two-thirds of the Team
Leaders classified themselves as Cau-
casian.

Over hill of the Teacher, Corps
projects were in urban/inner city sites,
while about one-fourth each were in
rural and urban/rural sites. A

Forty-three percent of the Team
Leaders preferred the intermediate

, grades while none expressed a. prefer-
ence for the pre-school area. Interns
tended to distribute themselves more
equally across all levels. When ele-
mentary and secondary levels were
compared, however, the proportion of
Team Leaders (61 percent elementary,
39 percent secondary), was similar to
that of Interns (58 percent elementary,
42 percent secondary).

Sixty-five percent of the Interns
graduated from college during either
1976 or 1977, and 81 percent gradu-
ated since 1974. Only 16 percenr of
the Team Leaders graduated during
this period while 75 percent graduated
prior to 1971. Their Majors were
primarily education or "other".

Seventy-seven percent of the Team

-25-

LeadOs had taught six or more years
While six percent had two years or less
experience. Eighty-seven percent of
the Interns reported no teaching ex-
perience or student teaching only.

In summary, Team Leaders tended
to be Interns, more likely
married, d had taught more than six
years. wo-thirds of all the partici-
pants were female. Half were Cauca-
sian American. and a third Black Amer-
icans.

PERCEIVED OUTCOMES OF CMT1

Perception of the importance of ob-
jectives or outcomes of CMTI by parti-
cipants provides one perspective on
the Institute. Several sub-questions
were posed for study. These are listed
below: .

2.0 WHAT OUTCOMES WERE PER-
CEIVED AS MOST IMPORTANT BY
PARTICIPANTS?

2.1. What outcomes were perceiv-
ed as most important by In-
terns prior to CMTI?

2.2 What outcomes were perceiv-
ed as most important by In-
terns at the end of CMTI?

2.3 What changes in Intern per-
ceptions occurred during
C MT I?

2.4 What outcomes were perceiv-
ed as most important by
Team Leaders prior to CMTI?

2.5 What outcomes were perceiv-
_

to.



ed Is most important -by
Tea% Leaders at the end o
CMTI?

2.6 What changes fit Team Leader
perceptions occurred during
C4ITI;

2,7 In what ways did Team Lead-
er and Intern perceptions dif-
fer in terms of imeortant
outcomes of CMTI?

Twenty-three statements describing

a potentlil outcome of CMTI were
included on the pre-assessment and
again on the post-assessment. These
statements are listed in Tables 4 and
5. Participants rated each statement
on a fivezpoint scale: 1 - Not Impor
tant; 2% - Somewhat Important; 3 -
Important; 4 - Quite Important; and 5 -
Extremely ImpOrtant, Means, standard
deviations and rankings for pre- . and
post-CMTI perceptions of Interns are
included in Table ir and for Team
Leaders ih Tabl# 5.

Table 4 .

INTERN PERCEPTION 9F.CMTI OUTCOMES

"ontr

't(t/r

Outcome

Increase my knowledge of
Teacher Corps

Make new friends

Become better acquainted with
Interns and Team Leaders in
my project

Become more self-confide%
as a person

Work more effectively with
other people

Learn theories of instruction
and how to apply them

Pre-CMTI Post-CMTI Mean
Mean S.D. Rank Mean S.D. Rank Change

3.71 1.08 11 3.30

2.80 .94 23. , 3 02 .

3.90 .95 6 3.86

3.40 1.15 19 3 65

° 3.83 .87 8 3.87

3.9S .93 5 3.68

U.01

1.01

.92

1.12

.85

39

20 -.41**

23 .22

4 -.04

12 .25-

jQ -.30**
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Table 4 (Continue4

,,

Outcome Pre-CMTI Post-CMTI Mean
Mean S.D. Rank Mean S.D. Rank Change

Appreciate persons from
other ethnic groups

Mei* and live with (Averse
people

'Experience a variety of ways of
organizing an education program

.

Clarify my educational goals and
directions -

Improve my ability to identify
and solve problems

Increase my understanding of
multicultural education

Learn theories and concepts related
to the stutk of organizations

Learn new ideas that I can apply at
my school project

Enjoy the opportunity to travel and
meet new people

Know myself better

Demonstrate basic communication
and group process skills

3.76

3.36

4.07

3.84

4.03

4.00

3.35

4.04

3.19

3.60

3.62

kcilitate use of basic communication
3.59and group process skills in others

.85 10 3.89 .93 .13

.97 20 3.47 1.95 16 .11

.83' 3.61 .91 13 -.46**

.90- 3.55 .92 15 -;29**

.86 3.76 6 -127**

.90 4, . 3.80 .96 5 -.20

1 04 21 3.28 1.01 21 -.07

.87 3.97 .82 -.07

1.04 22 3.39 1.03 19 .20

1.07 13.5 3.70 1.13 8 .10

91 12 3.70 .80 8 .08

.90 15 3.66 .82 11 .07

-27-
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Table 4 (Continued)

Outcome Pre-CMT1 Post-CMT1 Mean
Mean S.D. Rank Mean S.D. Rank Change

Develop my competence in team
management skills

Employ instructional supervision
dUs

Identify major organizational struc-
tures of communities and school

Use dbservational system for identi-
fying critical elements in the
organization Of communities,
schools, and classrooms

Develop a specific plan for,contin-
ulna learning after CMT1

3.57

3.43

3.48

3.60

3.81

TOTAL 3.65

:88 16 3.45 17 -.03

1.95 18 3.24 .95 22 -.19

.96 17 3.42 .94 18

1.00 13.5, 3.60 .88' 14

1.00 3.70 .9t -.11

3.59 ;:

**Significant at p < .01

Interns' ratings of outcomes ranged
from 2.80 to 4.07 on the pre-test and
from 3.02 to 3.97 on the post-test. On
the instrument, a rating of 3 indicated
the outcome was perceived as "impor-
tant."

The highest rated statements on the
pre-test were these:

v""'0,0r4:..
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4.07 Experience a variety of ways
of organizing an .education
program.

4.04 Learn new ideas that f can
apply at my school project.

4.03 Improve my_ ability to identi-
fy and sol e problems.



4.00rIncrease my understanding of
multiculAwal education.

3.9& Learn theories of instruction
and how to apply them.

Those rated lowest as potential out-
comes on the pre-test were'these:

2.80 Make new friends.

3.19 Enjoy the opportunity to tra--
,v-Xel and meet neW peopie.

Contrasting tlese two sets of per,-
ceived outcomes ests that Interns,.

. r/

came io'CMTI to k to le'arn new
ideas about organizIng an education4
progra,m, solving problems, 'Multicul-
tural education aild Theories of in-:
Struction,, and how they might be
applied in theirleroject.

At the end of"CMTI; Interns were
again asked to rate the yarious possi-,
ble outcomes of CMTI. The ones with -

the highest mean ratings were:

3.97 Learn new ideas that I can
apply at my sohoq project.

3.89 Appreciate persons from oth-
er ethnic groups.

3.87 Work more effective y with
other people.

3.86 Become better acquainted
with Interns and Team Lead-
ers in rny project.

3.80 Increase my understanding
multicultural education.

-29-
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The least rated outcome by Interns
on the post-test and the only one lesk
than 3.20 was:

7

3.0,2Yake new frierl"..
2

On the pbst-test; Interns fAted items
related to interpersonal relations as
highest, particularly those related to
multicultural education. Application
of ideas to the local project 'and
becoming , acquainted with ,,persons
frdin the local project were highly
rated reflecting,t possibly the thiPri

'Veek focus on back-home plans.

The range as -well as the mean of
ratings was less on :the post-iest ,than
on the pre-test. -1%) arscertain tt*
extent of imOact CMTI 'had 'had on
Interns' perceptiOn' of outcomes of the
institute,J t tests were computed be-
tween paiii ',6f assessments. interns
significantly lowesred their, perdeption
of theseitossible CMTI outcomes:

Inireasie my knowledge of Teacher
Corps \

Learn theOries Of instruction and
hoi, to apply them.

.- experience ci varie* of ways of
organizing an education program.

- Clarify my educational goals an
directions.

Improye my ability to identify an
solve problems.

..'7431

-

4.

These changed perceptions may re-
flect the actual structure dnd coAtent



of ,CMTI, for Interns made these rat-
ings '-affer engaging in the institute.
Their usefulness is in rxiting what
initial outcome Interns %had expected
fr. CMTI that subsequently were not

f the planned program'.

Team Leaders rated the same 23
potential outcomes of CMTI 'prior to
and at the end of the institute. Means,
standard, dviations and rankings of
their ratings are fotmd in Table 5. ,

- Table- 5
TEAM LEADER PERCEPTION OF CMTI OUTCOM6

Outcome Pre-CMTI Post-CMTI Mean
Mean S.D. -Rank Mean S.D. Rank Charr

Increase my knowlexte of
Teacher Corpi

Make new friends.

Become better acquainted with
Interns and Team Leaders in
my project

Become more self-confident as a
person

Work more effectively with Other
people

Learn theories of instruction and
how to apply them

Appreciate persons from other
ethnic groups

4.02 .96

2.83 1 10

4.31 83

3.35 1.19

'3.98 .90

1.18

3.71 .94

Meet and live with diverse people 3.37 1.03

ExperienEe a variety 'of ways of
organizing an education program 4.25. 49

11

23

3.56

2.98

*4.08

,1.12 16s

.97 23

1 04 .2.5

.15

-.13 '

22 3.45 trit'---19:5

12 3.92 ..94 .

163 3.45 . 1.06 19.5.

16.5 3.87 .92 10 .16

21 3.51 1.10 18 At4

3.70 1.05 15

11



Table. 5 <Continued)

Outcome Pre-CMTI Post-CMTI' Mean
Mean S.D.. Rank 'Mean S.D. Rank Change

Clarify my educational goals
and directions

Improve my abilitY to identify
and solve problems

Increase my understanding o
cultural education

Learn theories apd concepts related
to the study (3T organizations

Learn new ideas that 1 can'apply
at my school project

Enjoy the opportunity to travel
and meet new people

Know mySelf better

3.69

4.20

4.04

3.61

4.62

3.52

3.75

Demonstrate basic communication 3.96and group process skills

Facilitate use of basic cornniunica-.
tion and group process skills in 4.10
others

Develop my competence-in team
management skills

Employ Instructional supervision
,skills

4.56

4.46

1.15 18, 3.44 1.42 21

.93 6 3.80 1.05 13

1.01 10 3.84 1.01 11.5

1.05 19 3.54 1.05 17

.63 1 4.08 .92 2.5

1.09 '20 333 1.22 22

1.06 15 3.75 1.24 14

.95 1.3 3.90 .86

.83 8.5 4.05 . 7 4.5

.57 2 4.05, 1.06, 4.5

.69 4.13 1.00

-.1

.00

-.06

-.33

4
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Table 5 (Continued)

Outcome

Identify major organizational
structur.es of comfmnities
and school

Use observational system for
identifying critical elements
in the org atiori of commu-
nities, sch s, and classrooMs

Develop a specific plan for con-
tinuing learning after CMTI

.

Pre-CMTI Post-CMTI Mean
Mean S.D Rank Mean S.D. Rank Change

3.92 .97. 14 .3 4 1.03 11.5- -.

4.i5 .83 7 4.02 .86 .-.13

4.10 .98 8.5 3.93 1.05 7 -.17

TOTAL 3.92* 3.71

* Significant at p< .05
** Significant at p < .01

A

Prior to participating in CMTI,
Team Leaders rated each of 2 state-
ments about potential outco*s.. The
range of their ratings was from 2.83 to
4.62. At the end of CMTI, the range
on these same statements was from
2.98 to 4.13.

On the pre-test, the highest rated
statements were:

c -32-
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4.62 Learn hew ideas that I can
apply at my school project.

4.56 Develop ,my competence in
team managem4t skills.

4:46 Employ instructional supe
sion skityi

4.31 Become better ac ted

Ito
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with Interns and Team Lead-
ers in my project.

4.25 Experience a variety of ways
of organizing an education

s Program..

The lowest rated item on the pre-
.test was:

L
2.83.Make new friends.

The second lowest mean ratings
were 3.35 and 3.37,%thus,the difference
was such .as to place it in a different
classification. As Team Leaders look-
ed forward to CMTI, their perception
of the Institute was that it would be
directed toward making them more
cbmpetent in their new role as Team
Leaclersall of the highest rated out-

-conies were specifically directed to-
ward this end.

On the post-test, Team Leaders rat-
ed these outcomes highest: *

4.13 Employ instructional supervi-
sion Sips.

4.08 Become. better acquainted
with Interns and Team Lead-
ers in my project. s

4.08 Learn new ideds that I can
apply at my school project.

4.05 Facilitate use of basic corn-
munication and group process
skills in others.

4.05 Deve op m)Lcompetence in
team manageffient

s

4

4.021e observational system for
identifying critictil elements
in the orvanization of com-
nwitie; school; and class-
room.

The lowest rated outcomg was:

2.98 Make new friends.

The next lowest mean rating of-an
outcome was 3.33.

Team Leaders came to CMTI to
develop their skills in their new role
and at the end. of CMTI they persisied
in their belief that thii area was the
most important outcome for,them. All
of the post-test outcomes with mean
ratings over 4.00 weite related to this
area. Obviously, making new friends
-was perceived as the lowest priority
outcome for CMTI, being much lower
on both the pre-test and the post-test
than any other outcome%

Mean ratifigs were generally' lower
on the post-test than pn the pre-test,'
with the overall mean dropping from
3.92 to 3.71. Several statistically
significant shifts between pre-test and
post-test ratings of outcomes oc-,,
curred, due in part to changed percep-
tions and perhaps in part to the lower
ratings of outcomes. Significant shifts
in 'ratings occurred for these state-
ments:

- Increase my knowledge of Teacher
Corps

Experience a variety of ways of
organizing an education program

-33-
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- Improve my ability to identify and
solve problems

- Learn new fdeqs that I can applx at
school project

Devetop my competence in team
management skills: ;

.1%lote, however, that the latter two
statetnents were rated very high on
both the Pre-test and the post7test.

4-

) In sumn, Interns perceived CMTI
outcom to be primarily related to
devel ng their personal knowledge
and skills before the Institute- but at
the end 01 CMTL, rated interpersonil
outcomes highest, particularly those
related to multicultural educatisn.
Team Leaders, however, rated highest
on both the pre-test and the post-test
those outcomes that were related to
developing their skills as Team Lead-
ers.

...V.A.).
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V

cHAPTER THREE
ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION

,;":4e

CMTI was organized as a temporary
system in which organizational theo-
ries were studied and applied. The
instructional modes weee designed to
facilitate change in knowledge skills"
and attitudes in organizational con-
ceptsi and to model an educational
environment conducive to achieving
those goals.

Data related to four of the questions
of the study are reported in this
sectiop.

3.0 To what extent were various in-
structional modes employed during
C MTI?

4.0 What was the instructional climate
at CMTI?

5.0 To what extent did participants
perceive ti:at various organization-
al concepts wre emphasized?

6.0 To what extent were organizational
concepts and their applications to
schools communities maticultur-
al; and other' settinfis emphasized
during CMTI?`'

To answer these Auestrons, observa-
tions of ovin were made on a schedul-
ed basis and participant perceptions
were elicited on the post-assessment.
Results of analyses related to these

-37:

qupstions are reported in the four
parts which follow.

MODES OF INSTRUCTION

During CMTI a number of instruc-
tional modes were employed. These
included formal presentations, discus-
sion groups, role playing and simula-
tions, and independent artivities. The
major questions explored in this part
of the study were:

3.0TO WHAT EXTENT WERE VARI-
OUS INSTRUCTIONAL MODES
EMPLOYED DURING CMTI?

3.1 What changis occurred during
CMTI?

3.2 What relative instructional
:contributidkns weige made by
Patulty, Interns, and Team
Leaders?

To assess the extent to ?vhich each
of these was employed, random 20
minute observations were made dieing
the three-week institute. During the
first week, each of the eight instruc-
tional 'clusters was scheduled to be
observed twice a day, once each by
two observers, while ,a third observer
was with Team Leagers who had a
separate instructional track. During
the second and third weeks, the clusters

4



were scheduled to be observed.three
times a day. An actual total of 355
20-minute observations were complet-
ed. Each observation'period consisted
oi four segments, thusAhere were 1420
bits of data used to) describe the
instructional mode employed. A de-
scription of the CMTI Instructional
Observation Schedule is found in the
section on instrumentation while a
copy of the instrument is found in
Appendix A-9.

Nine rnodes -of instruction were clas-

-38-
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sified in the observations. These are
def4led in _Chapter I I, pages 14 and 15.

Observations also recorded who the
primary source of the instructional
mode was: Faculty, Interns, or Team
1.eaders. Because more than one mode
of instruction could be used durin& a
single obseriration, the totals do not,
sum to 100 percent. These percent-
ages refer to the proportion of obser-
vation periokis in which a particular
instructional mode was used. Table 6
records these.data for CMTI.

I.



Table 6
EXTENT TO WHICH INSTRUCTIONAL MODES WERE EMPLOYED

1

kuiructional
Mode

Week One

Percent of Obser ed Seirents
Week Tw

4-
Faculty Interns Team Faculty InternsLeaders

Team
leaders

Week Three Total

TeamFacUlty interns Leaders acuity Weill& jeactorn

Presentation

Darneastration

31 2

DiscussGroup
Problem
Solving

Audiovisual

Role Play/
Simulation/
taming

lildependent
Activity .

Group Planning/
Organizing

litiutine Mana-
gerial Tasks

recreation/Un-
focused Dis-
cuuion/Free
Time

31

11.

5

11

9

37

7

2

41

0

9

21

7

2

4

31

19

12

4

3

1 2

1
C4,131

2

10

4

3 11

3

20

25 7

. 21

10

33

. 7

7 13
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The last three columns of Table 6
summarize instructional modes for
CMTI. The primary mode of instruc-
tion for CMTI was discussion/group
problem solving.. Faculty were involv-
ed 21 percent of the time, Interns 33
percent, and Team Leader's 33 percent.
Facility made presentations at CMTI
25 percent of the time,.

During the firgi week of CMTI,
Inierns and Team Leaders were sepa-:
rated for instructional purposes. The
primary instructional approach was
discussion, with Faculty, Interns and
Team Leaders .engaging in discussion
3f; 37, and 41 percent of the time,
respectively. Faculty lectured 26 per-
cent of the time, while interns pre-
sented information ten percent of ob-
served periods, and Team Leaders
none. The latter may have been a
function 9f ihe tight instructional pro-
cess being used to provide Tearn Lead-
ers with clinical supervision skills.
Team4Leaders engaged in independent
activities 21 percent of the time,
compared with only three percent for
Interns.

Dwing the second week, Team
Leaders and Interns engaged in the
same instructional activities, thus dif-
ferences in percentage of participation
were due to their initiatives rather
than to different instructional content
delivered in different rooms. Discus-
sion was less during week two than in
week one, while faculty presentations
were greater. These differences, how-
ever, were not statistically significant.
The use of audiovisual resources, in-
creased rapidly from the first week
(In.ternsone percent, Team Leaders--

-40-

zeroS percent) to Interns arkl Team
Leaders, 19 percent each, in the sec-
ond week; this change was significant
at p < .QI. The amount of independent
activitf by Tearro Leaders decreased
from 21 percent to ten percent, also
significant at p < .0 i.

The third and final week of CM'll
rdlected further -changes in instruc-
tional modes resulting from the micro-
design of CMTI. Lect!iring by faculty \
decreased somewhat as did faculty
partielpation in discussions and pro-
blem solving (the latter significant 'at
p < .01). Group planiiing and organiz-
ing for Interns and Team Leaders
inCreased to 20 percent of the time
(p < .01). . These changes reflected
Interns and Team Leaders planning
sessions as they prepared to translate
CMTI objectives and activities into
plans they could use in their local
pr4cts when they returned.

In summar , instructional activities
varied widely among each of the three-
weeks and during week one for Interns
and Team Leaders: Discussion/group
problem-solving was the primary mode
of instruction. Faculty presentations
was second highest. In the third week
Interns and Team Leaders engaged in
group planning and organizing 20 per-
cent of the .time, reflecting their
efforts to develop back-home plans.

INSTRUCTIONAL CLIMATE

The instructional climate is com-
posed of a number of factors, interde-
pendent but able to be assessed indivi-
dually. These include the affective
climate, communkation, participant

5 0



openness and initiative, group inter-
personal cohesiveness, and participant
attending behavior. One of the basic
questions and seven sub-questions were
concerned with this area.

4.0 WHAT WAS THE INSTRUCTIONAL
. CLIMATE AT CMTI?

4.1 What changes occurred in the
instructional climate during
CMTI? .

-4.2 To what extent was the af-
fective climate warm, sup-
portive, and congenial?,

4.3 To what extent was the com-
mUnication smooth, easy, and
effective?

Affective Climate

1 2

cool, tension,
friction

Communication

difficult,
strained

2

4.4 To what extent were partici-
pants receptive and open?

4.5 To what extent were jhrtici-
pants active and autonomous
in taking initiatives?

4.6 To what extent wat there
tightr close group cohesive-
ness?

4.7 To what extent was the
group's attending behavior
alert and enthusiastic?

To collect data on these questions,
observers were asked to rate instruc-
tional climate .on six scales. These
scales, using a one-to-five point range,
reflected three as the middle or neu-
tral point.

5

warm 9 supportive,
congenial

§mooth; easy
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Participant 02enness

-

defensive,
closed

Participant Initiative

1

passive, dependen
Cue seetang

2 ,

5

receptive,
°Pen

5

Group Interpersonal Cohesiveness

1 2

independent
actions

Attending Behavior
4

active, autonomous,
takes inilative

I 2 3

not attendin9; . attending
not involved

Ratings on these scales were made
during observations of instructional
activities. A total of 1420 separate
ratings on each of the six scales was
made during Cmn, with 480 observa-
tions the first week, 464 the second
week, and 476 the third week. A
description of the CMTI Instructional

L42--

p.

5

tight, dose group,
teamwork

5

.alert, enthusiastic

Observation SChedule is found in the
section on instrumentation while the
schedule is reproduced in Appendix A-
9.

Data from these observations are
summarized In Table 7 for each of the
three weeks and for the total CMTI.

52
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Table 7

MEAN RATINGS OF INSTRUCTIONAL CLIMATE

Variable . Mean Ratings By Observers

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

Affective Climate

Communication

Participant Ope.nness

Participant Initiative

Group Interpersonal
Cohesiveness

Attending Behavior

3.29

3.28

3.53

3.24

3.15

3.35

3.48

3.35

3.24

3.14

3.47

3.60

3.74

3.52

334

3.35

3.89

Total

3.41

3.50

3.27

3.21

. 3.63

Inspection of Table 7 reveals seyeral
patterns in the ratings. First, all were
greater than 3.00, reflecting a positiv
atmosphere at CMTI. Second, both
affective climate and communication
improved during each of the three
weeks, (3:29, 3.35, 3.60 and 3.28, 3.48,
3.74) changes significant at p .05.
Third, attending behavior ,increased
during the third week (to 3.89) when
back-home plans were being gener-
ated, a change significant at p< .05
over theaprevious two weeks.

In summary, the instructional cli-
mate at CMTI was positive, with ob-
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served affective climate ratings and
observed communicakion improving
each week. Attending behavior during
the third week was especially high. The
attending behavior may be related to
the instruCtional modes used during
the third week where 51% of the time
Interns and Team L.eaders. were engag-
ed in either, discussion/group problem-
solving, or group plannirigiorganizingi
as they developed back home plans. r

PARTICIPANT PERCEPTION OF CON-
TENT EMPHASIS .

a

CM\TI was designed to emphasize 11



organizational concepts: p,olver, au-
thority, and influence; decision-mak-
ing.; communication; slippage; role set;
formai structure; informal structure;
temporary systems; conflict; norms;
and motivation/self-interest. Otherkv
parts of this study report the observed'
extensiveness to which each was
taught aqd the achievement of partici-
pants on each of. the 11 concepts. In
this part, the perception of partici-
pants as to the extent to which each
was taught is reported.

The study questions and sub:ques-
tions related to this part of the study
are:

5.0TO WHAT EXTENT DID PARTICI-
PANTS PERCEIVE THAT VARIOUS
ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS
WERE EMPHASIZED?

5.1 To what exte,nt did interns
perceive that various organi-
zational concepts were em-
phasized?

5.2 To what extent did Team
Leaders perceive that various
organizational concepts were
emphasized?

To elicit the perceptions of Interns
and Team Leaders concerning these
questions, the post-assessment asked
each person to rate each organization-
al concept in terms of the extent to
*which it was emphasized during CMTI.
The scale was: I - Not at ail; 2 -
Somewhat; 3 - Adequately; 4 - Strong-
ly; and S - Very strongly. The mean rat-
ings, standa0 deviations, and ranks for

-44-

Interns and Team Leaders are included
in Table S.

Mean ratings for Interns ranged
from 3.34 to 4.17 and Sor Team Lead-
ers from 3.44 to 4.24. The rankings of
both were amazingly similar:. the first
four were the same on both lists,
valthough not precisely in the same
order; the next four were the same;
and the last three were at the bottom
on both lists.

Most emphasized organization con-
cepts were:

1 Temporary systems

2. Power, authority, influence

3. SlOpage

4. Communication

Least emphasized among the 11 'oe-
ganization concepts were these four:

14

10.

9.

Motivation/self-interest

Decision-making

Role set

ik one-way analysis of variance
Which compared these differences was
significant at p < .05 with an F
7 75. The greatest contribution to
t is was the low rating of motiva-
ti n/self-interest (3.36).

erln summary, Interns and Team Lead-
both perceiAd about the same

order in the emphasis of instruction on'
+



table 8
PARTICIPANT PERCEPTION OF EXTENT TO WHIcH
ORCtANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS WERE EMPHASIZED

r

- Organizational Concept
Intern Team Leaders

Mean S.D. Rank Mean S.D. Rank

Power, Aahority,
Influence 4.14 82 2 4.07

Decision-Making 3.71 .95 10 3.72

Communication 3,99 .95 4 4.14

Slippage 4.10 .93 3 4.14

Rae Set , 172 .87 9 3.71
, ,

Formal Structure
.,

1 3.83 .84 7 3.90

Irgormal Structure 3.75 .91 8 . 390
4

Temporary Systemt ", 4.17, 8,5 1 4.,24

Conflict 3.96 .92 5 3.90

Norms 3.86 .82 6 3.98

Mcaivati;n/Self-Interest 3.34 1.06 11 3.44

1.01 9

.93

1.07 2.5

1.02 10

1.01. 7.

.98 .7

. .90 1

1.06 . 7

1.03 -5

.99 11

Total
Mean S.D. Rank

4.12 .86

3.71 .96 10

.4.03 .94 ... 4

4.11 .6 3

3.72 .91 9

3.85 .88 7

3.79 .93 8

4.18 .86 1

3.95 .95 5

3.89 .87 6

3.36 1.04 11
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Lthe 11 organizational concepts. Tem-
porary 'systems; power, authority, and
influence; slippage; and communica-
tion were rated highest while motiva-
tion/self-interest was lowestpreced-
ed.by deris.ion-making and role set.

OBSERVED DIFFERENCES IN CON-
TENT EMPHASIS .-

Th major content thread of CMTI'
was organizational theory. The CMTI
design team formulated 11 basic c'on-
cepts: power, authority; and influ-
ence; decision-making; communica-
tion; slippage; role set; formal struc-'
ture; informal structure; temporary
systems; conflict; norms; and motiva-
tion/self-interest." Not only 'were the
basic theories or concepts taught, but
also methods of applications of them
to the school and classroom, communi-
ty, multicultural education, and other
settings.

The sixth question of the siudy was:

6.0TO WHAT EXTENT WERE ORGAN-
IZATIONAL CONCEPTS AND-.
THEIR APPLICATIONS TO
SCHOOLS, COMMUNITIES, MUL-
TICULTURAL, AND OTHER SET-
TINGS . EMPHASIZED DURING
CMTI?

To deterAine the emphasis each, of
these was giVen, observers coded them
when taught during instructiorial peri-
ods. Each of the eight clusters was
observed three times each day at
randomly ielected times.(except Week
One when the Team Leaders received
separate instruction). Each observa-

-

0

tion period was composed of four
segments. Instruction was observed
for four minutes, then coded in terms
of the specific organizational concepti
taught during that period.. During
some four-minute periods, more than
one *concept would be part of instruc-
tion while in others none of -the con-
cepts would be falitt During the
three-week institute, total of 355
twenty-minute observations were com
pleted, in 1420 four-minute segment&
Data in this section are based on these
observations.

. The extensiveness to which each of
the organizational doncepts was ob-
served being taught is summarized in

. Table 9.

56

The figures iln Table 9 ?eflect the
percentage of observations ih which
each concept was observed being
taught. For example, power, authori-
ty, and influence was observed being
taught in five percent of the segments .

during the first week, 25 percent the
second week, and two percent the
third week. For CMTI as a'whole, the
concept was included in instruction in
11 percent of the observation periods.
Since more than one concept could be
taught during a four7minute obierva-
tion, the total does not equal 100
percent.

Table 9 reflects the emphasis placed
on organizational concepts .in Week
Two, where most of the instruction on
these topics occurred. In the first
week, communication was emphasized
11 percent of the time, and overall
was the most strongly emphasized of

: ,



the organizational concepts415 per-
cent). Other concepts ratiged between
8 and 12 percent, overall, for CMTI,
but only from 1 to 7 percent during
Weeks One and Three.

Both the basic concepts of these

4

organizational theories and their appli-
cations in schools, community, multi-
culture, and other settings weie
taught. The eelative ernphasis.of these
is illustrated in Tables 10 through 13
for CMTI and for each of the three
weeks.

Table 9
PERCENT OF OBSERVATIONS IN WHICH

ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS WERE TAUGHT

Da

gr

Organizational Concept
Percent of Observations

-Week One
.t

Week TWo Week Three Percent of
Total"

Power, Authority, Influence

Decision-Making

25

22

11

iro 10

Communication 11 25 8 15

Slippage 6 .1

iRole Set 4 22 5 10

'Formal Structe 3 24 7 12
4.

Informal Structure 2 24 6 10

Temporary Systems 3 25 6 11

Conflict 3 4 10

Norms 2 23 3 10

Motivation/Self-Interest 1 21 1 8

Percent of Total Observation 4 23 4 10
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Table 10

EXTENT TO WHICH ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS WERE OBSERVED

BEING TAUGHT EXPRESSED AS PERCENTS - CMTI

Organizational

Concept

Percent of Observations

Basic
School/

Concept Classroom

Application To,

Power, Authority, Influence

Decision-Making

Communication

Slippage

Role Set

Formal Structure

Informal Structure

Temporary Systems

Conflict

Norms

Motivation/Self-Interest

6

,17

14

23

11

18

20

17

8 19

14

13

11

Percent of Total Observations 7 16

Percent
Cornmu- Multi-

nity culture
of -Other

. Total

13 11 6. 11

12 10 10 10

14 14 15 15

10 9 8

12 10 10

19 11 12

11 10 8 1,1

13 i 1 6 10

12 12 3 10

10 10 2 8

13 11 6 10

-#
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Table 11

EXTENT TO WHICH ORGAISIIZATIOIIAL CONCEPTS WERE OBSERVED

BEING TAUGHT EXPRESSED AS PE.RCENTS WEEK ONE

Organizational
Concept

Percent of Observations

Basic Application To

Concept School/ Commu- Multi-
Percent

of
Classroom nity sulture Other Total

Power, Authority, Influence 8

Decision-Making 12

communicatisul 3 16 8 19 11

Slippage 2 6

Role Set 8 7

Formal Structure 3

Informal Structure r 0 5

Temporary Systems 1 9

Conflict 2 6

Norms 2 2

Mot vation/Self-Interest 1 2 1

Percent of Total Observations 1 5 2 8 4
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Table 12

EXTENT TO WHICH ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS WERE OaSERVED

BEING'TAUGHT EXPRESSED AS PERCENTS - WEEK TWO

Percent of Observations
Organizational ... Application ToBasic Percent

Concept . School/ Commu- Multi- oConcept f
Classroom nity culture Other Total

Power, Authority, Influence

Decision-Making

Communication

Slippage

Role Set

Formal Structure _

Informal Structure

Temporary Systems ..
_

4,

S4
. k..

Conflict

Norms

Motivation/Self-Interest V

. ,

Percent of Total Observations.

18 .

1,9

20

'38 '

30

36

19 29
r

20 33

19 34

. 20 33

19 '.40, 45

19. 34

19 32

19 30

19 34

.

34 31 2 25

29 21 6 22

32 30 7 25

27 27 21

30 27 1 22
I.

34 30 2 24

32 31 3 24

28 27 25

33 30 2 24

31 32 2 23

29 29 1 21'

31 29 3 23
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Table 13

EXTENT TO WHICH ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS WERE OBSERVED

BEING TAUGHT EXPRESSED AS PERCENTS WEEK THRF4

nizationa l
Percent of Observations

Applicatioti To
Concept Basic

Concept
School/

Classroom
Commu- Multi-

nity culture, Other

Percent
of

,Total

Power, Authority Influence

Decision-Making

CoMmUnication

Slippage

. . "Role Set 4

c:trtithl Structure

. ,
Informal Structure

.-
Temporary.Systems ,,

Conflict

Norms

Motivation/Self-Interest

0

0

0
,

. i
I

0

0

3

1

0

`0

6

6

17

..2

.

14 '

22

16

10

5

7

2

.

3

0..

21

1

3

1

0

1

2

0

1

4

'11'

18

3

7

2

6

12

10

6

3

I

6

4

Percent of Total Observations 0 10 4 1 7 - 4

Alqk
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Table 10 summarizes data for CMT1. -

During CMT1, 7 percent of the obser-
, vations were of instruction in each of

the basic concepts of organizational
theory. Sixteen percent involved ap-
'plications of each of the organization-
al concepts to school and classroom,
13 percent to community, 11 percent
to multicultural studies and six per-
cent to other. Overall, -an average of
ten percent of the time in each of the,
11 concepts was observed being taught.

There was considerable variation
among weeks, particularly when corn-
paring Weeks One and Three with
Week Two. Observations Ior -the,first
week are summarized in Table 11.
Overall, only four percent of observa-
tions were related to instruction in
each of the 11 concepts, Applications
to other settings accounted for a large
proportion af this instryction (an aver--
age of eight percent for each organi-
zational concept). Basic concepts ac-
counted for only. 1;te percent. Covi-,
m9nication was strongly emphasized,
with 16 percent of 'observations rela-
ting to the application of communica-

. tion in school and classroom, while 19
percent involved instruction in the
application of communication to other
situations.

The macro design for CMT1 called
for the introduction of the organiza-
tional concepts during the first week
with the major instructional emphasis
reserved for week two.

fr

'Week Two Was devoted to direct
instruction in organizational concepts,
With an average of 23 percent of
observadVons devoted to each of the 11
organizational concepts (See Table 12).
Application to school or classroom
accounted for the largest -percentage
of observed instruction (34 percent)
while application to other situations
was smallest (3'percent).

Table- 13 includes data for Week. ,
Three observations. An average of
only four percent 'of observations, was
devoted to %ph of the 11. concepts;
while app116.111111on to school or class-
room was most often observed (10
percent).

In summary, organizational concepts
were observed being taught primarily
during . Week Two. This was to. be
expeded since the instructional design
Called for this emphasis. Coricepts '-
related to communication were most
often observed (15 percent) while mo-
tivation/self-interest and slippage
were least often obseived.(8 percent).
Applications of each of the 11 orgal*.
zational concepts were most Often
made to schools or -classrooms (16
percept), with applications to the corn-.
munity made during 13 percent 'of
observations and to multitultura1 edu-
cation during 11 percent of observa-
tions. Applications were observed
more often than instruction in basic
concepts of organizations (7 percent).

o-

0

t
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CHAPTER FOUR
IMPACT OF CMTI

CMTIs was designed to impact parti-
cipant knowledge, their interpersonal
relations and their local projects. Sev-
eral qAstions were posed in the study
to ascertain the extent to which this
occurred. These questions are listed
below.

IMPACT ON PARTICIPANT
KNOWLED E

7.0 To what extent did pariicipants
perceive a change in their know-
ledge of organizational concepts
and multicultuial education during
CMTI?

8.0 To what extent did participants
achieve CMTI cognitive objectives
related to organizational concepts?

9.0 .what things were most oftennamed
by participants as being learned
during CMTI about, other ethnic
groups and/or education in a multi-
cultural society?

IMPACT ON INTERPERSONAL
RELATIONS

10.0'With whom Would participants
Choose to continue or extend
friendships?

11.0 1.4ith wwhorn would particiOants
choose to work in solving an edu-
cational problem?

-55-

12.0 In what ways did participant per-
ception of her/himself in relation
to other racial or ethnic groups
change during CMTI?

ASSESSMENT OF-CMTI

13.0 How did participants assess the
organization and azbstance of
CMTI?

to

14.0 Which films, activities, or mate-
rials did parti,ipants recommend
be used ckg ?

15.9 To what extent did participants
assess the helpfulness of the four
case studies used in C MT I?

16.0 What experiences did participants
name as most rewarding personal-

17.0 What experiences did participants
name as most rewarding profes-
sionally?

IMPACT ON EOCAL PROJECTS

18.0 What 'experiences did participante
name as most helpful in their
local project roles?

19.0 What were some of the plans
developed for implementation aft-
er the local teams returned to
their site?



4.

Each of these thirteen questions is
considered in, this section of the re-
port.

4

PARTICIPANT PERCEPTION OF
ACHIEVEMENT

Two basic areas were emphasized in
CMTIorganizational concepts (expli-
citly) apd multicultural education
(more iMplicitly). Both were relative-
ly newConcepts to most of the Interns
and Team Leaders, and were the focus

_.,of many formal and informal activi-
ties. In the next part of this section,
achievement of organizational con-
cepts will be reported; in this part
participant perception of change in
achievement is reported.

The question add 'eight sub-questions
considered in this part are listeci\ be-
low.

7.0 TO WHAT EXTENT DID PARTICI-
PANTS PERCEIVE A CHANGE IN
THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF ORGANI-
ZATIONAL CONCEPTS AND AWL-

-TICULTURAL EDUCATION DUR-
ING C MTI?

7.I# To what extent did Interns
-perceive that they 'were
knowledgeable of organiza-
tional concepts prior to
C MTI?

7.2 To what extent did Team
Leaders perceive that they
were knowledgeable of organ-
izational concepts prior to
C MT I? t

7.3 To what extent did Interns
perceive that they were
knowledgeable of orgtrmiza-
tional concepts at the end of
C MT I?

-56-
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7.4 To what extent did Team
Leaders perceive that they
were knowledgeable of organ-
izational concepts at the end
of CMTI?

7.5 To what extent did Interns
perceive that they were
knowledgeable of multicul-
twv1 education prior to
CMTI?

7.6 To what extent did Team
Leaders perceive that they
were knowledgeable of multi-
cultural education prior to
CMTI?

7.7., To what extent, did Interns
perceive that theY were
knowledgeable of multicul-
tural education at the end of
CMTI?

7.8 To what extent did Team
Leaders perceive that they
were knowledgeable of multi-
cultural eddpation at the end
of CMTI?

At the end of CMTI, participants
were asked to rate the extent of their
familiarity at two points.in time; first,
prior to CMTI, and second, at the end
of CMT1. Five levels- of familiarity
were stipulated:, I - unfamiliar with
this, area; 2 - only slightly familiar
with this area; 3 - familiar enough to
recognize and use basic :terminology; 4
- familiar enough to discuss the-area in
depth; and 5 - familiar enough to teach
it to someone else or to employ it in
an instructional setting. The instru--
ment is included in Appendix A-12,
while Tables 14 and 15 summarize
participant perceptions.

65
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Table 14
INTERN PERCEIVED CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS DURING CMTI

Sub-scale and Items Prior to CMT1
Mean S. D.

ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS

I am able to' identify the characteristics common to organizations.

I can analyze the Toles I play in an organization.

I am able to describe,ways peoOle adapt to or cope with organizations.

I am able to describe the development of a temp9rary social sytem
such as CMTL

I 'am able to describe the norms operating in an organization to which
I belong.

I am able to analyze the school as an organization.

-SUB-TOTAL

2.08 .88

2.50 11.02

2.38 1.01

%PI' 1:79 1.02

I 244 406

2.33 .94

2.29 .99

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

I am aware that communication styles differ among cultural groups.

I am aware of rriore than one perspective on multicultural education.

I am aware of approaches teachers may use to draw upon the richness
of the various cultures'represented among their stubents.

am able to identify stereotypes held by pupils and te#chers concerning
different cultural groups.

I can describe some of the factors which contribute to conflicts between
schools and communities

2.93 1.02

2.56 1.06

2.45 1.08

3.21 1.05

2.68 1.05

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL

2.77 1.05

2.51 1.02

End of CMTI Mean
ChangeMean S. D.

342 .75 1.54**

3.70 .83 1.20**

3.53 .84 1.15**

3.,67 .89

3.78 .8Z "

3.76 .78 1.43**

3.68 .82 1.39**

348 43
3.73 .89 1.17**

3.61 .92 1.16**

4.03 86 .82**

3.84, .74 1.16**

3.78 .8.5 1.01t*

3.73 .83 1.22**

* SignifiCant at p < .05
** Significant at p <.01 6 7



Intern perceptions of their gain in
jaistiwiedge and skills during CMTI are
summarized in Table 14. In eirery
case, the difference-between perceiv-
ed pre- and post-CMTI achievement
was statisticolly Significant at p < .01.

In examining the statements on or-
Naganizational concepts, it should be

boted that ratings of knowledge and
skills prior to CMTI ranged from 1.79
to 2.64 while at the end of CMTI,
perceived familiarity ranged from 5.53
to 3.78. Change between means rang-
ed frohi.1.14 to 1.88. The.two highest
rated items at the end of CMTI were:

- I am able to describe the norm's
operating in an organization to
which I belo (3;78)

I am able to analyze the school as
an organization (3.71)

The greatest perceived gain during
CMTI (1.88) occurred for this item:

- Iltrn able to describe tije develop-
- merit of a temporary social asys-

tent such as CMTI.

With respect to multievittiral educa-
tion; Interns rated their perceived
competence prior to CMT1 from 2.45
to 3.21 ancl after CMTI from 3.61 to
4.03.

Two items were rated highest at the
end of CMTI:

I am able to identify stereotypes
held by pupils and teachers con-
cerning different cultural groups
(4.03).

-58-
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I can describe some of the factors
which contribute to conflicts be-.
tween schools and comnu4nities
(3.84).

a

Generally smaller gains Nere ascrib-
ed to multicultural education than to
organizational (high of 1.17 compared
with high of 1.88), however, the reader
thould keep in mind that multicultural
education was not a defined part of
the curricuium.

Team Leader perceptions of their
change in achievement are Summa-
rized in Table 15.

When Team Leaders were asked to
judge their familiarity with cert n
organizational concepts' prior to CM
their mean ratings ranged from 2.09 to
3.20. At thIe end of CMTI, their
perceived familiarity with organiza.:
tional concepts ranged from 3.81 to
4.29. All changes were significant at
p c .01.

The highest rated statements at the
end of CMTI were:

- I am able to.1 describe the norms i

operating in an organization to.
which I belong (4.29).

I am able to analyze the school as
an organization (4.19).

The greatest gain in perceived know-
ledge and skills was in this item:

- I am able to describe the develop-'
inent of a temporary social .sys-
tem such as C MTI.

9W.11
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Table 15

TEAM"lEADER PERCOVED CHANGE 114 KNOWLEDGE'AND SKILLS DURING CMTI

Sub.scale and Items Prior to CIATI
Mean S. DI

ORGANIZAtIONACCONCEPTS

I am able to identify the characteristics common to orOtizations.
I can.anilyze the roles I play irran organization.

I am able to describe ways people adapt to or cope with organizations.

I am able to describe the development Qf a temporary social system
such as CM1'1.

A am able to describe the norms operating in an organization to yhich
I belong.

I am able to analyze the school aS an orgEiniz#tion.

69

2.29, .97

2.93 1.16

2.64 .98

2.09 .93

3.09 .97

3.20 1.01

-SUB-TOTAI.

MU,VICULTURAL,EDUCATION

I am aware thatsornmunication styles differ among cultural groups.
%

, I am aware of more than one perspective on multicultural education.

I am aware of approaches teachers may use to draw upon the richness of
the varipus cultures represented among their students.

I am able tonidentify stereotypes held by pupils and teacherssoncerning
different cultural groups.

I can describe Nine of the factors which contribuie to conflicts between
schools .and communities.

2.71 1.00

3.12

2.91

2.96

3,62

3.14

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL-

3.15

2.91.

* Sig4cant at p < .05
** Significant at p :c .01

-

End of CMTI Mean
ChangeMean S. D.

4.07 .67 , 1.78**

4.07 .78 1.14**

4.81 .71 -1.17**

4.02 .75 1.93**

4.29 .62 1.20**

4.19 .91 4 99**

4.08 .74 1.38**

:98 3.79 , .71

1.10 3.97 .83 .06**

1.11 3.79 .89

.98 4.28 .69

1.07 4.04 .75

1.05 337 .77

1.02 4.03 .75
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Three-comparisons can be made be-
tween Intern and Team Leader ratings:
(1) for everr item on both the pre- and
post-self-assessment, Team Leader
mean ratings were higher than Intern
ratings, and (2) the same two state-
ments were rated highest by Team
Leaders and Interns, and (3) the great-
est perceived gain was in the same
item for Interns and Team Leaders.

When queried about multicultural
education, Team Leaders rated their
familiarity prior to CMTI from a mean
of 2.91 to 3.62 and after CMTI from
3.79 to 4.28. At the end of CMTI,
these two items-were rated highest:

- I am able to identify stereotypes
held by pupils and teachers .con-
cerning different cultural groups
(4.28).

- I can describe some of the factors
which contribute to conflicts be-
tween schools and communities
(4.04).

hç, greatest change in perception oc-
d in this statement:

- I am awai4 of more than one
perspective on multicultral edu-
cation (1.06).

All changes between perceived, know-
ledge and skills before CMTI and at
the end were statistically significant
at p <.01.

The same parallel between Interp
and Team Leader ratings occurred
with multicultural education as with
organizational theory: (I) Team Lead-

er mean ratings were higher than
Intern mean ratings on every item in
the pre- and. post-self-assessment, (2)
the same .two statements were rated
highest on the post-assessment, and (3)
the greatest .change occurred in the
same item.

In summary, Intern and Team Leader
perception of their knowledge and
skills following CMTI was Significantly
higher than prior to CMTI. Team
Leaders' sell-ratings were always high-
er than Interns on comparable items.
Both rated their knowledge and skills
as rather extensive at the end of CMTI
for both organizational concepts and
multicultural education. Interns and
Team Leaders rated the same state-
ments highest on the post-self-assesS-
ment . and the greatest perceived
change occurred in the same item.

PARTICIPANT ACHIEVEMENT

One of the major purposes for CMTI
was to teach Interns and Team Leaders
certain concepts related to organiza-
tional theory. In the previous part of
this section, participant perception of
their change in knowledge and' skills
was analyzed, In this part their
achievement, as measured by pre- and
post-tests on the content and applica-
tions of organizational concepts, will
be considered.

aft

Seven sub-questions defined the ba-
sic question explored in this part of
the report. These are listed below.

8.0 TO WHAT EXTENT DID PARTICI-
PANTS ACHIEVE CMTI COGNI-
TIVE OBJECT1yES RELATED TO
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ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS?

8.1 To what extent did Interns
achieve CMTI cognitive ob-
jectives related to organiza-
tional concepts?

8.2 To what extent did Team
Leaders achieve CMTI cogni-
tive objectives related to or-
tanizational concepts?

8.3 To what extent did Interns
achieve CMTI application ob-
jectives related to organiza-
tional concepts?

8.4 To what extent did Team
Leaders achieve CMT1. appli-
cation objectives related to
organizational ctancepts?

8.5 After interacting with the
film, "Up The Down Stair-
case", to what extent did
Interns recognize organiza-

%

tional concepts?

8.6 After interacting with the
film, ,"Up The Down Stair-
casi",, to what extent did
Team Leaders recognize or-
ganizational concepts?

8.7 What differences in achieve-
ment occurred between In-
terns and Team Leaders?

Two achievement tests were admin-
istered to participants. A 46-item test
was administered prior to and again at
the end of the second week of CMTI to
test for change in achievement. It was
composed of two interactive Sets of
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sub-scales. The first set of sub-scales
assessed knowledge of each of the 11
organizational concepts. Four ques-
tions were included in the teSt on each
concept except for power, authority
and influence which had six questions.
The two additional questions were re-
commended by the instructional coor-
dinator to reflect the additional em-
phasis projected for that sub-scale
prior to CMTI.

The second set of sub-scales tapped
achievement on the, basic concept and
on application of that concept. Twen-
ty,two questions were posed on the
conceptual sub-scale and 24 on the
application sub-scale. The two addi-
tional questions were in the power,
authority and influence area.

The second test of achievement was
deSigned to asSess the extent to which
participants could recognize organiza-
tional concepts in a filmed sequence.
The movie.Up The Down Staircase w
shown to participants, then a 36-4te
test was administered. Six questions
were- related to power,- authority and
influenv while three questions were
selected for each of the other ten
organizational areas..

The first achievement test was ad-
ministered prior to CMTI and again at
the end of the second week of CMTI.
The second achievement test was ad-
ministered at the end of the second
week only. The decision was.made to
administer post-tests at this time be-
cause the major cognitive input on
organizations would have been com-
pleted. The CMTI design called for
major emphasis on organizational con-



cepts during Week Two, with back-
home plans the focus of Week Three.
An examination of the results of ob-
serVations (questions 6.0) confirms
that little instruction/interaction oc-
curred during the Third Week related
to organizational concepts. Descrip-
tion of these tests are included in
Chapter One while the tests are found
in the Appendix A-3, 5 and 7.

Intern achievement on these tWo
tests is summarized in Table 16.
These are described in two ways: (1)
means on each sub-scale and on the
total tests, and (2) percentage of
correct responses when compared with
total possible. The second presenta-
tion provides a standardized form for
examining the sub-scales with varying
numbers of questions. For' example,
the mean for the power, authority, and
influence sub-scale or., the pre-test is
2.29 out of six questions (38 percent)
while the decision-making mean was

1.31 on the pre-test out of four ques-
tions, or 58 percent.

The grtaVest perdentage of correct
responses by Interns on the post-test
was in communication (92 percent)
which.also was the highest on the pre-
test (80 percent). The change was not
significant. Statistically significant
gains Were made on seven of the ol 1
sub7scales, with three at the p < .01

. confidence levelpower, authority and
influence; slippage; and temporary sys-
tems. Least changes occurred in the
conflict sub-scale.

When analyzed by conceptual vs.
application questions, there was no
difference on the post-test. On the
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pre-test, Interns tended to do some-
what better on application questions,
but this difference was erased on the
post-test. The gains between pre-test
and post-test on both sub-scales (4.14)
and 4.76) were significant at p < .01. -

Overall, Interns achieved a mean of
23.51 of 46 questions on the pre-test
and 32.40 of 46 questions on the post-
test, a gain of 8.89 wkich was signifi-
cant at p < .01.

The second instrument was related
to the film, -Up The Down Staircase.
After viewing the film, participants
were asked to apply their knowledge of
organizational concepts to the situa-
tions in the film. The greatest percen-
tage of correct. responses was in com-
munication (78- percent), followed by
role set (75 percent), informal struc-
ture (72 percent), conflict (72 per-
cent). Overall their mean score of
23.32 (of a possible 36) represented 65
percent correct respOnses.

) The-achievement of Team Leaders
on the twO cognitive tests is summa-
rized in Table 17.

4On the post-test, Team Leaders an-
swered 95 percent of the questions on
communicationli considerably higher
than the second highest (80 percent).
On the pre-test, 'communication was
also the highest sub-scale (3.37 or 84
percent).

Statistically significant gains were
made ori six of the 11 sub-scales, with
greatest gains made on the power,
authority and influence sub-scale, the
slippage sub-scale, and the tempofary
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Table 16

INTERN ACHI EMENT OY\CMTIICOGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

Sub-scales
Achievement Test Application

from Filmed
EpisodePre-Test Post-Test Mean

ChangeMean Percent Mean Percent Mean Percent

Power, Authority,
Influence

,

Decisior-Making

Communication

Slippage

Role Set

Formal Structure

Informal Structure

Temporary Systems

Conflict

Norms

Motivation/Self-
Interest

259

2.31

3.19

1.86

2.29

1.57

2.35 .

1.05

2.84

1.65

2.11

38

58

80

47

57

39

59

26 ,

71

41

53

4.12

2.70

3.66

3.08

2.99
L.

2.38

3.01

2.37

2.85

2.58

2.66

69

68

92

77

75

60

75

59

71

58

.67

:

1.83**

.39

.47

1.22**

.70*

.81*'

.66*

. 1.32**

.01

70*

.55

3.72

1.72_

2.34

2.00

2.24
.

1.87

,

2.17

1.19

2.15

1.99

1.93

62

57

78

67
,.

75

62

72

40

72

66

64

Conceptual Sub-scale

Application Sub-scale

11.49

12.01

48

55

15.63

16.77

71

70

4.14**

4.76**

TOTAL 23.51 - 51 32.40 70 8.89** 23.32 65

* Significant at p < .05
** Significant at p < .01
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Table 17

499

TEAM LEADFrR ACHIEVEMENT QF eMTI CNNITIVE.OBJECTIVES

Sub-scales .

Achievement Test Application
From Filmed

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean Episode
Mean Percent Mean Percent Change Mean Percent

Power, Authority,
Influence 2.32

Decision-Making 2.25

Communication 3.37

Slippage 1.81

Role Set 2.40

Formal Structure 1.42

Informal Structure 2.87

Temporary Systems 1.15

Conflict 2.85

Norms 1.25

Motivation/Self- 2.23Interest ..

Conceptual Sub-scale 11.75

Application Sub-scale 12 17

TOTAL- 23.92

*- Significant at p <'.05
** Significant at p< .01

38 3.94 66 1.6?** 3.21 54

56 2.61 53 -.13 1.87 62

84 3.79 95 .42 2.37 79

45

60

3.08\

3.13-,

77
\

78

1.27**

4 - .73*

1.92

2.19

64

73
1

36 2.48 62 1.06t 2.04 68
4-,....,

72 3.21 80 .34 2.12 71

29 2.46 62 1.31** 1.56 52

71 2.73 68 -.12 2.33 78
r

31 2:42 61 1.17* 1.90 63 __

56- 2.58 65 .35 2.00 67

49 15.71 71 3.96**

55 1.6.73 70 4.56**

52 32.44 71 8.52-!.* 23.51 65

7
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systems sub-scale.

In addition to the 11 organizational
concepts sub-scales, the achievement
test included a conceptual sub-scale
and an application sub-scale. On the
post-test, Team Leaders achieved
comparably on each of these two sub-
scales 71 and 70 percent. The gains
over the pre-test (3.96 and 4.56) were
statistically significant at p < .01.

Team Leaders scored 32.44 overall
on the post-test, a gain of 8.51 over
the pre-test mean. This gain was
significant at p < .01.

Achievement on the second instru-
ment is also reported in Table 17.
Team Leaders made the highest sub-
scale mean score on communication
(79 percent), followed by conflict (78
percent), role set (73 percent), and
informal structure (71 percent). Their
total_ achievement of 23.51 represent-
ed 65 percent correct responses.

In summary, both Interns and Team
Leaders made significant gains in
achievement during CMTI. Greatest
gains were made on the power, autho-
rity, and influence sub-scale, the tem-
porary systems sub-scale, and the slip-
page sub-scale. Least change occurred
in the conflict sub-scale. Participants
.made their highest sub-scale scores on
communication.

When achievement was analyzed by
the conceptual and application sub-
scale, there was no difference between
the two. Ovefall, participants answer-
ed about 51 percent of questions cor-
rectly on the pre-test and 70 perkit
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on the post7test.

When asked to apply their knowledge
to a filmed episode, participants an-

, swered about 65 percent of the ques-
tions correctly. Highest sub-scale
scores were in the communications
sub-scale, the role set sub-scale, the
informal structure sub-scale, and the
conflict sub-scale.

.One of the more interesting factors
revealed.in analyzing the scores of the
'Interns and Team Leaders is the fact
that as a group, they began at atmost
the same level, improved almost ex-
actly the same amount and recorded
almost identical scores on the applica-
tion tests. Since the groups represent-
ed , diverse backgrounds and ages, it
would not have been assumed that test
results would have been so similar.
Also, the two groups were separated
for the first week. The macro design
which called for a major emphasis on
the study of organilational concepts
during the second week appears to
have had the desired effect. One also
can conclude that the Interns and
Team Leaders perception of achieve-
ment gain was consistent with their
actual gain.

PARTICIPANT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS

9.0 WHAT THINGS WERE MOST OF-
TEN NAMED BY PARTICIPANTS
AS BEING LEARNED DURING
CMTI ABOUT OTHER ETHNIC
GROUPS ANWOR EDUCATION IN
A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY?

Although cognitive knowledge gain



'belt multicultural education was not
a specific objective of the Corps Mem-
ber Training Tnstitute, multicultural
education was a major ,emphasis of the
Institute. In order to find out what the
participants learned in this area, they
were asked on the post-test to respond
to the following question:

.(List no -more than five ,specific
things you learned about other
ethnic groups and/or education in
a multicultural society.*

A total of 23$ Interns and Team
Leaders responded to this question, 19
left it blank. The 725 comments which
were made were classified under 46
headings (two mentions rated a head-1
ing). Table 18 shows the tabulation of
items receiving more than ten .men-
tions. Below is an alphabetical listing
of all 46 headings:

1. Acceptance
2. Appearance
3. Attitudes
4. Background
5. Behavior
6. Bi-Lingual
7. . Books (detecting stereotypes

in)
Communication

9. Cooperation
10. Culturf
11. Customs

s'

12. Dance
13. Differences/Similarities
14. Discrimination
15. Education
16. Ethnicity (General mention)
17. Expectations
18. Expression
19. Feelings
20. Food
21. Friendship
22. Guilt
23. Ideas
24. Identity/Melting Pot
25. Individualism
26. Interaction
27. Language
28. Lifestyles
29. Little or Nothing
30. Love
31. Minorities
32. Multicultural/Multicultural

Ed.
33. Music
34. NormeNorrns-Valies
35. Organization
36. Other Groups
37. People
38. Race/Ethnicity (Specific)
39. Racism/Institutional Racism
40. Relationships
41. Religion 7.?
42 Self-Concept
43. Sharing
44. Stereotyping
45. Values
46. Women/Feminism/Sexism

An explanation of how the data were organized appears on page 71.
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Table 18.
TABULATION (MORE THAN 10 MENTIONS)

TOPIC
NO. OF MENTIONS

Race-Ethnicity 171

Differences/
Similarities

Language

Culture
Multicultural

Education
Norms
Stereotyping
Values
Books
Food
Communication
Ethnicity

54

48

33

33

28
24
19
15
14
12
12

SUBTOPIC
ith NO. OF MENTIONS

Native-American/
41Indian

ADDITIONAL BREAKDOWN
NO. OF MENTIONS

Chicano/Mexican-
American 33

White 22
Puerto-Rican/MA/

Chicano/Spanish 20

Black 18 .
Asian-Ameritan 15
Anglo 6
Chine`se/Japanese 6
Black/White 4
Jewish 3
WASP 2
Irish 1

Differences 22
Si mil iiiries 22
Sim./Diff. 16

New Terms 25
Language,(general) 23

Native-American
(general)

Indian
Degree

pove
High suici e
Learned from
' Marcia
81A
Reservation

14

11
suffering/

5

3

3

3
2

Chicano (general) 17
Chicano, importance

of language
Clicano/Mexican-

'American
Chicano/White 2

7

7

Puerto-Rican
PR/Chicano/MA
Span4h speaking

14
3
3
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The following listing shows ; the
headings in the order of the frequency
in which they were mentioned:

mentions

1. Race/Ethnicity (Specific) 17 1
2. Differences/Similarities 54
3- Language 48
4. Culture, 33

Multicultural/Education 33
5. Norms 28
6. Stereotyping 24
7. Values 19

\ 8. Books 15
9. Food 14

10. Communication 12
Ethnicity (General) 12

11. Bi-Lingual 10
Identity 10
Individualism

12. Little or Nothing
10

1119
13. Education

Feelings 7

14. Appeararice 6
Attitudes 6
Background 6
Love 6
Women. 6

15. Acceptance 5
Organization 5
9iaring 5

16. Cooperation 4
Customs 4
People 4
Racism 4

17. 3_Dance
Discrimination 3
Expectations 3
Expression 3
Friendship 3
Ideas 3

, Interaction 3
Religion 3

-68-

Self-Concept
18. Behavior

,Guilt
Lifestyles
Miaorities
Music
Relationships

3
2
2
2
2
2
2

A brakdown of the most frequently
mentioned iterts into sub-topics (where
applicable), and a representative sam-
pling of respo s are given in Table
18 (See page 6

RACE/ETH ICITY 17 1 mentions

In this ins ce, a specific race or
ethnic group as mentioned as the one
about which e respondent learned
something ne Wherever possible,
further analys of the sub-topic has
been mide.

1. Native-Ameican/Indian - 4 1 mentions

a. Native-American (general) 14
b. Indian 11
c. Degree of suffering/poverty
d. High suicide rate
e. Learned from Marcia
f. BIA
g. Reservation

Sampling of responses:

5
3
3
3
2

NA are by nature quietunless
spoken to
NA's cultural norms conflict
with school norms
Indian children do not like to be
singled out
Indians don't always get drunk
No representation in life for
Native American

79



2. Chicano/Mexican-American 33
mentions

a. Chicano (general) 17
b. Chicano, importance of

ianouage
c. Chicano/Mexican-American 7
d. Chicano/White

7

Sampling of responses:

2

Chicano openness and self-pride
Chicanos are not always poor
Chicanos are not as militant as a
few years ago
Mexican-American not the same
as Chicano
Chicanos are of Indian and Mexi-
can descent

3. White 22 mentions

Sampling of responses:

Whites show little ethnic pr. ide
Whites tend to be naive about
other minorities.

a Whites are born racists
Some Whites are concerned
about institutional iacism
Some Whites have little contact
with other groups

4. Puerto-Rican/Mexican-American/
Chicano/Seanish 20 mentions

a. Puerto-Rican (general) 14
b. P R/Chicano/ M A 3
c. Spanish speaking 3

Sampling of responses:

Puerto Ricans are basically
considerate rather than radicals

as usually depicted
Diversity among the Spanish-
speaking gr(?ups '
Puerto-Rican is different from
Chicano and Mexican-American
Puerto-Rican; can speak Eng-
lish
Different Puerto-Rican songs
and dances

5. BlackS 18 mentions

Sampling of responses:

Blacks are survival oriented
Blacks want to be recognized as
being black
Black people here in general
seemincredibly dedicated
Blacl4 choose to talk instead of
listeniq
All Bl cks are npt drunks

6. AsianAmerican/Oriental
Mentions

Sampling of responsOs:\

sian-Americans prefer this!
name (11 mentions)
Asians are not really yeliow
Asian-Americans seem to ap-
preciate careful, methodical
conversation

Imo 15

7. Anglo_ - 6 mentious

Sampling of responses:

I am an Anglo
Anglos are uncomfortable with
the term racist; it forces them
to erase the concept



8. Chinese/Japanese 6 mentions

Sampling of responses:

Chinese don't all hive slanted
eyes
The differences between the

"-Chinese and the Japanese

9 Black/White 4 mentions

10. Jewish - 3 mentiOns

11. W ASP - 2 mentions

12. Irish - 1 mention

RACE/ETHNICITY - Recapitulation

Native-American/Indian
Chicano/Mexican-American
White
Puerto-Rican/Mexican-

American/Chicano/Spanish
Blacks
Asian-American/Oriental
Anglo
Chinese/Japanese
Black/White
Jewish
W ASP
Irish

41
33
22

20

18
15
6
6
4
3
2
1

171

DIFFERENCES/SIMILARIT ES - 54
mentions

The references most frequently
made in this ptegory were primarily
of a general nature. Occasionally,
mention was made of cultural, indivi-
dual, or regional similarities or differ-
ences. Some samples follow:

-70-

Res nses which ocused on
ES:

Samples:

There are incredible differences
in norms and culticres within our
society ,

Different styles of different
ethnic groups

Responses which focused on
SIMILARITIES:

Samples:

We all have the same basic
needs and desires to exist in our
society
They 'lave common bongs

Responses which focused on
SIM./DIFF.: 10

Samples:

LOces and dislikes according to
other groups

LANGUAGE - 48 mentions

Many of the responses in this cate-
gory were made with reference to new
words or to new understandings of
known words. Some statements did
refer to language in a general sense.

Responseswhich mention learning
NpV TERMS: 25

Samples:

The connotation of word Chi-
cano

a Raza means The Cause
Learning black terms



General reference to
- LANGUAGE: 23

Samples:

Real problems with language
Regional accents (of speech)
are beautiful
Wide usebt Span-glish

CULTURE 33 mentions

Explanation and sample answers
regarding this heading appear in
Organization of Data on ',this page.

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION 33
mentions

Sample -respqnr ses;

Multicultural edudation is in its
early stages in the U.S.
MulticulturaPeclucation means a
lot more than teaching about
other cultures
You can teach any subject and
include multicultural
Multicultural education can in-
clude the atudy of youth, and
women and thp aged
Multiciultural 'education is not a
panacea

NORMS 28 mentions .

Sample responses: 4,
Don't assume you understand
the norms of a group
Norms differ within one culture
A variety of norms are exhibit-
ed during discussions
The importance of norms in a

.classroom
Norms are different

STEREOTY PING 24 Mentions

Sample respbnses:

Al/ stereotypes are not negative
Each ethnic group has its stere-
otypes

fr Stereotyper-flo not give accu-
rate description
To be aware of certain stereo-
types I have and deal with them
positively (i.e.; unshaven Mexi-
cana)
Effects of stereotyping

ORGANIZATION OF-DATA

In order to categorize and tabulate
the more than 700 open-ended respon- .

ses which this question generated, an-
attempt was made to fit -the answeKs
under a number of general headings.
Whenever a response clearly expressed
A single thought, it was grouped with
others stating a similar thought. For
examples, the following were grouped
under the broad heading, CULTURE:

Want to uphold their own cul-
ture
Their cu/ture is important to
each group
The importance of valuing other
cultures

If -the answer was somewhat less
direct the dominant thought was ex-
tracted. Thus, still grouped under CUL-
TURE:

They offer culture and heritage
that is extremely interestinir
Every ethnic group has culture
and sticiird not be assimilated



a

ele

'into a dominant cultuie
Keeping the culture is not as
important to some
Cultural experiences are 'a,

.great resburce

The implicationts that alllthe above
respondents learned something about
the value and/or importance of CUL
TURE during CMTI, and their answers
ate tabdlated under that heading, and
zpwhere else.

Some Categories pere further bro-
,ken down intO subeopics. Uklec the
heading DIF FER E NC ES/SIMiL A RIT IES
three groupings were made.; Some
responses focused on DIFFERENCES:

`

To respect and _accept' differ-
ences
Learn4bbout tthe differeiwes in
their style of living

. Difference is O.K.

Others mentioned SIMILARITIES:

.

We share the, same dreams and 4
fears
We arq,.. all the same no Tatter
how.yourlook' at it
What is'frl me is in others.

Still others brought up the-DiFFER-
ENCES ana SIMILARITIES:

Same needt, -diffmnt aware:
ness .

fi We areodifterentbqt alike
People different,' but even
so, a

tip-number of responsç defiid crassifi-.
ite

e

A

a

catiop:
-

Activitie inptheir Communities
Observe before concluding
hinercity children. . learn to
cools at an early age,
Some are farmers
Mongoloid is a negative term to
Asian-American
They carry a. "message"
themselves
That all people from Wyoming
aren't' cowboys! -

.

and are not induzle-d elsewhere.

.i3Others were more general in nature:

How we all perceive reality
Identifiqation of current role
models in certain ethnic groups

-to Caring for elders.
Learned from example what not
to be like,
Rationale- for quota system in
college litdmission,l
Appwciattion- and love for na-
ture

and if they appeared only once, a
concerted effort was made to fit them
into other, related- Categories.. (The
statements used in the ,above
tt o are rfot Included inthe tabLaa-

There weie many ohe-word answers.
Wherever fiossible, ihey, were grouped,
under the appropriate heading. Some
appeared only once:,

a Beliefs

el

,

0

Conflict

S 3

. .

e
f*



Goals
Misperceptions
Priorities
sensitivity
Suicide
Traditions
Understanding

acl are not mentioned elsewhere.

Two comments specifically critical
of the multicultural aspect of CMTI
were made:

a Very little, since I feel that
CMTI only scratched the sur-
face as far as dealing with the
multicultural issue

Concept of multicultural expe-
rience at C MTI was only lipser-
vice from up top

Several, responses were upique and
included a number of concepts Which
could not readily be classified.under a
single heading. They are quoted in
their entirety:

Some cluster leaders should
have some positive human rela-
tions experiences prior to hav-
ing job asSignments.

Emergent power group will be-
have similarly to an entrenched
power group at that point in
time when the group (emergent)
realizes it has power.
** I dbn't know if this makes
sensf..ar not, but it is my major
concern right now..

v
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Stating facts which I have pick-
ed up about other ethnic groups
will not increase my or anyone
else's sensitivity to peo* who
belong to other ethnic groups. I
could *probably list customs
which I have learned abatt oth-
er ethnic groups; however, I
hope that I have learned from
C MTI experience that I can best
learn customs by being ?ecep-
tiye to individuals as individuals
from any culture without im-
posing my own cultural norms
upon them.

Different people have different
outlooks, -based on their entire
background and personality, and

ip your outlook seems to be that
it's important that I learned
that black people have curly
hair and, white people get sun-
btened/ disagreethere's a lot
more involved than that. Pm
not going to list five things live
learned about any ethnic 4roup,
because what I feel is important
.is what I've learned about Peo-
Ae.

. . ,

Multicultural education is a way
,.. of life ... . it takes mbre than

ferent ethnic groups ogeer
just hringing people frir dif-

th
and telling them ,to pick..,si
room- ate diff erent from
themse ves. I. hope C MTI-T ea-

. cher orps re-evaluates their
MC awareness--why, what were
your objectiveshow else could
they be met?



In terms of knowledge about
ather ethnic groups, I feel that I
have provided mare knowledge
to others about my culture than
others proVided 'me (especially
white -ethnic groups). Within
this framewcirk, I have learned

*much about Chicanos, and some
'about rural America.

. 4) Awareness of their various cul-
,tures and religion and how4hey
relate to how they are as hu-
mans. Stereotypes stink!

. The fonowing responses 'were not
classified elsewhere so that they might
-be quoted verbatim and reflect some
of the tone and flavczr which is neces-
sarily lost ip.othe process of tabulation:

earñid all folks .cirJ individuals
and can't speak for a group just
becauss of their eomphnithni-

- city

Segregated friendships tire pre-
valent unless there is alterna-
tive structure aril direction

AIL ethnic groups haN;e worth-
while contributions to make to
bur soéiety

At,

Each has idositive traits that
can be incorporated--

That children learn (exhiSit)
prejudices of PARENTS

It is difficult to change your
2perspective, but it is possible

4- -74-

Anger and frustration are inevi-
'table but healthy

Some Will always be in the
minority.

I was has); learning about people
sharing and caring. . I. did not
look at color, or race, etc.,
except when it presented itself

The fact that most groups at
CMTI were not really interested
in enjoying their multicultural
experience

"Understanding enough about
me and them to become us."

Friendship _comes in all colors

The People involved have to

FRIENDSHIP PATTERNS
N.

During a three-week institute which
inyolyed cloSe personal interaction
among participants, friendships deve-
lop which contribute to the meaning-
fulness of CMTI. To asseSs the nature
of these, friendship patterns, the fol-
lowing open-ended question was asked
et the end of CMTI:

"Friendships often develop dur(ng
an institute such cis, CMTJ. List
the 'names (first 'name and last
name) of three persons with whom
you would like to contifule titese
initial friendships." t
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Data from tills question %4re analyzed
so as to describe CMTI friendship
i3atterns. The specific study question
sand sub-questions were as follows:

10.0 WITH WHOM WOULD PARTICI-
PANTS CHOOSE TO CONTINUE
OR EXTEND FRIENDSHIPS?

9.

10.1 To what exteni were
. sons from the nom atoes

local project name .

10.2 To what extent' were per-
sons from the nominator's
cluster named?

10.3 To what extent were' pe
sons in various role groups:,
named?

dr

4 0, 4 To what extent were per-
sons from the nominator's
ethnic or racial group
named?

10.5 To whdt extelt were per-
sons of the nominatoes sex
named?

The question on the Post-Progra?n
Assesiment related to friendship pat-
terns was completed by 214 partici-
pants. The first sub-question of the
study asked whether these friendships
were related to local project affilia-
tion. Only 34 participapts named
other team members from their local
project (16 percent). Distribution is
shown in Table 19.

Table 19

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF PARTICIPANTS CIVOSING TEAM MEMBERS
FROM TH4IR LOCAL PROJECT AS FRIENDS

Number Team Members
Named By An Individual

Number Team Members r Percent of
Making Choice Participants

ikTeam Wernber

2 Team Members

3 Team Members

5

14 7
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In making their friendship choices,
only seven perdent named one other
team member from their own project,
two percent of participants named two
other team, members and seven per-
cent named-,all three of their choices
from their local team. Of possibly
greatest importance was the large
proportion (84- percent) who did not
name a single person from their pro-

ject.

The following table summarizei data
for role groups, dusters, and general
instructional and administrative staff,
and provides summarized data on the
number and percentage of patticipants
who selected various role groups res-
ponding to Sub-ciuestion 2.

Table 20

ROLE GROUP AND CLUSTER FRIENDSHiP SELECTION
PATTERNS

Number MembeFls of
Rote Groups Named By

An Individual

Selected By
Number of Percent of

'Participants Participants

Within Cluster

Cluster Leader 25: 12

1 'Cluster Instructor 31 14

2 Cluster Instructors .4 2

1 Team Leader in Cluster 2.5 12

2 Team Leaders in Cluster 20 9

3 Team Leaders in Cluster 4 2

1.Intern in Clustpr 47 22

2 Interns in Cluster 49 23

3 Interns in Cluster 42 20
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Table 20 (continued)

Number Members of
Role Groups Named By

An Individual

Selected By
'Number osf Percent of
Participants Participants

- From Other Cluster,

1 Cluster Leader/Instructor'
2 Cluster Leader/Instructors
1 Team Leader

2 Team Leaders

3 Team Leaders

1 Intern

t 2 Interns
3 Interns

2

35

7

2

57

24

10

1

0

16

3

1

27

11

5

-

From.Central Staff.

1 Content Specialist
2 Content SpekAlists

1 Instructional Staff

2 Instructional Staff
1 Administrative Staff
2 Administrative St.aff

2

1

111

2

10

1

0

0

5

1

5

0

Twelve percent chose the Cluster
Leader while 16 percent named one or
two of' the Cluster Instructors from,

,,,within their . cluster.; Twenty-three
percent identified. Teary Leders from
the cluster 'while 65 perceornarned
Interns from their. Lit:is-tee.

Cluster Leaders or Instructors were
seldom selected from other clusters

. (ow percent). Twenty percent of
participants named team Leaders
from other clusters .(compared with
twerity-three percent from, within the
cluster).
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The Instructional Staff was naMed
by six percent of participants while

percent identified members of the
Administrative Staff.

Table 21 trnslates data from Table

NUMBER OF PARTI

, t,,

20 so that a comparison may be made
of the numbers of participants select-,
ed by 'other participants. 'These are
summarized by role group and whether
they were in the same 'or a different
duster.

Table 21 _

ANTS SELECTED AS*FRIENDS.
CLASS IED BY CLUSTER

Same Clus

Number Selected

er .In Another Cluster T0t41

Cluster Leader/Instructors 64

Team Leaders 77

Interns 271

. TOTAL 412

,

55

135

66-

132

406

.1 2 ' 604

More th*an twice as 'Many nomina-,
tions were made of people in the same
cluster (412) than from other clusters
(192). Participants tended to choose
from within their cluster caused, no
doubt, by :the greater familiarity peoz.
ple had ;vith people in their own
clusters. About twd-thirds of all per-
ions named were Interns (406 of L04),'
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.22, percent Team Leaders, and 11

percent Cluster Leaders'or Instructors.

One iurther analysis of-data related
to role groups was made.-This question
considered the interaction among In-
terns and Team Leaders. To respond
to it, the number of interns and the
nvniber of Team Leaders selected by

,

e4,



Interns and by Team Leaders was
determined. These (tata are found in
Table 22. The actual nuniber selected
are found in the "actual" columns

while the e)Zpected proportion, based
on the number of participants are in
the "Expected" columns.

table 22

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS SELECTED AS F
CLASSIFIEI) BY ROLE GROUP

,

Participant
Role

Selected By

Team Leaders
Actual (Expected) .

Interns
Actual (Expected) TOtal

Leaders 103, (3)1) 39 (111) 142

Interns -30 (102). 447 (375) 477

TOTAL 133' 486 619

*Chi-square of 278.2760 with 1 d. f., significant at p < .01.

ane -hundred three Team Leaders
were selected by other Team Leaders
for continuing friendship. This com-
pared with only 31 expected Team
Leaders who 'could have been expected
to be selected when considering their
proportion of participants at CMTI.
Team Leaders seLected only 39 Interns
as friends, while -Interns named as
friends 30 Tearri Leaders and 447
Interns..,

a

A Chi-square statistic was computed
by comparing the actual selections
with) expected or anticipated numbers
based on the proportion of that group
in CMTI. The Chi-square of 278.2760
was significant at p < .01. Inspection
of Table 22 reveals that Team Leaders
tended to choose Team Leaders and
Interns tended to choose Interns for
friends.
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Table 23

'NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 5gLECTED AS FRIENDS
CLASSIFIED BY RACEMTHNICITY

RAM/

Ethnicity

Selected By
Anglo

American
Black

American
Hispanic/Chicano

. American
Native

American
Asian

American . Total
Actual (F.xpected) Actual (Expected) Actual IEspectec0 Actual (ExPected) Actual (Expectedl

Anglo
American

Black
Ainerican,,

Hispanic/
Chicano
American

Native
Amer ican

Asian
American

159

82

47
,

1

(155)

(124)

(4-6)

(4)

(1)

52

125

13

3

0

(72)

(27)

(2)

(1)

13

20

3

1

(31)

(24)

(9)

(1)

(0)

0

2

0

0

1 (3)

(1)

(0)

(a)

3

1

0

0

(3) ,

(2)

(1)

(0)

(0)

232

225

84

TOTAL 330 193 65 6 6 600

!Expected frequencies rounded to nearest integer in table.
*Chl-square 122.2516 with 16 d. f., significant at p <.01.



The fourth sub-Auestion probed the
ethnic or racial patterns among friend--
ships. The actual number of partici-
pants selected for continuing friend-
ships is shown in Table 23 for each,)
racial group identified at CMTI. The
expected number, when corisidering
proportional representation of CMTI

. racial groups is included in parenthe-
ses.

.Anglo Americans selected for
frbiends 199 Anglo Americans, 52 Blkck
Americans, 28 Asian Americans and 3
Hispanic/Chicano Americans. The ex-
pected proportional representation was

' lower for Anglo Americans and higher
for all other raci41/ethnic groups. This
same pattern Persisted for Black
Americans and for Hispanic/Chicano

Americans: members from each group
chose a \greater proportion of partici-,

pants as friends from their racialieths
nic group than would have been ex-
pected in proportional representation
(125 actual - 72 expected for slack
Americans; 20 actual and 9 expected
for Hispanic/Chicano Americans).
This pattern resulted in Chi-square of
122.2516 which, with 16 d. f., was
significant at p < .01.

A fifth analysis considered whether
the sex of participants was related to
friendship choices. Table 24 includes
the actual numbers of friendship choi-
ces by sex and the expected propor-
tional numbers based on the numbers
of males and females. at CMTI.

Table 24

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS SELECTED AS FRIENDS
CLASSIFIED BY SEX

Sex
Male

Actual (Expected)

Selected By

FeMale

Actual "(Expected)

Total

Male

Female

76 (64)

105 (117)

147 (159) 223

301 (289) 406

TOTAL 181 448 629

*Chi-square of 4.8847 with 1 d. f., significant at p < .05.
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Males named a greater number of
males (76) than would have been ex-
pected through proportional allocation
(614, .while females selected more fe-
males (3p 1) than would have been
expected/ (289). This pattern resulted
in a Chi-square of 4.8847 which was
statistically significant at p < .05.

In summary, the persons named by
participants tended to be from the
same role group, sex, cluster, 'and
racial group. They were not from the
same project.

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS

CMTI was .concerned primarily with
increasing participant competence.
During the Institute many opportuni-
ties were afforded them to interact on
professional problems. One outcome
of these interactions was probed
through study qUestion eleven.

11.0 WITH WHOM WOULD PARTICI-
PANTS CHOOSE TO WORK IN
SOLVING AN EDUCATIONAL
PROOLEM?

11. 1 T o what extent were per-
sons from the nominator's
local project named?

11.2 To what extent were _per-
sons from the nominator's
cluster named?

11.3 To what extent were per-
sons in various role groups
named?

11.4 To what extent were per-
sons from the nominator's

New.

,-82-

41.

ethnic or 'racial group
named?

11.5 To what extent were per-
sons of the nominator's ,sex
named?

To provide data related this
question and its sub-questions, the
following simulation was iciuded on
the post-test.

Assume that you have been se-
leqted as the chairperson bf a task
force which has been given the
assignment of solving an educa-

, tional problem. From the partici-
pants at CMTI, list the names of
three persons whom you would ask
to sAve on this task force.

Two hundred twenty-one persons re-
sponded to this situation. Their re-
sponses were analyzed by local team
membership, cluster, set; and racial
group, and are reported in this section.

The first analysis compared the
dumber and -percentage of selections
frapm the same local project. These
are found in Table 25.

When asked to name three people,
21 percent of participants named one
person from their local- project, one
percent named two people, and four
percent named all three people from
their local praject . Twenty-six per-
cent of participants made at least one
selection from within their local pro-
ject team; but 74 percent made all of
their selections from outside their
local Teacher Corps team.



Table 25

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF PpTICIPANTS CHOOSING

TEAM MEMBERS FROM THEIR LOCAL PROJECT TO SOLVE

AN EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM

ft

s

Number Team Number
Members Named Team Members
By An Individual Making Choice

Percent
of

Participants

Team Member

2 Team Members

Team Members

46

8

21 .

-

The patterns of participant selection
within and across clusters and for
various CMTI role groups are included
in Table 26. '

Fifty percent of Team Leaders and
Interns named their Cluster Leader as
ohe of the Ahree Ob-rsons4,11ey would
ivlude in their problem-solving task
force. Forty-nine percent named one
or two Instructors form tileir cluster
while only seven percen't named Team
Leaders and 27 percent identified In-
terns in their cluster.

Few persons from other clusters
were identified. Eight percent named \
an Instructor or Leader ftom another /
cluster, four percent named one Team
Leader and four percent named one
Intern from outside their cluster.

The Central Staff was identified
more often. Thirty-nine percent
named one or two content specialists,
16 percent identified members of the
Instructional Staff and four percent
identified a member of the Adminis-
trative Staff.



\Table 26

ROLE GROUP AND CLUSTER PROBLEM SOLVING

SELECTIONS PATTERNS

Role Groups Named By
An Individual

Selected By

Number of
Participants

. PerCent of
Participants

Within Cluster
Ar-"\

Cluster Leader 110 50

1 Cluster Instructor 71 .32
2 Gluster Instructors 38 .17
1 Team Leader in Cluster 14 . 6

2 Team Leaders in Cluster 3_ 1

1 Intern in Cluster 29 13

2 /Interns in Cluster 24 11

3inteens in Cluster 6 3

r
From Other Clusters ...,

17 8
,

1 Cluster Leader/Instructor
1 Team Leader 9 4

2 Team Leaders 1 0

_3 Team Lpaders 1 0
1 Intern 8 4

2 Interns 1 0

From Central Staff'

Content Specialist 50 23
2 Content .Speciagists 36 16

1 Instructignal Staff 26 12

2 Instructional Staff 9 4

1 Administrative Staff 9 4

2 Administrative Staff 1 0

-84-
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The data were, analyzed further to
assess the extent to which Team Lead-
ers named other Team Leaderk or
Interns and the extent to which IntErns
specified Team Leaders or Interns.
These data are found in Table 27. The

actual
, number of persons identified

from each role group are compared
wit.h the expected number (Shown in
parentheses) based on the proportion
of that group.at CMTI.

Table 27

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS SELECTED TO SOLVE AN EDUCATONAL
PROBLEM BY ROLE GROUP

Participant
Role

Selected By

Tian') Leaders1'
-Actual (Expected)

Interns,.
Actual (Expected)

Team Leaders 24 (9)

11 (26)Interns

Total

31 (46) ) 55

149 (134) .160,

TOTAL 35 so 215

Chi-Auare of 44)2242 with 1. significant at p < .01.

Twenty-four Team Leaders were se-
lected by other Team Leaders to work

task forge (proportionally only
nine would have been expected) while.
31 Team Leaders were identified by
Interns. Eleven Interns were chosen by
Team Leaders while 149 Interns were
selected by other Interns (with 134
anticipated ,on the basis of propor-
tional representation). Team Leaders
tended to choose Team Leaders; In-
terns to choose Interns. This finding

Was s gnificant at p < .01.

The fourth §ub-question was con-
cerned with the extent to which parti-
cipants selected members of their
race/ethnic gfoup to work on edka-
tional problems. Table 28 indludes
data by race on the actual number of
choices and the expected number
based on the proportion of 'participants ,

of that racial group 'at CMTI.

9 6
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Iable 28
3.

NUMBER OF PARTJCLPANTS SELECTEDeTO SOLVE AN EDUCATIONAL
PROBLEM CLASSIFIED Br RACE/ETI-INICITY

Race/
Ethnicity

Anglo
American

Actual
, (EaPectedt/I

Anglo
American

'Black

(72)

i , 40 (49)canAmer

Hispenici
Chicano (21)
American

Native*
American

(I)

TOTAt 146

Selected By

'Black
American

HIspaniciChicano
American

Act* (EPectgd)
4 Actual (ExPect"

' 53

94

0

(42)

(zi)

(1 )

(1).

(1)

,

17 .

11

0

(7) .

(12)

(5)

(o)

( )

Si 35

Chi-square of 29.4232 with 16 d. f., significant at p < .05.
1 Expected frequencies rounded to nearest integer in table.

Native- Asian
American American

Actual (Expected) Actual (EaPected)*
4.. t

Total

(1)

(0) (0)

272

9 7
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When Anglo.Americani were asked
to name persons with whom to work on
an educational problem, they selected
82' other Angld Americans. This corn-
p4red with an expected frequency 9f
72. Black Americans tended to select
Black. AmeriCans (44 as compareb with
an expected 79) and Hispanic/Chicano-
Americans-teilded to choose Hispanic/

, Chicano Amoi-icans (11 compared with
z an unexpected 5). This pattern was

not exident for Asian or Native Arneri-
cans where the numbers were small.
Th6 tendency to select members of
one's own race to work on an educa-
tional problem was significant at

ae.

p < .05 when analyzed using. the Chi-
square statistic. -

A fi,fth sub-question 'w,as concerned
with the sex of perpans selected to
work on an educational prpblem. Data
from this- analysis are summarized in
Table 29.

When the actual serections were
compared with the anticipated propo-
sition, the sex of participants was not
a factor. Males were as likely to
choote a male or female' to work on an
educational problem.

Table 29

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS SELECTED TO SQLVt. AN .

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM CLASIFIED BY SE.),c.

lected Bit

Sex
1k4le 'Female Total

Actual', (Expected) Actual (ExPected)

Male. 41' (36) 52 (57) 93

Female 37/' (42) 71 (66) 108

TOTAL 78 123. 201

Chi-square of 2.1070 with 1 d. 1., was hot significant.

-87-
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In summary, . the perions named to
work on, an, educatknal problem tended
t6 be Ce?itrat;CIVTI Staff and Cluster
Leaders oEjnstructors from the sam
clustep,..4d' the nominator. Selections ;

ferns and Team ;.,04ders tended to",
-.-te" from the same eco group and q

ethnicity. Sex ditl mit appear to be a
factor; while .few" ,choiCes were of
persons frbm 'tie same project.-

PERCEPTIONS WITH Re PECT TO,
OTHWACIAL OR ETHN1 GROUPS

A "IiiingilearnineLenvir
choSen for 'CMTI, at .least

1, 'because it was thought that
give participants a multicul
perience. the Major questio
in this part of the study is:

12.0 IN WHAT -WAYS DID
PANTS" PERCEPTION 0
SELVES IN RELATION T
RACIAL OR ETHNIt
CHANCE DURING CMTI?

To ascertain to whal ext
occurred, the participants .wer
during the final assessment to 0
to the following ,question: "HO
perception' of yourself in relOtion
other racial or ethnic groups thong d
during C MTI? In what ways? Pie e
describe." The most frequent re n-
ses ,(from a total response oV254 out
of 'a possible 25.7) were:

I am 'more sensitive to, Mire
comfortable with, more
derstanding of, moretWre 69
ciative, of, more hble
teradt`with other peoply.

11/

ent was
in part, .
it would

'al ex-
xplored

RTICI-
HEM-

HER
CUPS

.1 learnefl t beliefs, vat!!
uest ideas, rceptions held 48

Aby others.

have al ays related well,
always a cepted people - as
individu s. I have had prior 46
multic exposure, ex-

0.pet

N. 7 ye not changed.

1 a mori aware of my own
be efs, values, ideas. I am
m re appreciative of my.

-ethnicity.

ther responses inc luded remarks.'
as: "Haven't changed, just rein-

ed," "I am more 'aware as to thi,
ttempts being made in education to

to find ways in which we could
better learn about rapial and ethnic
groups different from our °ION" "Yes
I have formecl more stereotypes anIt
prejudices."

-88-

The responses by Interns and Team
Leaders are feported in Table 30.

Another indication of th e. effect of
the environment on multicultural' pert,
ceptions was the participant reaction
to the."multicultural experience" pro-
vided by CMTI. To the question "What'
experiences at CMTI dig you find most
rewarding personally?" One hundred and
six participants indicated that meetiqg
and interacting with people' from iti-
verse backgrounds and _cultures wgs
rewarding personally. In addition, 37
participants indicated "acquiring m
ticultmeal awareness/skills" as- a sig
ficant personal rew#d.



!zir

I any more ,sensitive to, mbre .comf9rtabie with
more understanding of, mare eciative ofp;
more abje to interact with o r/people.

I lea d about beliefs, values,,ideas, perceppOns

Tearp
'Inierns Leaders Total

held, y others.
/i

hive always related well always accepted
lieople as individuals. I have prior multicul-
tural exposure, experience.-

No. I have not changed.

55

41

I am more aware of y ,own beliefs, values,
ideas. I am- more appreciative of my own 28
ethnicity.

I am more unco
others.

ortablein my interactions w

14

t
48

46

38

10

32

Mikrcepi n has changd, has changed slightly. 2 1

/ ...
f,

c4T1 not ;adequately provide for m'ulticul-
./ Ural ernphasis.

e formed more prejudices.

y percefitions haven't changed; they have been
'<:(reinforceri, reconfirmed.

perceptions haven't changed on a positive

I am still analyzing this.
i & / ,

j am more aware as to the attempts beir4 made
. ',in education to try to. find /Ways ih which we
' could better learn about racial and ethnic group..

-89-
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4

PARTICIPANT ASSESSMENT OF CMTI

Participant attitudes and achieve- \---
inent in an institute such as CMTI are' .

iacilitated by the way, the institute
functions. To a&less participant per-
ception of the ways CM11 was organ-
ized and managed, the following study
question was posed

13.0 HOW DID PARTICIPANTS AS-
SESS THE ORGANIZATION AND
SUBSTANCE OF CMTI?

Twenty questions were posed on the
Post-CMTI Program Assessment to tap
participant assessments of the uarious
functions in CMTI. he questions in-.
dude such items as:

Generally, oMTI was a very good

experience

CAITI has increased my knowledge
of other cultures

- Activities were interesting and .
well desliped

To each question they(' could respond:
1 - Strongly Disagree; 2 - Disagree; 3 -
Neutral; 4 - Agree; or 5 - Strongly
Agree. The twenty questions repre-
sented six subscales: General Assess-
ment, Faculty, Content, Organization,
tristructional Activities and Multicul-
iural Education. Means for each*sul>.
scale are found in Table 31, While
means and standard deviations are
included in the Appendix for each of
the twenty questions. A copy of the
instrument and scoring ,-.1c#,K. is also
included in the 4ppendix A-13.

1.

A\

Table 31

PARTICIPANT ASSESSMENT OF CMTI

Sub-scale Intern-Mean

.t?

Geneyal Assessment 3.97

Faculti'of CMTI 4.08

Content of CMT1 3.48

Organization of CMTI 3.49

Instructional Activities 3.41'

Multicultural Education 3.62

4

'Team Leader-Mean

3.94

5.94

.3.46

3.42

301

-90-
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4.t '

The lowest mean assessment was
3:41 on a five-point scale while the
highest was 4.08, indicating positive
perceptions of CMTI. ,Higher ratings
were accorded CMTI in general and-
the CMTI faculty; howeyer, the differ--
ences were not significant.

In surAmary, participants rated
CMTI, its faculty, content, organiza-
tion, instructional activities and multi-
cultural aspects quite positively.

.,

FILMS, ACTIVITIES/ MATERIALS

The staff and administrators of
CMTI provided a resouree-rich envi
ionment for the participants at CMTL
In order ,to describe the use and- re-
sponse to thesi materials and activi,

'ties, the following question was posed:

14.0 WIIICH FILMS, ACTIVITIES, OR
MATERIALS DID PARTICIPANT

fiECOMMEND BE USED. AGAIN?'

In the questionnaire given to Interns
'and Team Laders on the last ddy of
CMTI, thp participants were asked to
list the film4 activities, and materials
that they had ,found most useful.
Table 32 summarizes their responses.
These answers have been organized by

\d, cluster totals and overall totals.- In
reviewing theSe comments, it is impOi.=
tant to note that, few elements of
CMTI were experiinced by all partici-
pants. Clusters made most Adecisions
about whiCh films, activities, and ma-
terials were used. The relative weight
of cluster totals is important to consi-
der as well as the overall totals.

For example, the film that received

the most respon.ses (71) was the Cosby
film on prejudice which was shown' in
individual clusters. The second highest
total (70 was for 'the film, Lig the
Down Staircase: s. This film .was shown
to all partitipants at The same time as
part of the data cpilectipn process.
Clusters then had the option.. of using
the film as a basis for coritept activi-
ties. When one analyzes the,responses
by clusters, an interesting fact ap-,
pears. Seven clusters had responses
between one and nine for this film.
The eighth 'cluster, however, had 21
persons list that flim. An hypothesis,'
for which data does not existi would be
that in that one cluster considerable
emphasis was placed on the film. .

The next highest total (60) was given
to Cypher in the Snow.

The fourth highest number .of re-
sponses (28) was given to the "Love as
a Behavior Modifier" tape. This item
was selected by persons froirt only four
clusters, one of which had 21 persons
choose this itern:,,

The next four highest ranked items
were Lament of the ResPrvation (,25),
Bridge_ on the River Kwai (23), I Am
Joaquin L21); and Narcirema (20).

The responses on activities are also'
organized by clusters. The list a
answers to these .questions included
guest speakers, field trips, materials,

. and activities.

Only three items were selected by
20 or more people: the game BaFa.
(83), the game Star Power (38), and the
Jack Gant lecture (23).

,
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MATERIALS/
ACTIVITIES

Table 32

MATERIALS/ACTIVITIES/F1LMS
. PARTICIPANTS FOUND &psi. USEFUL

,Multicultural Materials

Community *Materials

Baoks

Gant Materials/Lecture
Observation/Feeciback

San.ta Barbara

Force Field HO

Case Stules 1

How Cultures-Collide 2

C9ITImunication Materials

Concepts HO

All Materials
Other; (See list)

CLUSTER T6TALS
3 4 5 6

1 4 1

2

2

Multicultural Entertainment

U ALL

12

1

CMTI Activities
(Talent/Sport)

Role 'Play Activities 5 2 5 3 19

Group Interaction 3 1

Self-awareness Activities, 1 3

Simulation Games 2 7

Communication Skills 7

Stereotype DiscusSions

-92.1
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MATERIALS/
ACTIVITIES--

Community Observation'

Star Power

MUONGA

BaFa BaFa

Road Game

Alph-a Beta

Penny Game

Parachute
Fishbowl

Prisoner's Dilemna

San Diego Squares

Rumor Clinic

1-way/2-way.Communication
Non-verbal Comintinication

"I Am Unique"

JoHari Window

Other Speakers

\All Activities

Other: (See list)

2

w/x

-93-



CLUS1ER.TOTAt.5
LMS 1 2 , ,1,7 8 . UALL

A t: 1°

1fly4ian.creatcis,
Star Wars

Bridge-on, the.Rivi..r Kwai

y Jhe.PoWR,-_-_S.tairca:

Meitinit#ot -47

I Am Joaquin,

Cosby ontrejuage
The GiVing Tree

Cypherin the Snow
Lament on the

14servation
How Wett Was Won

.Refiners Fire
Black History

Rock in the Road 2

Eye of the Storm 3

Chromaphobia
4

44i

Holes & Corks

Squares 'fikcircles

The 'Wall

6 y, 7

5

-94-
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able 32 (continued)

It
CLUSI'E1, TOTALS
5

.4,

Naclivma -(FS)

IAic4 dregdry TaPe

BethograPhic Overture

repticfnV Slides..

Love as 33eh*vior
"

Modifier
1,

&her;
All Films

NO. te

ofoirAsiitam. 33 . 29 35,
,

:
;

r

4 A

0,

1.1

2
*k\

I NI'

.2 ,2k

A

4 28

.3 4.

0,r
\: 1.

,.V

5
c

34 35 0 274.
S.

6 33 28 28 12 256

The following are exampleS.:given by p'articipants
categories listed in this summary:

FILMS:

a. Tapes oniprogressive Relaxation

b... Films dealing with prejudice, cul-
ture and educational concepts.

-95-

hich did not fall into the

c. Films that we Sw in cpur cluster
concerning different cultures.

1 0.6

Symbolic films

.1

.
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. V: ':Tabie 32 (contuitied) ,

4 c,,_

t. *e 1,

'. 'C't,* d -

1,,e4LMst.
e

*John s racism,tool.

Resource Cctifer, ,

. Team Leader Handbook

ACTIVIITES:

a. Songs; kris Acrisio
i4arry"C

y'4

Us a video r\''eco

C. Personal learnin experienbes
Leadprship an roup training,

In i)raise of Diversity was inform-'-
ative.

Magazine covei
Isc

Los Compadris. -

Video'tap4 of presentaiions.r

"- '

An Island In Paraise (Puerto RiCo),
lbut w.lth ample time for a disci-is-
siori)

The "overhead projector for orian;-
izational materials.

k. That record with NativAmeritan
chants, I

'MATERIALS:

a. List of criteria for evaluating
ma,terials and extent to which

aule, racism, sexism is perpetuated.

b. CMTI 1977 Models.

C. TESOL

d. Book - Cultural Diversity

e. The ."Notebook"

f. The study on the community, i.e.,
the _Warren & Warren article.

-96-

e.

P

Informal meeting wi/th
Leadtillnsifuctors, `.`

Sociograms
GrOup discussion.§

All individualized methods

"Space Dust" activity,

h. Rock-a-bye baby
Brown eye, blue eye

i. Trip relating to instruction
Lectures from those who are rela-
ted in .some way with a topic
being presented

Body language
Instruction/activity



, Table 32 (qontinued)
?

4

ACTIViTIZS: 4

k4d, tm work

1. ,.'yideotape

-Pier tedc

Re-entry plans.
InterOews ;for presentatidil

*.,

I.

e .

.0

CMTI

Listening
s" Discussion on . institutionakizect

-?acism
-vo

p. Bucket

qt; Cural ac)vities, Le., singinii
dancing, arttc.

P

r. Sharing4?.; r.0,0 life experiences by
--St,rilifferOtftrotilsS. ,,,,..,

, .). ,. /to
::.... * ,-./ ,

i:, .itt, \
-8ys'tnlatic observation, 'iystvs,
preenttigf ..by :13.arbara Friday 'in .

Cluster 8 .'- c'''4 r r e ' 4 . '

aill' talk re: her ba-15
,.

on Martia
ground'

1st. Sun8a9-

v. Catusive Behavior'(actiVity)

'.1V. Community. panel

3. Sharing

*;* * * * * * .

The case studies which were used in
all clusters were selected by 19 peo-

' ple.

The Santa Barbara matlis used
only, with the 55 Team Leadtigs garn-
ered 18 responses.

One related question about materi-
als is also helpful in understanding CMTI.
The answer to the question,"What ma-
terials were used?" can be answered.
partially by analyzing the data collec-
tors' observation forms. -

Each cluster was observed :three
times a day foc twenty-minute periods,
a total of one hour each day from the

.4
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seven-hour instructional agram. The
data collectors recorojed data about
handouts, books, 'fads, girlies, arrii,_
other A.P/ material.

A description of what was observed
appears in Appendix B. Readers should
be reminded that this 'chart reflects
only one-seventh gathe total" instrue-
tonal program.

Appendix B includes the name of the
item, whether it was program (P) or
faculty (F) material, whether there .
were multiple. (M) or single (S) copies,
and whether the item was used (U) or
simply referred to (R).



cAsz gITUDIES
.

Four case studies were included.
'the, curriculum_ of CMTI Distant
Di Um; Mid-America Buena Visi-irandaSmoke ty. Eac574stased on actual
,TeaCher, Corps projttts. Each case
stddy \yes a composite 'of seVeral
.projecis,. bui Was an accurate. repre-1
.sentatiOn di events 'arid -interactions
that have' tak.en. place -in. projectS

- thro9ghout the -Pnited tates. These,
cise studies were written 'espeFially
-for Teaaher Corps and for CMTI. They
represeitted a unique attempt tb pro-
vide, CMTI participants with simula-
tions which included organizational

, concepts and problems.

Another of the questions of the

study was directed to participant per-
cepti9n of these case studies .

MO To WHAT . EXTENT DID THE
PARTICIPARTS ASSESS . THE
HELRFULNESS OF- THE FOUR
CASE STUDIES.USED CifTl?

On the. Post-CMTI Program Assess-,
ritent,' participants were askeri to as:-
sess each of the four case studies in
terms of- Its helpfUlness to therd., The
five possible respwises were: 7 Not

...helpfut; 2.- Of some help; 3 -.HelPfulz
4 - Wary-helpful; ahd - $o' helpful
that A' will use it in the future; A' copy
of the instrument is found in Appendix.
A.

Mean responses of Interns and Team
Leaders are recorded in Table 13

I.

fable 33

PERCEIVED HEi-PFULNESS OF CASE STUDIES

cab study
Interns Team Leaders Total

Mean D. Mean S. 110 Mean S. D.

Distant Drum. 3.17 .97 3.19 ..--1.02.- 3.17 .98

Mid-America 2.95 1.00 . 3.02 99 2.97 1.00

Buena Vista 2.94 . 1.11 3.04 1.06 2.26 1.1a

Smoke City 3.23 1.15 3.29 1.14 3.24 1.15

-98-
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Interns sated Smoke City highest
(3.23), then Distant Drum (3.17).
Team Leaders rated these same two
highest. (3.2, and 3.19 respectively).
Team- Leader ratings were slightly but
pot significantly higher than those 40.
Interns on each of the 'case stadies.
-None of .the mean ratings approached,
the "very helpful." assessment, duster-
ing, instead around th mid-point, 3.00,
'helpful".

;
PERSONM.LY REWAR ING EXPERIr
ENCES . : 0

In order to ascertain the aspects'of
CMTI that the participants found most
rewarding personally, the fpllowing
question and sub.-questions were inves-
tigated:

16.0 WHAT EXPERIENCES DID PAR-
TICIPANTS NAME A.1 MOST RE-
W ARDING PERSONALLY?

16.1what experienees did In-' .
° terns name as most re-

warding personally?

16.2 What experiences did Team
Leaders name as most re-
warding personally?

One of the questions asked during
final esspent was "What experiences
at C TI did you find rhost rewarding
person ly?" All participants complet-
ing forms conipleted t 4 is 'item for, a
total of 257 response : Many of thete
responses contained multiple- refer-
ences, and these have been. separated
and counted under an approPriate ca-
tegory .in an, overall framework. The
'same procedure wa.Oollowed for the
questions relating to professional re-

.
4

Wards, what was of most value to the
home project, and other comments. ..

The most frequent responses to the
above question (from a total resPonse
of 257) were:

Meeting/interacting/liying
with others

Meetinglinteract, With-
new people

"Develbp,ing skills-in multi-
ctaural awareness

Team ,building 31

Learning from the teach-
ing skills 6! the cluster

116 instruCtors

Developing group process

106

SS

-99-

skills

Meéting/interacting with
other Interns

Participating in cluster
games/simulations

Experiencing/interacting
with others in the cluster

Developing communica-
tion/interpersonal skills

Paiticipating ,in the living
ar/le fling environment

26

: 23

20

19

As might be expected from the
nature of the' question.(rewarding per-
sonally), the most references were to
meeting.and interacting with new peo-
ple., However, a large humbec, of

I o

4



participants also indicated cluster ac-
, tivities and skilled development as

most" rewarding perssmally, a tisti-
mony perhaps to the professionalism of

'the participan'ts involxed in CMTI
1977, or to the skills of the duster
staff in motivating the partitipants.

Team building ranked high with par=
ticipants, indicating perhaps a strong
hoine-site dis and awareness of the
reason for Pt. at CMTI.

16.1 4'hat 'experiences did Interns
name as moSt reWarding jer-
sonnllv?

The Interns rated the following four
areas as most rewarding personally:

Meeting/interacting/living
with others from diVerse 86
backgrounds

Meeting/interacting with
new people 40

Developing skills in multi- 31 .

6,

cultural atarenqss

Learning from thy teach-
trig 'skills of the duster' . 22
(ntFuQtrs 1"

16.2 What
Lead

perietices..did Team
aine as ino.lt re-

soncklly?

. The Team Leaders rated the iójtoc?:-
ing foLir areas as most rewardipg-per
sonaUr,v, -

Meetirnteracting/living
with others

*Team building

'Weeting/interacting with
new people

Developing leadershiplsu-
pervision skills

A complete list of responses,. as
reported by Interns and Team Leaders
appears in Table 34.

Table 34

HAT EXPERIENCES AT CMTI DID PARTICIPANTS
FIND M.OST REWARDING PERSONALLY?

,

When participant's were asked On th'e post-test to list experiences they found
most rewarding personally, they listed the following:

Meeting/interacting/living with others from di-
verse backgrounds -)

-100-

412

Team
Leaders Interni Total

20 86 106



.er
.1*

Table ,34 (continued)

Meetin interacting with new people -
,

Developing'skills in multiculturaLaWarenesi

Tearriimild4ing

Learning from the teaehing skills of the ouster
Instruct4rs

Developing group process skills

iMeeting/interatiing with otherAnterns

Participating in duster games/sim4lations
.

Experiencipg/interacting with others in thelus-
,

Developing,communication/inter-personal /kills

Participating" in the living/learning-envir9hments

Dei/eloping leadership/supervision skills -

De;mloping self-awareness skills

Socializing in general

Learning about brganizatiohaPtoncepts/struc-
tures

1.1

8 - 8

Viewing films 7

Sigi'aseeing 6 7

Seeing the Talent Show.

Role playing in Cluster

6

6

lnteracting*With staff/infOtmally 2 6
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Tal?le tinued)

Atten ecttire on re-en

13.!vei,o ing,atio.o. plans

1'

_

Team
Leaders. interns Total

?arti9 pating in instruCtion in gener

Prttipating in sports-

En ing Scn Diego offerings

Ex6eriencing the ppennets
syStem atmosphere

",e.ttin)si. away from. it all" (flee time

x A

-the tOporary..

Participating in field trips

Participating tn cluster activities in

"Atterkling lecture on community ,

Defining role -

Learning airut miiiticulturai education

Learning 'about the.case studies 1

Attending lectures in general

awn as a w.hole

Travel

Living conditions (multicultural dinners)

Participating on Living/Learninf Council

3

3

3

3
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,

Folk-dancing.

Working on independent

Participating in Week I 1usractivitis

Learning to apply ortianiational 'concepts to
community' .

A

6

Learning about new te eking techniques

Developing observatioih skills

Negative responses:,
-1

Certain people reWarding, otlfr a learning
experience '

PCMTI wasn't as positive as I epected
,

The End. ,;

1

:Readings too/wordy
+-

M-C._..c.immunity was enjoyable, bvt o'reward.:
1 1

ing". .. I don't know.

INN

4
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PROFESIONALLY REWARDISiG
EXPERIENCES

In order ,to ascertain the aspecs of
CMTI -that the participants found mogt
rewarding professionally, the following
)question and sub-questions were inves-,
tigated:

i7Q WIAIT EXPERIENCES DID PAR-
TICIPXNTS NAME AS MOST RE-
WARDING PROFESS,IONALLY?

17.1What experience . drd In-
ternf name as .rmise:re7-
warding professionally?

17.2 What experiences 'did Tebm
lLeaders name as most re-
warding professionally?

One of the questions as'ked during.
the final assessment was, "What expe-
riences at CMTI did you 'find most
rewarding professionally?"*

A. total of 255 participants respond-
ed So the- questiork. Two hundred
forty-nine provided multiple -answers.
Ir addition,, thr.ee indicated they had
no idea as'yet, and four indiCated that
,CMTI as a whole was most rewarding.
These Were treated in 'the same man-
ner as the question on personal re-
wards, with the 11 most frequent
responses being:

Learning about, organiza-
tional coaepts/structures 62

..%
:

I.earning dbput new teach-
ing.techniwes

Developing leaderiWak-
pertidsion

go Developing communicdtiosti
interpersonql skills

11 Learning, from tea .r
skills or Cluster liistructars

Developing group proct;Ss
skills

Developing, multicultural
awakeness/skills

karning about niulticul-.
.W'al education

34

32

27

25

16

Developing action plans 14

Attending the lecture on
re-entry (Gant)

Interacting with other In-
terns out of class

Not unexpectedly, the focUs of the
responses is now on the acquisition of
knowledd and skills that would be
useful to the 'prpfessional educator.
The inStruction, on organizational con-
cept heads the list, and rWated skills
of group process, conrunicatiiin and
multicuJural awareness ,appear very
close t the top. The appearance 6f
'leadethip training in ihe number three

4

14

*The participants were also asked if the're were any other comments they would
like to add. These comments are included in Appendix C..

-104-
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osition is notable due to the relative-
small number, of participants in that

aspect of ihe -program OZ. Informal
interactions iyith others still' appears
important; however, these informal-
discussions 'aie with Interns specific-
ally, and mention is rhSde of the
knowledge exchanged about their own
and other projects. Learning About
multicultural "educationiand developing'
multicultural awarenes.Vskills are still
considered important, as is learning
f?om the skills of the Cluster Ihstruc-
tors. The latter suggests more of a
classroom focus, Which is reinforced
by the appearance of a new category
learning .about new teaching teah-
niques. The back-home focus has now
shifted to the important job' -of deve-

.loping re-entry plans.

17.1 What experiences did Interns
nbme as most rewarding pro- e

f essi ly?

sifThe Interns rated the fo lowing four
areas as 'most rewarding profession-
ally:

Learning about organiza-
7tional concepts/structure,

Learning about new teach-
ing techniques

Developing communica-
tion/interpersanal,skills

;

Developing group process

32

29

;3

t:

;'

,4k

.17;2 What experience; did Team.
Leaders nathe as Most re-
wardivgop`rofessionally?

The, Team Leaders rated the follow-
ing four areas as most rewarding pry-
fessionally?

Developing leadership/su-
pervisjon skills 33

Develosoing action'PlanS 6
Y

LearniAti about organiza-
, tional cOncept4/structureS

Learning from teaching
skills of Cluster butruc- 5
tors

5

- 1 A complete list of responses as_,--
rtportdd by Interns and Team Leatierlg
appear-sin Table 35.

Table 35

WHAT EXPERIENCES AT CMTI DID PARTICIPANTS
FIND MOST REWARDING PROFESSIONALLY?

When participants were asked on the post-test to list experiences they found
most rewarding professionally, they listed the following:

-105--
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Table 35 (continued)
V

.

Team
Leaders

44%

thterns Total

. Learning 'about organizational concepts/struc-
;tures , 57 62

Learning about new teaching tgchniques - 32

Develogirig leadership/supervision skills 33 33

Develpping cotnmuait.aion/interpersonal skills 32

Learning from tea0ing skills of Cluster Instr.uc-
tors

Developing group.process skills

Developing multicultural'awareness/skill's

Learning, about multicultural ei-Jucation

Developing action plans

a \Attending the lecture on re-entry (Gant)*
;.

Interaction with other Interns out of class

Iieveloping observation skills .

Attending.lecture on Community

Team building

Developing self-awareness skills

Participating in ins)rUction in general

Learning to apply organizational concepts t
community/school/classroom

-106-
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1

6

2

3

4

3

aieb

a

23

15

15

. 8

12

11

9

13

16

10

8

/

25

18

16

14

14

13

13

12

11

11



Table 35 (continued)

*ing films

Attending lectures in general

Attending,lectures on multicultural education

\Learning to apply organizational concepts to the
community

&fining role

Experiencing/intergctirig with ,otherS In the clus-
- ter

Interacting with the stgf informall

Interacting with others in general

Participating in cluster gamed4z1ations

Role-playirig,in duster

V.

Team
Leaders Interns Total

e

e

Learning to apply the organizatiohal concepts to
the classroom

Attending presentation on Native Americans
4f

Working on independent projects

Learning to alipiy organizational concepts to the
school

Participating in duster activities in general 4

8 8

.6

7

7

is' 3

4

8

6 7

5 6

6 6

2 4 6.

1 5

5 5

1 4 5

4

Interacting with others from diverse backgrounds

CMTI as a'wilore

4 4

4 4
4



a

Table 33 (continued)

Team
Leaders Interns Total

Participating in misc. duster activities}exercises 3 3

Receiving miscellaneoundouts 1 3

Participating in Week 1 cluster activit es 3, 3

Attending lecture on classroom 3 3

Attencimg lecture on school 1 1

Negative responses:

I progressed very little

Academically not overkherined, ex rien-
tially, a lot

Not enough time to read case studies

Leadership training shyuld be more speci lc 1

!PI

Nothing no application to classroom

-108-
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LOCAL PROJECT ROLES

In order tà gauge the poisible im-
pact of CMTI on the local projects, the
following question and tub-questions
were investigated: .

18.0 WHAT EXPERIENCES DID PAR-
TICIPANTS- NAME AS MOST
HELPFUL IN THEIR' LOCAL
PROYECT ROL,ES?

18.1 Whitt experiences did In-
terns identify?

18.2 What experiences *did Team
Leaders kientify?

18.3 In what ways did they dif-
fer?

The particiRants were asked on the
post-ttest, "What experiences from
CMTI are likely to be of the moSt help
to you in yar role as an Intern or.

Team Leader when you return to your
local project?"

Of the 257 participants completing
forms, five left the item blank and
three indicated they did not know. Of
the remaining 249, four thought CMTI
do a .whole would be helpful, whereas,
one thought cothing would be 'helpful.
QRe participant response indicated ,

le4rning, but of a negative varietY, "My
prisition and reactions to being a learn-
er, forced to submit to some methods
and rules which I didn't care for." The
remaining positive responses indicated
in many cases multiple selections, as
was the case with the preceding ques-
tions on rewards. These haye been ,

split and tabulated in the, same man-

-109-

ner, with the ten most frequent re-
sponses beingt

Developing group process
skills 53

.Tearn ktilding 53

es':1.,earningi about, organat2
btional concepts/structures

ilk Developing communica-
tionlinterperspnal skills

Developing leadership/Su-
pervision skills

Action planning

Defining role

Developing observational
skills

Learning how to apply or-
ganizational concepts to
the community

Developing multicultural
uwarenessIskills

53

46

29

26

21

18

15

15

The shift of focus to the home
project is clearlx indicated. The parti-
cipants' perception of the skills gained
and the knowledge acquired 'would im,
ply Xhat they were well-equipped to
enter the home project.

18.1 What experiences did Interns
identify?

The Interns identified the folloWing
four experiences as most helpful in
their local project roles:

4:4



Learning about org4niza-
tional concept/structures

Developing group proesS
dUs

Team building

Developinitommunica-
tionlinterpersonal skills

45..

41)

40

18:2 What experiences did Team '
Leaders identify?

The Team Leaders identified the
following four experiences as most
help.ful in their local project roles:

R.

Developing leader4ship/su-
29pervision skills .

If

WHAT EXP
FIND MOST H

Team building

Developing group process
'skills

Learnk, about organiza-
tional concept*struetures

18 3/n what way* did they differ?

12 -

Only one item differed in each list.
Tbe major reason would appear to be
thi dverwheliniog :support the .Team
Leaders gave to "developing leadership/
suiiervision skills," the focus of the spe-,
cid. program they alohe experienced,
during thf first week of CMTL

A complete set of responses as
reported by Interns and Team Leaders
appears in Table 36.

Table 36
R. .

IENCES AT CMTI DID PARTIdIPANTS
L WHEN RETURNING TO HOME PROJECT?

When participants 'were `asked on the post-test to list experiepces they found
Most helpful in th-eir role when thsx return to their local projeet, they listed the
following:

Team'
Leaders Interns Total'

Developing group process skills II 42 53

Team building 1-2 41 53

Learning about organizatiohal toncepts/struc-
.tures 8 45 53



Table 36-(continued)'
V

e

Team
. Leaders -Interns - Total

preloping communicatión/interpersonal ski ls . - 6
e

40
,t

29

26 - .26
.

Developing lgadership/supervisiorc skills

Developing action plans

Defining role

Developing observational. skills

Learning how to apply organizational concepts to
the community

;'6 21

Developing multicultural awarehess/skills

Developing outreach skills

Learning to apply organizational concepts to
communitY/school/dassrporn/in'general

Learning about new teaching techniilues

Interacting with others in general

Participating in cluster activities in general

Attending lectures, on community

16 18

13 5

15 15

12

Attending lecture\ on re-entry (Gant) 1 7 8

Learning about multicultural education

Interacting with.others from diverse backgrounds

Developing self-awarenessiskiliS

Participating in duster games/simulations

7 8

8 8

7 .7-
.

5 5

,



Table .3.6 (continued)

Team
Leaders 'Interns Total

Learning. from teac1hir,g skills of Cluster Instruc- 4 . 5tors

Learning- to apply organizational Concepts to*the
school

Receiving miscellaneous handouts
Ta

r 1 e'

Learning abottt Teacher Corps -0 4

CMTi as a whole .. i 2
) .

Learning how .to apply organizational concepts to - 1 3the classroom'

1,

4

. 4

Participating in Weelc I clusler activitie,s
.

- 2 1 3

Role-playing in cluster
.

2 3_

Learning about re-entry - 3- 3

Participating in Week II,I planning
.

1 2

Interacting with other Interns - 2
.. t

2Socializing in general

4. Learning instructi'onal content of cluster

Vipwing

Attending lecture on school
t

Attending lecture on Teacher Corps

Negative responses: *.

1
en,

. °
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Table 36 (continued)

I did not gain from CMTI

As a learner, being forced to submit to
methods and rules I didiYi care for

CHARACTERISTICS OF BACK-HOME
PLANS

In coMpleting an analysis of these
plans, the following question was ask-

, ed:

19.0 WHAT WERE THE CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF THE PLANS. DEVE-
ItOPED FOR IMPLEMENTATION
AFTE4 THE LOCAL TAM RE-
TURNED TO ITS SITE?

During the third week of CMTI, each
project team (four Interns and the
Team Leader) was responsible for de-
veloping a back-home plan.

Back-home plans from 53 of the 55
projects at CMTI were reviewed. Each
of the components in .the plans was.
recorded. Twenty-six different cote-
zories appeared. (See Taf)le 37.)

No single format Ito follow was
developed; however; several compo-
nents were stressed by .the Northers of

Team
Leaders

1

Interns Total

1

1

CMTL The follow-up study of CMTI
1970 had revealed that few people at
the local project, other than the pro-
ject director, had detailed' knowledge
about CMTI. Projects were encour-
aged to provide descriptions of CMTI
that could be made available to per-
sons at the college/university, the
school, and the community. Thirty-
eight of The 53 plans contained de-
scriptions of CMTI.- These descriptions
varied widely from short, conise
statements to personal accounts and,
in one case, an illustrated notebook.
In addition, one project drafted letters
to parents and staff, while another
project prepared a news release. The
description of CMTI was the single
most consistent component, appearing
in approximately 72% of the plans.

The next two items that most often
appeared were observation instruments
for analyzing the school (27) and ob-
servation instruments for analyzing
the community (19). The development
of observation skills for analyzing the
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school and comniunity was a major
objective of CMT1. Many of the
instruments included in the plans were
developed and used by the teams dur-
ing their field trips. Additiorially, a
number -. of plans mentioned using ob-
servation instruments; the data include
only those plans where the instruments

_weré actually part of the plans:

A "Method for Entering the System"
was described in -18 plans. This num-
ber may tie misleading because many
of the projects described their total
plan as a design for re-entering Ythe
system.

A responsibilities chart a who
would do what, when, for what purpose

rghariappeared in 13 plans. In most
.cases, the plan followed the design

presented by jack Gant in his lecture
which began Week Three.:

A descriptibn of the local project
appeared in 11 plans. These descrip-
tions were similar to those that had
appeared in the project proposals.

No other category had more than six
common components. (See Table 37.)

No attemph was made to analyze
how "good" thed4ans were. They var-
ied greatly in,itriith and in style. The
only way to tietstrmine how good the
plans were wduld be 'to consider how
helpful they were to the project teams
when they returned to the home sites.
This is an application question and will
be considered in the follow-up study.

1 96
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CHAPTER FIVE
SyMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

a.

e Corps ember Training rnsti-
tu was conducted for three weeks
d ing July, 1977, at Sam Diego State
University. This chapter sumT4rizes

'findings previously presented; and
draws conclusions.from them.

PARTICIPANTS

Denwgraphy

Two-hundred five Interns and 52
Team Leaders answered a series of
questions .on the post-test which elicit-
ed information on their backgrotmd.
Interns were younger as .a group than
Team Leaders. More than half of the
Interns were in the 20-24 age bracket
while -no Team Leaders were in this
age range. Eighty-three percent of
Interns and 25 percent of Team Lead-
ers were under 30 years of age.

There were twice as many females
as males. About one-third of Interns
and two-thirds of Team Leaders were
married. Half of all participants were
Caucasian, one-thirid Black, and one-
ship other races 'or ethnic groups,
primarily Hispanic/Chicano Ameri-
cans. Two-thirds of Team Leaders
were CaUcasian, one-fourth Black, and
ten percent ,I:lispanic/Chicano Ameri-
cans.

Change in Perceived Outcome

One way of assessing outdomes of
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CMTI was to ask participants prior to
the Institute to rate the importance of
.23 potential outcomes. This provided
a measure of their expectations for
the Institute. At the end of CMii,
participant's rated these same 23 out-
comes, providing an opportunity to
-assess their perceptions of the pur-
poses of pm.

As might be expected, their percep-
' tons were more homogenous at the
end of CMT1 than at the beginning.
Prior to CMTI, Interns rated highest
those outcomes related to improving
their personal knowledge and skills
learninginew ideas about organizinian
educational program, solving problems,
multicultural eduCation, theories of
instruction and application of these
ideas to their local projects. By the
end of CMTI, they rated interpersonal
-outcomes highest,' particularly those
related to multicultural education.

...Shey continued their concern for ap-
lication of, new ideas to their, local

projects.

As Team Leaders looked forward tO
CMTI, their perception of the Institute
was that it would be directed toward'
making them more competent in their
new roles. they persisted in this
perception throughout CMTI.

Neither Interns nor Team Leaders
believed the outcome of CMTI was to
facilitate new friendships.



ORGANIZATION OF INNTRUCTION

.An extensive' description of CMTI
has been reported in a compinion
volume to this one. Data summarizect
in this section were drawn from exten-.
sive, 'focused observations during CMTI
ana perceptions of participants a't the
end of the Institute.

Modes of Instruction

Each 'of the three weeks of CMTI
included different patterns of instruc-
tional tnodes: During the first week,
Team Leaders and Interns engaged in
separate instructional activities as
Team Leaders studied clinical supervi-
sion skills. Interns were engaged in
discussion 37 percent of observed peri-
ods while Team teaders discussed 41
percent and faculty discussed 31 per-
cent of the time.- Faculty.lectured 26
percent; 'Interns presented information
10 percent, Team Leaders none. Team
Leaders 'engaged in independent activit
ties 21 percent, while Interns engaged
in independent activities only three
percentof the time. Interns and Team
Leaders joined together for the last
two weeks of the Institute.

The use of audiovisual resources
increased significantly from the first
week (Internsone pereent, Team
Leaderszero percent) to 19. percent
each during the second week. Inde-
pendent activities by Team Leaders
decreased significantly from 21 per-
cent to 10 percent for the second
week.

During the third week, faculty parti-
cipation in discussion/group problem-
solving decreased significantly to 9
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percent while _Interns and Team Lead-
ers continued the high percent of time
(31 percent) in this activity. GrOups
planning and organizing increased for
Interns and Team Leaders to 20 per-
cent. These two shifts in instructional
style reflected participant planning
sessicins as they prepared plans to
translate CM11 objectives and activi-
ties for use in their local communities.

a

Overall, discussion/group problem-
solving wa's the often observed mode
of instruction in CMTI (about one-third
of the time for Interns and Team
Leaders). Presentations by faculty
were made one-fouqh of the time.

Four, case studies were included in
the instructional tactics for CMTI.
Eaeh was based on experiences in
Teacher Corps projects in various
areas, and represented a unique at-
tempt to provide CMTI participants
with simulated problems which related
to organizational concepts. Case stu-
dies were rated as nhelpful" by pcirtici-
pants.

Participants most often recommend-
ed the following films be used again in
future CMTI's: Bill Cosby films on
prejudice, Up the Down Staircase and
Cypher in the Snow. The game, BaFa,
was named most often by participants.

Observed Instructional Clirn e
I

Observers rated the instructional
climate of CMT1 on sbc scales: affec-
tive climate, communication, partici-
,pant openness, participant initiative,
group interpersonal cohesiveness, and
attending behavior. Ratings on these r----
five-point scales were-made for 1,420

1 9



four-minute segments of instruction.
'When summed ,by: weeks, the mean
ratings on all stales was greater than
3.00, reflecting a positive atmosphere
at CMTI. -Ratings on 'two scales,
-affective clima.te and commuqications,
improved significantly during each af,
the three weeks. A third scale, at-

, tending behavior, -vas . significantly
higher the third week over the pre-
vious two weeks.

Content Em9hasis

CMTI was ciesigrfed to emphasize 11
organizational concept& power, au-
thority, and influence; decisiofi-mak-
ing; communication; slippage; role set;
formal_ structure; informal structure;
,ternporary systems; conflict; norms;
and rniitivation/self -interest. The ex-
tent -to which each of these concepts
was emphasized was probed in two
ways: ( 1) partitipant perception of the
emphasis placed on each concept, and.
(2) observed extensiveness of instruc-
tion.

Participants rated each organiza-
tiOnal concept in terms of its emphasis
during CMTI. When-these ratings were
ranked from I to 11 for Intern ratings
and fbr Team Leader i-atings, the
rankings were amazinglx similar. The
four highest-ranked concepts Were the
same on birth lists although ncii pre-
cisely in the same order; the next four
were the same, and the three lowest-
ranked concepts were the same.

Participants believed these four or-
ganizational concepts were most em-
phasized: (1) temporary systems, (2)
power, authority, and influence, (3)
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slippage, and (4) -'communication.,
Least emphasizqd concept was motiva,
tion/self-interest with decisfon-maktng
artd role set in tenth and nirith posi-
tions.

During CMTI, obse0ers recorded
which concepts were being taught dur-
ing 1,420 kyr...minute segments..
These were summarized by week and

,concept. Overall, each of Op 11
',concepts was being. observed being
'taught 10 percent of the time.

The GAn instructional.design desig-.
nated the second week ai the one
where heavy emphasis would be placed
on organizational theory. Observa-
tions reflected. this emphasis. During
the first week, each of the organiza-
tional concepts: was observed being
taught an average of four percent of
the time. This increased to 23 percent
during the secohd week, then dropped
back to four percent d r.fing the third
week: I.

Concepts most often observed being
taught were: communication (15 r-
cent), informal structure (12 percen
power, authority, influence (12 pe
cent), and temporary systems (11 pe
cenp. Least often observed concept
were: motivation/self7interest (8
cent) and slippage. (8 Oercent). The most
apparent difference between these ob-
served ernphase'S and participant per-
ception of them was in slippage. Par-
ticipants ranked it in the highest four
concepts, whereas it was last in exten-
siveness when being observed.

Both the basic concepts of these
organizational concepts and their ap-
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plications to schools and classrooms,
community, rnulticulture, and other
settings were taught during Chin.
Seven percent of observations were of
instruction in the basic concepts of the
organizational concepts. Sixteen pei.-
cent of instruction was in the applica-
tion of each of the concepts to school
and classroom, 13 1)ercent to commun-
ity, 11 percent to multiculture, and 6'
percent to other settings.' Thus, appli-
cations of organizational concepts
were observed more often being taught
than basic conceptS ,of organizational
thgory.

IMPACT OF CM-11

The major thrust vf CMTI was to
improve participant knowledge of or-
ganizational concepts. The extervt to
which CMTI was successful in changing
participant perception of change in
knowledge- was assessed in two 'ways:
(1) participant perception of change in

icnowledge of organizational concepts,.
and (2) achievement on pre- and post-
CMTI Tests on organizational con-
cepts.

Participant Perception of Changed
Knowledge of Organizational Concepts

1

At the end of CMTI, participants
were asked to rate the extent to which
they were familiar with certain organ-
Azational concepts both prior to CMTI
and'at the 'close of the Institute. In
every case, both Interns and Team
Leaders rated their post-CMT1 know-
ledge significantly higher than their
pre-CMTI knowledge. Team Leader&
self-ratings were higher than Interns'
on comparable items.

I am able to describe the norms
operating in an organization to
which I belong.

I am able to analyze the school
as an orgdnization,

The greatest perceived gain by both
Intrñs and Team Leaders was for this
it k

I am able' to describe the deve-
lopment of, a, temporary social
system such as C.MTI.

. In another question, participants
were asked to name experiences that
had been most rewarding to them

,professionally at CMTI. Sixty-two (24.
percent) named "learning about organi-
zaEional conceptAfstructures" (V- of
these were from Interns). Thirtf-three
Team Leaders (58 percent) named "de-
veloping leadership/supervision skills".
Ipterns also listed tilearning about new
teaching techniques" (16 pereent), "de-
veloping communication/interperion4I
skills" (24 or 14 perceht), and "develop-
ing group process skills" (23 or 11 per-
cent).

Participant Achievement in Organiza-
tional Theory -

An achievement test on knowledge
of. organizationati 'conCepts was admin-
istered to participants prior to CMTI
and again at the end of the second
week when most of the formal instruc-
tion on organizations had been com-
pleted. A second achievement test
ja8sessed the extent to which partici-

nts could recognize organizational
concepts in a filmed sequence. The



movie, Up The tiown Staitcase, was
shown to participants at the end of the

"\second
week,. then a test on it was

administered.

Both Interns and Team Leaders
made significant gains in achievement
during CMTI (from 51 percent 'on the
pre-test to 70 percent, and from 52
percent to 71 percent, respectively).
Intern and Te4m Leader pre-test and
post-test scores were almost identical.

(The greateit gains were made by
both Interns and Team Leaders on the
power, authority, and influence sub-
scale. Interns made significant gains
on 7 of 11- sub-scales while Team
Leadecs did so on 6 sub-scales. Leait
change occurred in the conflict sub-
scale. The greatest percentage of
correct responses on both pre-tests
and post-tests for both Interns and
Teard Leaders was on the communica-
tion sub-scale. When achievement was
analyzed by conceptual and application
scales, there was no difference.

When achievement was assessed by
testing concept recognition in a filmed
episode, participants answered 65 per-
cent of the, questions correctly. The
greatest percent of correct responses
was on the communication sub-scales;
then the role set* sub-scale, informal
structure sub-scale, and conflict sub-
scale.

Multicultural Education

Multicultural education wa inher-,
ently part of the Institute. At the end

g

of CMTI, participants were asked to
rate their familiarity with multicul-
tural education prior to CMTrand at .

the close of the Institue. In every
case, both Interns and Team Leaders
rated their post-CMTI knowledge and
skills significantly higher than those
prior to CMTI. m. -

I Two statements were rated highest .
by both Interns and Team Leaders at*
the end of c MTL

I am able to identify stereo-
types held by pupils and teach-
ers concerning different cul-
tural groups.

I can describe some of the
factors which contribute to
conflicts between schools and
communities.

The greatest change during CMTI,
occurred for this statement

am aware of more than one
perspective on multicultural ed-
ucation.

To more explicitly assess the multi-
cultural cilmensions of CMTI, partici-
pants were asked on the post-program
assessment to name no more than five
'things they had ,slearned about other
ethnic groups and/or education in a
multicultural society. Two-hundred
thirty-eight participants made 725
comments in response to this question.

One-hundred seventy-one, of these



comments related to specific racial or
ethnic traits that were found to be
correct or not correct during eMTly
Differences and similarities among
cultural, individual, and regional
groups were described in 54 state-
ments. Language was mentioned 48
times, primarily with reference to new
words or to new understandings of
known words. Culture was mentioned
in 33 statements as was multicultural
education. Group norms were listed 28
times while stereotyping was noted 24
times.

IMPACT ON
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

puring a three-week institgte which
involved close personal and profession-
al interactions among participants,
professional and persool friendships
.develop. When these are between and
among persons of different ethnicities,
new understandings of others and of
self develop. Three areas are summa-
rized herein: friendship patterns, pro-
fessional relations, and self-perception
in relation to other ethnic groups:

Friendship Patterns

Participants were asked on the post-
assessment to list three persons with
whom they would like to continue
being frierids. These responses were
analyied 'in several ways. These find-
ings summarize those data.

Only 16 percent chose at least
one person froms,their own local
project. More than twice as
many nominations were made of
persons in the same cluster than

*

from other clusters.

About two-thirds of all persons
named were Interns, 22 percent
.Team Leader; and 11 percent
cluster Leaders or Instructors. .

Team Leaders tended to name
Team Leaders and Interns named
Interns (p< .01).

Each racialleth* group chose
a greater proortiOn of partici-
pants as friends fAom their ra-
cial/ethnic group than would
have been expe,eted in propor-
tional representation (13<.01).
Males tended toilselect males
and females to select females
(13 < -05).

Professional /Relations 1"
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To ascertain profe onal relations,
participants were asked to name three
persons to work with on aztask force
which had been asked to solve an
educational problem, Twentitt.six per-
cent selected a't least one perion from
their local project. Fifty percent of
participants named their Cluster Lead-
er and 49 percent named one or more
members of their cluster instructional
staff. Only 7 percent named a Team
Leader from their cluster and 27 per-
cent an Intern. Few persons from
other clusters were identified (8 per-
cent Cluster Leaders or Instructors, 4
percent Team Leaders and 4 percent
Interns). The central ;Ulf was identi- P

fied more often. Thirty-nine percent
named at least one content specialist,
16 percent identified a member of_the
administrative staff.

esr ;-
_
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a Team Leaders tended to choose
Team 4,eadersd Interns tend-
ed to choose Interns (p < 01).
Participants tended to choose
members of their own race
fp ( .05). Sex was not a factor
in selections.

.* *

Self-Perceptions With Respect to
Other Racial or Ethnic Groups

On the post-program assessment,
participants were asked: Has your per-
ception of yourself in relation to other
racial or ethnic groups changed during
CMTI?" The most frequent responses
are listed below.

V.

Summarized Response Number Peccent

I am more sensitive to more comfortable
with, more understanding of, more .apprecid-
tive of, more able to interact with other
people.

2. 1 learned about beliefs, values, ideas, percep-
tionkof others.

1 have always related well, always accepted
people as individuals. I have had piior multi-

.

cultural exposure, experience.

No, I have not changed.

5. I. am more aware of my own beliefs, values,
ideas. I am more appreciative of my own

. ethnicity.

-69 27

48 19

46 18

38 15

32 13

a
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Twenty-seven percent indicated
greater sensitivity to and understand-
ing of other ethnic or racial groups
while 19 percent learned about others'
beliefs and values. Thirteen percent
increased awareness' of their -.sawn be-
liefs and values. Eighteen percent f t
that, because of previous experien
they already related well. Fifteen
percent believed that they had not
changed, and one percent felt they
were more prejudiced.

:..,-
Anothie indication Of tbe effect of

the CMTI environment .on -multicultur-
al perceplions were responses to the
question: "What experience at CMTI
did you find most rewarding person-
ally?" One-hundred six persons (42
percent) indicated that meeting. and ,,z

interacting with peopld with diverse
backgrounds and cultures was reward-
ing personally. Thirty-seven partici-
pants (15 'percent) indicated "acquiring
multicultural awareness/skills" as an
important personal reward.

IMPACT ON LOCAL PROJECTS

Participants were asked to identify
which experiences were most helpful
in their local project roles. Interns
named these two-experiences highest:
(1) learning about organizational con-
cepts/structures, (2) developing com-
municatiorVinterpersonal skflls. Team
Leaders named as most important, de-
veloping leadership/supervision

During the third week of CMTI, each
-project team developed a back-home
plan. They varied greatly in Irgth
and style. Seventy-two percent of
them included description of CMTI.

Observation instruments for analyzing
the school and the community were
also included in many plans. The
usefulness of these'plans, the extent to
which they would be followed, and the
impact of follow-up activities in local
projects is yet fo be assessed.

I.
In a general assessment of CMTI,

participants were asked to rate on a e.

five-point scale, thekitem, "I plan to
apply ideas from CIATI immediately or
in the near future". Team Leaders rat-
ed the item 4.13 and Interns 3.94.
Both reflect strong agreement with
the statement and indicate a potential
for impact on local projects.

Participant Assessment of CMTI

On the post-program assessment,
participants were asked to assess
CMTI. Twenty questions related to 6
areas of CMTI operatiom general as-
sessment, CMTI faculty, content of
CMTI, organization of.CMTI, instrua7
Vona! activities and multicultural
cation. On a five-point scale
mean .ratings of Interns range from
3.41 to 4.08 and of Teith Leade s from
3.42 to 3.94; all considered positive
perceptions of the Institute. Higher
ratings were accorded the general as-
sessment of CMTI and the CMTI facul-

. ty.

p.
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Responses to two questions are par-
ticularly appropriate to aisessing par-
ticipant reaction to CMTI. Partici-
pants rated each on a five-point scale.
The iteiFiGenerally, CMTI was a very
good- ex0erience", was rated 3.92 by
Team Leaders and 4.07 by Interns.
Responses to these two -questions re-
flect positive feelings to ard CkATI.
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CONCLUSIONS

Did. CMTI make a difference in the
lives of the 257 participants? Review-
ing the data previously Presented and
summarized, the answer is definitely
yes. Four general questions have been
posed to elaborate on this risponse.

I. Did the participants learn the
organizational concepts?

Wh.at did the participants learn
about multicultural education?

I I I. How did the pgticipants feel
about CMTI?

IV. Is CMTI likely to impact the
focal projects?

I. DID THE PARTICIPANTS LEARN
THE ORGANIZATIONAL CON-
CEPTS?

The
.
design of CMTI focused on 1.1

(organizational concepts. These con-
cepts 4/ere des,ecibed in writien mate-
rials given to the participants. The
four case studies provided eXamples of
how these concepts were illutrated in
actual Teacher Corps projects. In
addition to these materials, the facul-
ty used a variety of techniques and
addition4 material to reinforce what
the conapts were and how they 'could
be applied. Finally, four content
specialists assisted in developing ma-
terials and spent one week at CMT1
assisting the participants in studying

.4

,
the concepts as they were4lustrated
in studies of multicultufal,education,
schools, the community; and the class-
room.

Both Team Leaders and Intei-ns
showed significant gain in their know-
ledge of the organizational concepts
during CMTI. .On the pre-test, the
participants answered correctly ap-
proximately 51 percent of the items.
On the post-test, they responded cor-
rectly to approximately 71 percent of
the items (sisnificantly at p<

Moreover, on the application film
test, the participants answered cor-
rectly 65 percent of the -items. The
overall knowledge level, 71 percent
can then be compared to the applica-
tion level, 65 percent, a difference of
pnly 6 percent.

In both sets of tests, the Team
Leaders' and Interns' scores were very
dose with no significant differences
between the two groups.

One can answer the first question
posed in this section:

'.Yes, the knowledge about the or-
ganizational concepts increased-
by approximately 20 percent dur-
ing C MTI. In addition, evidence
exists that participants,could ap-
ply this knowledge to a film situa-
tion in proportions closely related
to.their knowledge levql.
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IL _WHAT DID THE PARTICIPANTS
LEARN ABOUT MULTICULTIJR-
AL EDUC ATION?

The litg4earning environment that
existed CMTI was designed to pro-
-vide multicultural living experiences
for the participants. In addition, 'a
multicultural, content specialist was on
the instructional staff and each of the
organizat.ional concepts was related
during the instructional periods to im-
plications for multicultural education.

Reporting data on the multicultural
irripact of CMTI is slightly more diffi-
cult than reporting data on the know-

- ledge gain about the organizational
concepts.

Several sources of data, however,
support the conclusion that CMTI pro-
vided a learning environment for in-
creasing knowledge about niulticultuf-
al education.

In the, post-test, the participants
were asked to list no more than five

ispecific things they learned about oth-
er ethnic grOups and/or education in a
multicultural society. Seven hundred
and twenty-five specific responses
were received. The greatest number
were related to race/ethnicity (171),
with statements about native Ameri-
cans, Chicanos, Whites, Puerto Ricans,
°and Blacks dominating the responses in
that order. Differences ,and similari-
ties were -mentioned 54 times, clan-
guage 48 times, with culture and mul-
ticultural education each receiving 33
coniments. The remaining responses
were classified under the headings:
norms, 28, stereotyping, 24; values, 19;-

books, 15; food, 14; communicption,
12; and ethnicity, 22.

Participants were also asked to as-
sess CMTI in a variety of ways, includ-
ing one set of questions on Multicul-
tural edUcation. On a five-point scale
(1. .stronglst discigr.ee, 2. disagree, 3.
neutral, 4. agree, 5. strongly agr )

the Interns had a mean response to the
three rhulticultural questions of 3.62.
In responding to questions about in-
Creased knowledge and about enrichin&
their environment, the responses were
approximately 3.90 nearly a full
"agreen position. klowever, the ques-
tion related to "Wcely tq change ac-

,ticing in the future" had 'a response rate
of 3.10, a nearly "neutral" position.

. The participants were also asked, °has
'your perception of yciurself changed in.
relationship to other ethnic groups?"

One Hundred and forty-nine persons
stated positive ways in which this has
happened. In addition,.46 people were
pasitive about the CMTI environment,

--- but indicated that they already had a
broad, awareness about themselves in
relationship ,0 other ethnic groups.
Thirty-eight people answered Prno" and
one person said "yesuadding that he/she
had become more prejudiced.

One can answer the question posed
in this section:

128-

The participants learned a great
deal about other cultures and ap-
proximately. 60 percent of them
changed their perception of them-
selves in relationship to other
ethnic groups.

,
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III. HOW DID THE PARTICIPANTS
FEEL ABOLIT.CMTI?

On the five-point scale referred' to
before, the participants were asked to
assess their reactions to the following
aspects of CMTI: general assessment,
faculty, content, organization, instruc-
tion, multicultural. (The data for this
erea was reported in the previous
section.)

The most positive reactions related
to general assessment and faculty at
approximately a 4.00, with multicul-
tural neit at approximately 3.57, and
content, organization and instrtiction
third at about 3.45. Each of these
totals is on the "agree" side of the
"neutral" position.

Reactions to two specific' questions
are particularly appropriate to gauging
an overall impression of CMTL,

The item, "generally CMTI was a
very good experience,4 was rated 3.92
by the Tealn Leaders and 4.07 by ..the
Interns, and "I would recommend CMTI
to others," was rAted 3.83 by Team
Leaders and 3.94 by Interns (all- re-
sponses at or near the "agree" level).

One can answer the question posed
in this'section:

The participants felt positively
about CMTI.

IV. IS CMTI .LIKELY TO IMPACT
THE LOCAL PROJECTS?

01
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In the general assessment referred
to above, the partipipants were asked
to rate the item, °I plan to apply ideas
from CMTI immediately or in the near
future." The Team Leaders rated this
item 4.13 and the Interns 3.94. .13oth
responses reflect agreement 'with the
statement and indicate a potential for
impact on the local prolects.

Each of the 55 teams completed a
back-home plan. These plans varied
considerably in detail 'but contained
such elements as "Descriptions of C MT I"
(in 38 plans), "Observatim Instruments
for the School" (in 27 plans), and "00-
servation Instruments for the .Commu-
nity" ,(19 plans). The observation in-
qruments referred to were used during
CMTI in many cases in conjunction
with the field trips.

One can answer the Auestion posed
in this section

Yes. Personally, the participants
felt they yould utilize CMTI uPon
returning to their sites and, in
addition, approximately half of
the pnojects included observation
instruments used at CMTI in their
back-home plans.

, SUMMARY

This summary of the data supports
the conalusion that:

The participants achieved the
contkt objectives related to the
study of organizational concepts.
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The participants achieved both
content and affective objectives
related to multicultural education.

The participants felt CMTI was a
positive experience and would re-
commend it to others.

CMTI will have an impact upon

th.e ioca4 profects.

In these two volumes we have both
.described CMTI and ileported and syn-
thesized the data that was collected.
We feel thatreaders will share with us
the feeling that the data strongly
stipports the Onclusion that CMTI met
its objectives.
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APPENDIX A
DATA COLLECTION INSTRUNENTS

0 ;

Memo to Teacher Corps Project Directors

Director's Information Sheet

3. Pre-CMTI Program Assessment

4. Answer Key for Pre-CMTI Content Test

5. Content Post-Test

6 t6itent Post-Test Answer Key

7. Content Post-Test (Application)

8. Content Post-Teit (Application) Answer
Key

CMTI Instructional Observatioa_Scfieduje
- Parts 1 and 2

CMTI Instructional Observation Schedule
- Qualitative Description

11 Observer Guide

12.° Post-CMTI Program Assessment

13. Participant Assessment a CMTI
't
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A-1

MEM9 TO TEACHER CORPS PROJECT DIRECTORS

O;ROM: Ted Andrews, Brenda Bryant, Bob Houston

RE: Pr<CMT1 Data Collection

As was di.cussed with you at the Directors' meeting, our responsibility_
is to document the CMTI 77. The first part of this process is to collect
pre-CMTL data. Interns and Team Leackers are to camOlete the enclosed
questionnaires and return them prior to CMTI. Thank you for facilitating
this process.

Includsd inithi's packet are the following materials:
os

A. For the Project Director
1. 16is Memo
2: Director's Information Sheet

Fir the Interns and Team Leader

Six sets of. material (one for each participan
your file). Each set includes:

and 'one for

1. Pre-CMTI Program Assessment (Directions and
questions)

2. Sample answer sheet
4

3. Ans4,44 Shleet

Envelope addressd to th University of, Houiton

Would you please assist us by completing the following
tasks:

I. Set a time when your Team Leader and InterrW
can complete the pre-assessment' About one' hour
will be required.

2. Administer the questionnaire.
3. Complite the Director's Information Sheet.
4. Place (a) Director's Information' Sheet, (b) all

aisessment sheets, and (c) all answer sheets in
return envelope.
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A-1 (continued)

4

Send the envelope to the University of Houston.
Please mail these no later than June 29.
This date is crucial, as is the need for returns
from all (or almost all) participants by that date.
If for any reason some of your Interns cannot
complete .this questionnaire by that time, please
mail those that are completed, and have the
others brought to CMTI already completea These
will be collected ot registration.

If you have any questions abbut this, cAll either Bob Houston at 713/749-
3621, or Brenda Bryant or Ted Andrews at 703/437-3222.

1:1
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Project:

A-2

D1RECTOWS INFORMATION SHEET

LoCation:

'Director's Name:

? , The Team Leader is:

Interns are: 1.

2.

Notes or Comments,la Director:

m..

4-

-135-
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A-3

140

,PRE-CMTI PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Prior to beginning CMTI, we are asking you to complete the following
questionnaire. The purpose of this.activity is to document the reactions of
participants to the various experiences and outcomes .of CAUL A. sg4ond
questionnaire will be administered at the end of CPATI.

The data will be used to describe the group's progress and impressions.
No data will be reported on individuals or .on individual projects. Your
Fispoises7ffl be kept in striFtest confidence, and will not be made known to .

- any official of Teacher Corps or Instructor in CMTI.

We have included a sample ansver sheet to illustrate how the heading
should be fill* out and how the answers are to be recorded. Please review
this sample form 'before filling out the answer sheet that will be returned.

Now, on the attached answer sheet, please print your name the
boxes piovided for that purpose, and blacken the letter boxes as dire ed.
Then, write the name of your project and the city where it is located.
not necessary to complete any of the other descriptive information.

This instrument has'several parts. Read the directions for each part,
then blacken the appropriate spce on the answer sheet. Pleaserespond
accurately and honestly to each item. Please complete all items.

When you have finished, return it with the other questionnaires from
your project in the self-addres.ted envelope.

Thank you for your contribution.
4 iv
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A.

BACKGROUND DAtA

Please select the correct response for each item. and 14,acken
correspondini space on the answer sheet.

I. Teacher Corps role

A. Team!Leader
B. Intern
C. Other

2. Age

A. 20-24 years
B. 25-29 years
.C. 30-34 years
D. 35-39 years
E. 40 years or older

. Sex

A. Female
B. Male

4. Where you lived during most of y9ur childhood

A. Rural
B. Small town (under 10,000)
C. Small city (10,000 - 50,000)
D. City (over 50,000), inner-city
E. City (over 50,000), suburbs

5. Marital status

A. Married
B. Single

NuMber of dependent children

A. None
B. One

;1 4
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'Background Data* (continued)

C. Two
P. Three
E. Four or more

7. Race/Ethnic Group

A. Anglo/Caucasian American
B. Black/Afro American
C. Asian/Patific American
D. Native American
E. Hispanic/Chicano American

Which of the following best describes the school- your
Teacher Corps Project is located in?

A. Rural
B. Urban/rural
C. Urban Inner City
D. Other

9. At wliat level would you prefer to teach?

A. Preschool, kindergarten
B. Primary (1 - 3)
C. Intermediate (4 -
D. Junior High (7 - 9)
E. Senior High (10 - 12)

10. Year graduated fróm college

A. 1975 - 76
B. 1973 -
C;" 1971 - 72
D. 1970 or before
E. Not graduated

11. Major in college

A. Social Sciences
B. Humanities/Music/Art
C. Science/Mathematics.

11111f
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Background Data (continued)

At+,

D. Industrial Artstrechnology 4
E. Education and Oper

12. Previous teaching experience

A. None
B. Student teaching only
C. Two years or less
D. 3-=. 5 years
E. 6 or more years

a



4

TEACHER CONCERNS C'HECKLIST

The checklist is designed to explore what teachers are concerned about at
different points in their careers. There are, of 'course, no right or wrong
answers; each person has his or her own concerns.

As Teacher Corps Interns ancrTeam Leaders, you will soon be attending the
Xorpsmember Training Institute (CM11). We are interested in learning what
your concerns are now about your future role as a teacher (if you are an
Intern) or your present role as a teacher (if you are a Team Leader).

Sometimes people are tempted to answer queitions like these in terms of
what they think they should be concerned about or expect to be concerned
about in the future. 'This is not -what is wanted here. We would like to know
(inly what you are actually concerned about now. Consider yourself to be

concerned about a thing if you think about it frequently and would like to do...4rwm ame
something about it. -

On the following pages you will find statements about some concerns you
might have now. Read each statement. Then ask yourself: When I think
about teaching am I concerned about this?

For each statement, decide which of the following answers best ipplies to
you now. Mark that answer on the scoring sheet.

-

A I am not concerned about that now, or tle
statement does not apply.

B / am a little concerned

C - I am moderately concerned -

I) - Lam very concerned

E I am totally preoccupied with the concern

13. Lack of respect of some students

14. Standards and regulations set for teachers ,

15.. Selecting and teaching content well ,

16. The mandated curriculum is not appropriate for all students

.-141-
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A. Not concerRed C. .Moderately concerned
B. Little concerned D. Very concerned

Totally preoccupied
with concern

1, 1

17. Whether students are learning whIlt they slx;uld

18. Whether the students really like me or not-

1.9. Increasing students' feeling of accomplishment

O. The nature and quality-of instx\ictbnal materials

21. Where I stand as a teacher

22. Motiviting students to study

23. Working .productively with other teachers

24. Lack of instructional materials

25. Rapid rate of curriculum and instructional -change

Feelins under pressure too much Of the time

27. Frustrated by the routine an4 inflexibility of-the situation

28. Becoming too personally involved with students

29. Maintaining the appropaiate degree lof class control
1

30. Acceptance as a friend by students ,

31. Uhdeistariding the principal's polio s

32. The wide range of student aphieve nt

33. Doing well When a supervisor is presknt
,

34. Meeting thè needs of 'different kinds 'of students
\

15. Being fair and impartial. .

1421
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A. Not concerned
B. , Little concerned D. Very concerned

C. Moderately conterned E. Totally preoccupied
with concern

36. Diagnosing student learning problems

37. Getting a favorOle evaluation of my teaching

38.. Beineasked personal questions by my students

39. Too manY' noninstructional duties

40. Insuring that students grasp subject matter fundamentals

41. Worl4pg with too many stuffents e4ch day

42. Challenging unmotivated students

43. The value* and attitudes of the curren generatron

44. Adapting my seif to the needs of different students

45. Rhether students can apply what they learn

46. Understanding the philosophy of the school

471/ Students Who disrupt classes

48. Instilling worthwhile concepts and values

49.. How studenies feel about me

50. Student health ind nutrition problems that' affect learning

51. The psychological Climate of the school

52. Clarifying the limits of my authority and es bility

53. Assessing and reporting student p r s

54. Chronic absence and dropping out of st.udents



_

.11Elf

A. Not concerned
B. Little concerned D. Very concerned

t

C. Moderately concerned E. Totally preoccupied
with concern.

55. Lack of academic freedom

56. -Teaching required contept to,students of varied bickground

57. Student use of drugs

58. Feeling more adequate as a .teacher

59. Guiding students toward intellectual and emotional growth

60. 'Beinis accepted and respected by professional persons

61. Adequately presenting'all of the requi ed material

62. Slow prdgress of certain students

63. My ability io present ideas to the class

64. Helping stpdents to value learning

65. Whether each student is gettfhg what Ile needs
,

66. Increasing my proficiency in.content

67. Recognizing the social and emotional needs of students

68. The wide diversity of studewriethnic and socioeconomic
backgrounds

k,14,
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PERCEPTIONS pF ewn

4.

Listed below ar_e several potential outcomes of CMTI. Some are more
important to you than others. Please rate them as you perceive their
importance to you at this time. Blacken the corresOonding.space on the
answer sheet.

A. .Not important

B., Somewhat important

C.*. Important

, Quite important

4E. Extremely important

69. Increase my knowledge of Teacher Corps

70. Make new friends

71. Become better acquainted with Interns and Team Leaders in
my project*

72. Become more self-confident as a person

73. Work more effectively with other people

74. Learn the-Odes of instruction and how to apply them

75. Appreciate krsons from other ethnic groups

76. Meet arid live with diverse people

77. Experience a variety of ways of organizing an ethication
_program

78. Clarify my education4goh and directions .

79. Improve my ability to identify and solve probleins

80. Increase my understanding of multicultural education

153
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A. Not important
B. Somewhat important.

C. Important
D. 'Quiteimportant

E. Extremely important

81. Learn theories and concepts related to the study of
organizations

12. Learn new ideas tha't I can apply at my sdool project

83. Enjoy the opportunity to travel ind ineet new. people

84. Know niyself better

85. Demonstrate basic communication and group process skills.

86. Facilitate use pi 4asic communication and -group process
skills in others. 6..\

87. Develop my competence in teamlmanagement skills

88. Employ instructional supervision skills

89. Identgy major organizational structures of communities and
schools

90. Use observational system for identifying critical elements in
the organization of communities, schools, and classrooms

91. Develop a specific plan for 6Ontinuing learning after CMTI

The following items are related to some of the concepts to be studied
at CMTI. Read each item, then select your response. Blacken the space on
the answer sheet that corresponds to yeur selection.

92. Temporary systems rely most often upon which of the
following types of decision-making?

A. Unilateral

B. Shared

-146-
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C. 13e1egated:

D . Pragmat,ic

-E. Administr4tive Directive

93. The teacher makes a decision concerning the destination, of
a field trip 'following ,discussion the class. This is an
example-of:

A. Delegated decision

B. Shared decision

C. Unilateral decision

D. A and C

E. None of the above

94. Employee motivations are based his/her own:

A. Needs

B. Position

C. Group Norms

D. Coping strategy

E. Ethnicity a

95 In defining an individual's role set, you would most like y ask
an employee to describe his/her: a
A. Role expectations

B. Role relationships

C. Role conflicts

D. Role'senders

E All of the above

-147-
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96. A planned pattern' of role relationships based mpon the
mission and technical reVirIments of the organization is a
definition of:

A. Formal itructur,e

'B. /nforinal structure

C. Hierachy

D. Role set

E. A and C above

97. Juanita's mother has organized parents to prevent their
Hispanic children from eating,1unch at schciol where the food
is unsuitable to the children's expectations. Juanita's
mother has demonstrated:

A. Influence

B. Authority

C. ,Slippage

D. Rank

E. Adaptation-,

98. The students generally agree that they are, taking course 123
to learn to teach Johnny to read. The Instructor chooses to
deach theories of reiding. The conflict that results is based
upon discordance.between: 0,

A, \Means

B. Goals

C.. Resources

D. Message Channels

E. Informal groups

-148-
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99. Te willingriess to engage in behavior which the individual
perceives as likeZ to obtain wanted things and conditions in
order to satisf need is defined as:

A. Power

B. Esteem"

C. Achievement

D. Authority

E. Motivation

100 Teachers in schools with a multicultural population can
eliminate many potential problems wiTh their students by
*knowing about:

A. Average income level of parents

B. The variety of prevailing neighborhood norms
1 P

C. The state educattr: departnient guidelines

D. Attitudes of elected ciy officials
..

E. Origin of the primary groups in the ,neighborhood

"101. A teacher is a member of the Pjf)A and the Teacher's'
Associkion and has children of her Own in the school. These
relationships describe her:.

A. Decision:making style

B. Income-
14,

C. Leadership style

D. Role Set

E. Group proCess skills

102. An organization chart least iikely to illustrate;

-149-
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A. Roles

B. Communication lines.

C. Temporary systems

D. Informal strubtures

E. Organiz4tional complexity

103. The formal structure of an organization is illustrated by:

A. Rules and regulations

ET. Job descriptions

C. Space alloted to employees on the basis of rank

D. All of.the above

E. Only A and,C, above

104. When ..1 notices are issued in all languages read and
spoken the community members, the'school is demonstra-
ting its concern for:

f

A. Formal organization

. B. Law

C. Regulations

D. Authority

E. .Communication

105. Each morning a group of men meet at Jerry's Cafe to discuss
politicians; schools, and the latest news. This is an example
of:

A. Hierarchy

B. Multi-class.system

-150-
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C. sInfornial group

D. Advis Board

E. Caucus-

106. The president of tile community action agency communi-
cates her expectations to the school principal, the PTA
president, and the Housing Authority. Board. This behavior
describes her:

A. Status

B. Role Set

C. Authority

-117: Personality

E. aftPriorities
ft

107. WHen a group shares responsibility for carr.ying out a task, it
. h "is likely that the most successful decision-making strategy

they can employ is:
i

A. ,Obtaining 'a decision from a non-member of the
group

.i ,-

B.r Autocratic rule

Majority vote

D. Polling

E. Consensus

108. i Communication is bes{ defined as:

A. ,The process by which information is shared

B. The stiategy used to prevent slippage

C. Message receiving
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D. Decoding

E. A feedback mechanism

109. Which of the following is not an attribute of communicatiom
(

A. Source

B. Message channel

C. Receives

D. Coding

E. -Technology .

110. Codes of behavior based oncommon. mores and shaped
beliefs are called ,

e

A. Values

B. Rules

C. Norms

D. Leadership styles

E. Informal structures

- Ill. Which of the following is not a type of decision-making?
.

A. Unilateral

B. Shared

C. Delegated

D. Administrative

E.. Soc.ial

i 2. 'The capacity to affect ihe behavior of others is called:

A. Authority



B. Influence

C. Power

D. Communication

E. A and C 'only

113. Two of the attributes of the concept of slippage are:

A. Distortion and filtering

B Policy and procedures

C. bistortion and coding

D. Coding and encoding

E. Filtering and encoding

114. Role set is based upon one's:,

A. Job -description

B. Interaction with other members of the organiza-
tion

- C. Years otservi6e to the Organization

3). Leadership tasks

E. Expertise

115. The School Board mandates that .the curriculum will rbecome
multicultural. The teacher reads the directive and planS to
have an outside speaker on Dr. Martin Luther- ing's
birthday. This is an example of the concept of:

I

A. Role set

B. Slippage

C. Consensus

a,



D. Bureaucracy

E. Persuasion

116. The ability to make things happen is a aefinItion of:

A. Communication

B. Influence

C. Power

D. Authority

E. A and D only

1 7. CMTI is an example of a:

'A. Micro system

B. Temporary system

C. Informal organization

D. .Permanent system

E. None of the above .

118. When students model in some way (e.g,, dress, hairstyles) the
,

appearance of another person, they are being responsive to
the other person's:-

A. Power

B. Authority

C. Influence

D. Rank

E. B and D only

119. Which of the following is not an attribute of the concept of

-154-
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authority?

A. Hierarchy

B. Acceptance by subordinate

C.- Role set

D. Legitimacy,

E. Value based

120. Conflict may be caused by differences in:

A. Goals

B. Values

C. Perceptions

D. All of the above

E. A and B only
7

121. French and Raven define five typologies of power:. Which of
the five listed below is not one of the five typologies?

A. Normative

B. Reward

C. Coercive
01

D. Expent

E. Legitimate

122. Decision-making requires:

A. Risk taking

B. Goal interpretation

C. Weighing alternatives

-155-
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A anci.C.only

E. All Of the above

123. One of the attributes which is not characteristic of an
informal structure is:

A. Commonality of needS

A
13. Indefinite duration

C. Job description

D. Variable membership

E. Commonality of concerns

124 Attributes of organizational norms include:

A. Group enforcement through review and sanction

B. Attainability by members' of the group

C. Genuine consensusty the group

D. All Of the above

NI E. A and C only

125. The phases of a temporary system include:

A. Input, throughput, output

13, Hypothesis, condition, testing

C. Planning, building, operating, closing, following-up

D. Presentation, feedback, response, reporting

E: Set induction, instruction, evaluation, feporting

126. Schools as organizations are least likely to have:

A. Clear, measurable goals

a



et.

ete

B. Hi,erarchies

C.. Standard procedurs

D. Coercive controls

E. `Centralized decision-making

127 . An* example of an organizational norm i§:

A.. Calling everyone by his/her fii-st name

B. Affkial business houri

. C. Jo titles

D. Membership/requirements
-

4E.. The budget

et

128. WhiCh cif the following items should not be developed in
planning a temporary system?

A . Clearly defined Kesources and resource allocationI-

B. A rilacrd design-

C. An analysis of constraints

D. A pre-system cornmvication

E. A micro design

129. Wh'ch of the following is not 'on MasloMs class of needs that
a s a_motivator?

A. 'Physiological

/e Safety..

C. Psychological

D. Esteem
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-E. Self-attualization

1 0. Role set is best understood by describing:

A. One's role in relation to other roles in the
organizatiop

B. One's* job definition

C. One's skills

D. One's income, authority, and status

One's goals for career advancement within the
organization

131. Dissonance among individuals/grOups/systerns is caned:

A. Integration

B. Domination

C. Slippage

D. Self-interest

E. Con.flict .

132. As policy is passed down the hie archy, changes occur..
change,is called: .

A. Reporting

B. _Slippake

C. Delegation

D. Standardization

EL Supervision

133. The degree to which members of an organization feel that
they are being recognized for good work is a function of the

IP



dimension of climate called:

A. Ceadership

B. Responsibility

C. Power

D. Rewards

Es. Warmth

134. A new -teacher in a scilool district is told that he must march
in the town's Memorial Day parade. When he protests, he is
told. that the teachers always march and that the school
board assumes that he will be there. The ekpectation that
all teachers will march in a town paiade i§ an example of
which of the following organizational concepts:

A. Conflict-Vs:

B. Temporary systems

C. Authority ,

D. Slippage

E. No s
4

135. Which o±t the following items should not be considered in
, operating a temporary system?

A. W9rk group frnation and use

B. Week-to-week operaiional designs

C. Conflict management

D. Goveenance and decision-making

E. Recreation .*

136. The board establishes a policy and communicates the policy



to the president for inlemèntation. 'The president issues
orders to the vice president who will supervise workers who
are carrying out the new policy. Slippage is best illustrated
when the workers: ,

A. Accept the policy without questioning it

B. Challenge the wisdom of the administration

C. Reinterpret the policy to suit their own liking

t D. Carry out the policy with some alterations in the
original intent of the board

E. Ask far a policy review

137. Which of the following would most likely have the greatest
that the items on this questionnaire fairly and

accur ely measure the content objectives of CMTI?

A. Faculty.

B. Instructional leader and evaluators

C. Evaluators 4

' "4ln 0 Olt

D. Niew team of item wr ters

Instructional lea' der

68
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I. A-4

CONTENT PRE-TEST ANSWER KEY

Question Correct
No. kesponse

Application/
."%.""-`..1.``. Definition

Question Correct pt Depp

No. Response ConceAfliiicliatti10o:di

92 DM A 115 S A

93 DM A 116 PAI

94 A 117 TS A

95 E CF A 118 PAI A

96 A FS 119 C. PAI

97 A PAI A 120 0. CF D4

98 CF A 121 A PAI

99 122 DM

.100 A 123 A

101 iD RS A 124

102 IS 125 TS

103 FS 126 A .FS A

104 A 127 A A

105 C. IS A 128 A TS

106 RS A 129 D.

107 IS 130 A. RS

108 A 131 CF

109 . C 132

11 1 C N 133 FS . A

11 E DM 134 A

112 Clc- PAI 135 TS A

113 'A S. 136 D, A

114 B RS la 137 A

PAI Power; Authority, Influence
DM - Decision-Making

C - communication
S - Slippage

RS - Role Set
FS - Formal Structure

IS - Informal Structure
TS - Temporary System
CF - Conflict

N- Norms
M- Motivation/Self4nterest
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A-5

CONTENT POST-TEST

the answer sheet, please print your
name in the boxes provided for that purpose,
and blacken the letter boxes as directed,.
Then, write the irenaltet of your project and the
city where it is 1 d. It is not necessary to
complete any of the other descriptive informa-
tion.

Read the directions and then blacken the
appropriate space.on the answer sheet.,

'1/44109
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tab

_4;0 The following itaMs are related to some of the concepts studied at
1PCMT1. Read each item, then select your response. Blacken the space on the

answer sheet that correspond:s to your selection.

The president of the community action agency communicates her
expectations to the school principal, the PTA president, and the
Housing Authority Board. This behavior describes her:

A. Status'

B. Role Set

C. Authority

D. Personality

E. Priorities

CMTI is an e3iample of a:

A. Micro system

B. Temporary system

C. Informal organization

D. Permanent system ,

E. None of the above

1

In defining an individual's role set you would most likely ask an
employee to describe his/her:

A. Role expectations

B. Role relatjonships

C. Role conflicts

b Role senders

E. All of the above
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4. The capacity to affect the behav or of others is called:

A. Authority

B. Influence

C. Power

D. Communication

E. A and C only

Each morning a group of men meets at Jerry's Cafe to discuss-
politicians, schools, and the latest news. This is an example of:

A. Hierarchy

B. Multi-class system

C. Informal geoup

D. Advisory Board

E.' Caucas

Which of the following is not an attribute of the concept of
authority?

A. Hierarchy

B. Acceptance by subordina e

C. Role Set
, ger

D. Legitimacy.

E. Value based

7. The degree to which members of an organization feel that they
are being recognized for good work is a function of the dimension
of climate called:

A. Leadership

B. Responsibility
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. Power

D. Rewards

E. Warmth

The teacher makes a decision concerning the destination of
trip following discussion with the class. This is an example

e1,. Delegated decision

B. Shared decision

C. Unilateral decision

D. A and C

E. None of the above

Role set is based upon o9e's:

A. Job description

B. Ipteraction with other members of the organization

410 C. Years of service to the organization

D. Leadership tasks

E. Expertise

10. Einployee motivations aretased on his/her own:

A. Needs

B. Position

C. Group norms

D. Coping s:trategy

E. Ethnicity

11. Codes of I:ehavior based on common mores_and shaped beliefs are
called:

-165-
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A. Values

B. Rules

C. Norms

D. Leadership styles

E, Informal structures

12. A new teacher in a schooliiiistrict is told that he must march in
the town's Memorial Day parade. When he protests, tie is told that
the teae.hers always march and that the school board assumes that
he 4411 be there. The expectation that all teachers will march in a
town parade is an example of which of the following organization-

. al concepts:

A. Conflict

B. Temporary systems

C. Authority

D. Slippage

E. Norriis
40P

13. 'Communication is best defined Is:

A. The process by whia information is shared

B. Thistrategy used to prevent slippage

C. Message receiving

D. Decoding

E. A feedback mechanism

14. Which of the following is not a type of decision-making?

A. Unilateral

B. Shared
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C. Delegated

D. Administrative

E. Social

P

15. Role set is best understood by describing:

A. One's role in relation to other roles in the organization

One's job definition

C. One's skills

D. One's income, aCithority, and status

E. One's goals for Cireer advancement within the org
zation f

016. One of the attributes which is not characteristic of an informalstructure is:

A. Commonality of needs
4

B. Indefinite duration

C. Job description

D. Variable membership .

E. Commonality of concerns

17. The phases of a temporary sys

A. Input, throughput, outpu

B. Hypotheiis, condition, testing

C. Planning, building, operating, closing, following-up

D. Presentation, feedback, response, reporting

E. Set induction, instruction,, evaluation, reporting

18: .Teachers in schools with a multicultural population can eliminate

Re



many potential problem with their students by knowing about:

A. Average income level oi parents

B. The variety of prevailing neighborhood norms

C. The state education departnient guidelines

D. -Attitudes of elected city officials

E. Origin of the primary groups iri the neighborhood

19. A teacher is a member of the PTA, and the Teacher's Association
and has children of .her oifn in the school. These relationships
describe her:

A. Decision-making style

B. Income

C. , Leadership style

D. Role Set

E. Group process skills

N

20. Juanita's mother has organized parents to prevent their Hispanic
children from eating lunch a't school where the food is urisuitable

to the children'd expectations. 3panital mother has demonstra-
ted:

Influence

B. Authority

C. Slippage

D. Rank

E. Adaptation

ft

21. Which of the following would most likely have the greatest
concern that the items on this questionnaire fairly and accurately
measure the content objectives of CMTI?
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A. Faculty

B. Instructional Leader and evaluators

C. Evaluators

D. New team of item writers'

E. Instructional Leader

22. The willingness.*.to engage in behavior which the individual
perceives as likely to obtain wanted things' and conditions j order
to satisfy .a need is defined as:

,

A. Power

B. Esteem

C. Achie'vement

D. Authority

E. MOtivation

23. Which of the following items should not 'be considered in Operating
a temporary. system?

A. Work group formation and use

B. Week-to-week operationl 4ilesigns

C. Conflict management'

D. Governance and decis on-making

E. , Recreation

24. ¶ Vecision-making req res:

A. Risk-taki,pg

B. Goal interpretat

C. Weighing alternatives)

a-arml.
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a.

. D. All of the above

E. Only A and C above

23. An example of an organizational norm is:

A. Calling everyone by his/her first nam

B. Official busineSs hours

C. 3ob. titles

D. Membership requirethents

E. The budget

26. Schools as organizations are least likeiy to have:

A. Clear, measurable goals

B. Hierarchies

C. Standard prercedures

D. 'Coercive controls

E. Centralized decision-making

27. The formal structure of an organization is illustrated by:

A. Rulep and regulations

B. Job descriptions

C. Space allotted tp employees on the basis of rank

D. All of -the above

E. Only A. and C above

28. Two of the attributes of the &mcept of slippage are:

A. Distortion and filtering

B. Policy and procedures
01.



S.

*

C. Distorti9n and coding

D. 'Coding, and encoding

Filteripg and encoding
a

29. Which ficif the following is not 'on Maslow's class of needs that acts'
as 'a motivator?

A. Physiological

a

E. Safety,

C. Psychological'

D. Esteem

E. Self-actualization

30. :French and'. Raven define five typologies of power. Which of the
five listed below is not one of tIte five typologies?

A. Normative

B: Reward

C. Coercive

D. Expert
,

- E. -Legi, timate .

3l.', The stutlents generally agree that they are taking codrse 1,23 to'
learn to'eteaeh Johnny, topread. The instructor chooa& to teach
theories of, reading. The conflict that reults. is . based 'uRon
discoidance between:

fr- A. Mparii,s.,
.

B. Goals

C. Resources
araP

R

EL 'Message 'channi
a 4

k

..5

I MA

A
-t

$.

S.

I.

4.

S.

, -
I , S.

*

4 ,.

IN 4w:
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E. Informal groups,

32. An organization chart is least likely to illustrate*

A. Roles

B. Communication lines

Ar C. Temporary systens

D. Informal structures

E. 'Organizational complexity
,t

33: Which of the following is nat an attdbute of communication?
. , .

A. SoCirce

B. Message channel

C. Receiver

D. Coding

E. Technology

?Li,. Temporary systems rely most, often upon which of the foilwing
types of decision-making?

A. Unilatecal

B. Shared

C. DVegated

D. Pragmatic

E. Administrative directive

O -f

r \

35. Ttie board esiablighes a policy and cgmmunicates the policy to the
president for implementation,- The president 4Ssues ordert *to the
,vic6 president who suRervise workers who are carrying out the
new policy. SlipPage is t .11ustrated when the workers:

A. Accept the.Rolicy without citiestiCming it,

;
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B. Challenge the wisdOm of the administration
4,

C. Reinterpret the policy to suit their own liking

D. Carry out the policy with some. ,alterations in the
original intent of the board

E. Ask for a policy eview

36. Which of the following items should not be developed in planning a

temptwary system?

A.. Clearly defines sources and resource allocation

B. A macro design

C. 'An analysis of constraints.

D. A pre-system communication

E. A miao design
f

37. When a .gfoup stres responsibility for carrying outA, task, it is

likely thaethe most .successful. decision-making straAy they'can
.emploY is:.

A. Obtaining a decision from a non-member-of the group

B. Autocratic rule

C: Majority vote

D. Polling

E. C.Ipnsehsus '

The abillIy'qo 'peke things happen is a definiIipri of:
w

A. 'Communication

B. .Influence

C. Power

D. Authority

1 St



0.

E. ' A and D only

0.

IT 39. As policy is passed dOwn the hierarchy, changes occur. The
change is piled:

A. Reporting

B. Slippage

C. Delegation

D. Standardization

,Supervision

40. Conflict may be caused by differences in:

A. G6als

B. Values

C. Perceptions

D. All of the above

E. A and B ohly

p

41. Attributes of organizational norms include:

A. Group enforcement through review and sanction

B. Attainability by members of the group

C. Genuine consensus by the group'
,

Et _All of the above

E. A and C only

42. When students model in sOme way (e.g., dress, hairstyles) the
appearance of another person, they are being responsive to the
othei persim's:

A. PoliVer
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B. Authority

0. Influence

D. Rank -

E. B and 13* only

43. When school notices are issued in all languages read and spoken by
the community members, the school is demonstrating its concern
for:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Formal organizatj.on

Law and order

Regulations

Auth`bsity

Cornmunication
)k4.r

44. The Schoo itbard mandates that the curriculum will
multicultural. The teacher reads the dirt'ctive and plans
an outside speaker on Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday.
an example of the concept of:.

A. Role set

B. Slippage

C. Consensus

D Bureaucracy

become
to have
This is

E. Persuasion

45. A planned pattern of role relationships based upon the mission and
technical requirements of the organization is a definition of:

A. FOrmal structure

B. , Informal structure

. C. Hierarchy

. *
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D. Role set

- E. A and C only

46.\ Dissonance among individuals/groups/systems is called:
\
\A. Integration.

B. Domination

C. Slippage

D. Self-interest

E. CM/1kt

-176-
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A-6

CONTENT POST-TEST ANSWER KEY

PART I

Quest on Correct pt Application/'Conce
No. Response - Definition

Question Correct Conce pt Application/
No. Response Definition

,.

1 B RS A

2 B TS A

3 E \ CF A

4 C PAI D

5 C IS 'A

6 C PAI D

7 D 'FS A 411,

8. B DM 6
LL.J3 B RS %, D

10 A NI A

11 C N 0
12 E- N A

13 A s C D
.--

14 E \ DM D ,.7--
.6 A RS D.

16 C IS' A

17 C TS D

18- B C A

19 0 RS A

20 A PAI A

21 B wi A

22 E .M D

,.23 B TS A

24 E
1

25 A

26 A

27 E

28 A

29 C
K

30 A

31 tB
32 D

33 E

34 B

35 D

36 A
A

DM

N

FS

FS

S

M

PAI '

CF

IS

C

DM

S

TS

A

A

At
A

37 e IS D
,.

38 ,C PA1 D

39' B S D

40 D CF 0
41 E N D

42 7 C PAI A

43 E C A

44 B S. A

45 A FS D

46. E CF D

PAI - Power, Authority, Influence IS - l'nformal Structure
DM - Decision-Making TS - Temporary System

C - Communication CF - Conflict
S- - Slippage - N - Norms .

RS - Role Set , M - Motivation/Self-Interest
FS - Formal Structure
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. A-7

CONTENT POST-TEST (APPLICATION)

Read the directions below and then
blacken the appropriate space on the answer.
sheet.

The -following questions have been deve-
loped to test your abilit)k to apply the organi-
zational concepts you have studied during
CMTI"to the events in the movie you have just
sera.

In questions where more than one organi-
zational concept might be an appropriate
choice, the concept that is most clearly
representative should be selected. .

The major characters in the movie you
have Just seen are:

Sylvia Barrett - a first-year teacher at Calvin
Coolidge High School

3. 3.. McCabe - administrative assiitant

Principal Bestor - the high schooi, principal

Alice - the student who jumps from the
classroom window-

'3oe Ferone - a delinquent student

Paul Barrinur - an English teacher

IP
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,47. Tile faculty lunch room was an exam e o :

A. Formal structure

B. ,Inforrnal structure

C.., Temporary systems

D. Role se

E. One-way communication

48. The discussion betweentlir. Barringer and the Pi4ncipal on how to
handle the love letter from the_ student was an example of:

Ai, Role set

B. Norms

C. Power.

D. Conflict

E. Influence

49. The student in Miss Barrett's class who was always answering in
lengthy, often unneccesary statements. in order to make himseit
appear smarter than he protrably was ex'emplified:

A. Communication

B. Role set

C. Norms

D. Conflict

E. .Self-interest

50. When Miss Barrett set the class rules : "No Talking, No
Swearing" she was exernplifying:

B.

Slippage

Authrit
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C. Role.set

D. Normk

E. All of, the above

51. Miss .Barrett's introduction and assignment of "A ale of Two
Cities" exemplified the following concept(s):

,A. Authority

B.' Slippage

C. Communication.

D. A and C

E. B C
L

52. .Eddie asks Miss Barrett to sign his dropout card, much to her
distress. There-appears to be a diifference in how Miss Barrett and
Eddie perceive his:

A. Influence

B. Curriculum objectives

C. Communication

D. Motivation

E. Work schedule

53. Which of the following factárs concerning the neighborhood
around the school was not illustrated in the movie?

A. Lack of employment opportunities

B. Unsanitary living conditions
4

C. Need for parent support systeMs

D. The extent to which organizational. activities occur
within the neighborhood boundaries

-180-
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E. The possibility of r'acial tension among the ethnic
groups living in the community

54. Miss Barrett's procedures in the classroom were a reflection of
what the thought she should be doing, what the students thought
she shiAild be doing, and what her superiors thought she should be
doing..H Her behavior could then be characterized as reflecting
which of the following organizational cohcepts:

A. Norms

B. The formal structure

C. The informal structure

D. Conflict

E. Role se,t

55. When the janitor returned all requests with the answer', "3-fe is not
here", he was exemplifying his:

A. Role set

B. Authority

C. N,prms

D. Slippage

E. None of the above

56. Which organizational concept is being illustrated when Principal
Bestor asks Miss Barrett. to recognize that there is education

.taking place at Calvin Coolidge High School in spite of the waste,
stupidity, and ineptitude so frustratingly evident?

A. Authority

B. Decision-making

C. Influence

D. Power
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57.

E.

4

Which of the foll4wing is not an example of one-way communica-
tion?

A. The loudspeaker announcements

B. The class discussion of "A Tale of Two Cities"

C. Miss Barrett telling her homeroom students they should
not leave until dismi\ssed

D. Principal Bestor's speech at the opening assembly

E. Miss Barrett's first meeting with Joe wheA she read the
enrollment list to find his name

7 58.. Which of _the following characteristics of a temporary system was
Illustrated in the movie,:

A. Planning and building

B. Building and operating
4

C. Operating and closing

Closin follow-Up

E. A110 the above

59. "18 to 6' refers to:

A. Th racial makeup of the community

B. e ideal class size

C. The am-d-Unt-of-time a studentepends in the community
as opposed to the time spent in the school

D. The ratio of boys to girls in the school

E. A and C above

60. Whin Principal Bestor mice again produces only the blueprints of .
the proposed new School and still does not have the site or money

."



to report on,, it. tells us a lot aboutk

A. Community norms

B. The formal structure

C. Influence

D. Coercive power

E. B and C

61. Miss Barrett's leadership ,styles as exemplified during her first
hoineroom period shouli be described asr

A. . Democratic

B. Autocratic

C. Laissez falie

D. /All of the aboVe

B and ,C above

62. The fact that Harry Kapan's mother felt justified in 'barging in on
Miss, Barrett's conference with another person is bound to create:`

A. Slippage

B, Role evectations

C. Conflict

D. Role sets

E. None of the above

63. J. J. McCabe's leadership style should be characterized as:,

A. Democratic

B. Autocratic

C. Laissez faire
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D. All of the above

E. B and Ciabove

64. r%iis Barrett was faced with even after
she.announced that she was resigning.

.
A. Decision-making

B. Her own motiVational problems

C. Racial problems

D. Classroom ortanizational -proble

E. A and B Above Il

': 65. The library memo sent to a teachers an example op

Slirlpage

B. One-way communication

C.* Coercive

D. communication effectiveness

E. vAn innovatixe technique

66. For Mice love was:

gb A. A temporary system

B. A physiological neyr

C. A distortion

D. A motivator

E. A female role se

4

67. feiss Barrett's turning-in Feror4 after he pulled a knife on her is
- an example of demonstrated:

A. _gisk-:taking

ki

4

te.
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Credibility

C. Decision7rnaking

D. Authority

E. A and C

68. i he
4.

way theJ class atteds towards the President of the- Student
Council Organization is an example of its:

A. Norms

B. Slf-interest

C. Formal structure

D. Power.

E, All of the aboye

When Joe asked to leave the room during the semester exam,'Miss
Barrett faced a problem in:

A. Norms

B. Communication

C. Decision-making

D.. Temporary systems

E. Motivation

70. The rekationships betWeen the principal, Miss Barrett, the guid-
ance counselor, 'the nurse, etc. are *defined by how each sees
his/her:

- 4

A. Power
I. ,

B. Role'set .

C. Motivation

D. Authority

V

I.

-185-
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E. All of the above

aft

71. Slippage is demonstrated when:

To'

A. Alice speaks only. When she, is being prodded by her
friend

B. -Miss 'Barrett receives retirement forms instead of
resignation formi

C: Joe Ferone makes a 'pass atMisi Barrett on Parents'
Night

D. Harry Kagan speaks in class

E.. None of the above -

72. The insult, "you Whitey-lafin' plowboy" was a reaction
because of the speaker's:

A. Role set'

NcIrms

C. Power

D.- Self-intirest

E., Authority

73. Miss Barrett's homeroom class for dile semester should be,looked
at as a:

A. Community pr,oblern

B. Role set

C. Temporary system

D. Complex system,

E: Power struggle
4

74. Mr. McCabe's concern wfth rules and regulatiorls is a direct result
of the following:

7186-
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A. The way' in which hepepeives his goals

B. . The way in which he makes decisions

C. Environmental. influen'ces

D. His and pthers' expectations of his functions as; vice-
principaf

E. All of the above

75. Miss Barrett's leadership style as exemplified during
observation of her class iliould be describid dt:

A. emperatic

B. Autodrapc

Laisst. fake,

All of the/above

B and C above

16.

. The inability of the teachers to obtain all _pf the information
needed op the Delany cards during'tMe Ppeqing%omeroom period is
an,example of:

A. Role set

B. onfuct mana ement,, ,,
C. Norms

D. Informal structure
I.

A' E. Slippage
. ,

One reason for cp lidt between the students in the school aqd the -
administration cu1d be that they werv/concerried about different

, things. For example, the differenc*s could be illUstkative of
diffe,ring viewi 'about:

,"-Temporary systems a:id permaVent systems



C.

D.

E.

Self-intereAlandnorrits.

Open communication and closed.communication

Motivation and slippage

B and D above

78 Which of the following is not an
structure?

illustration of
";

A. The Principal's large office with a rug on the floor

B. The need for hall passes to go1,6 the bathrooms

C. Opening qU windows fouches from the top

D. The school dance

E. All of the above

79. The fact that desks 'and chairs are botted to the floor and that
Students walk on/ them during the injtial homeroom period
illustrates the c'oritrast between:

t.

A. The formal structure and nortns
r ,e

the fbrmal
Otle

.

B. Orie-wayicomMunication,and tWo-way cornunicaton

C. Role ,set and norms

D. Hierarchy anOecision-makini

E. All of the 4bove
4

(/ *

80. Mip Barr,ett created a Potential conflict situat

A:1 Did not turn in all her forms at the end brthe day

when she:

I.

Went up the "ddwriu staircase

Allowed herself to be alone in th6 room, with Joe.Ferone

All ii)f the above



Sl. Miss, Barrett's belief, that the Nurse could perform medical duties
when she actually cpuld do little showed which concept in action?

a

,A. $11ppage

B. Power

C. Informal structure

D. Communication

E. Decision-making

The movie clearly implies that Miss Barrett:

A. Lives outside of the school neighborhood

B. Lives in the.school neighborhood

C. MOved during the 5chooPyear

D. Is engaged to be married

E. Owns her own home

N
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CONTENT POST4EST (APPLICAT ON) ANSWER'KEY

'Qpestion

PART II
(Based on Pi1ni "Up Th'e.Down Staircas")

Corret Concept

47

48

49

50

.51 ,

53

54

55

;56

57

58

59

66

61

62

63

64

4IS

CF

PAI

,C

IS

R&

PAI

PAI

TS

FS

PAI

DF

PAI

DM

,

- Question
No.

,Cprrect
Response Concept -

- 66

A7

-68

69

7-0

71

,72

73

74m

75-

76

77

7$

79

80

81

*\ 82-

PAI - Power, Authorliy, Influence ,

DM - Decision-Making
C Communication
S - Slippage

- Role Set
FS Formal Structure

a

N

DM

RS

TS

RS

PAI -

S? `

f is

13 :CF
A

A

-190-

IS - Informal Structur
TS - Temporary System
CF- Conflict
N- Norms r

M- MótivatiOn/Self-Interest

19s
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TRCMT1 INSIJCTIONAOBSERVATION SCHEDULE

WKSHP a PART D DATE CLSTR 0i3SR OBSR
-6 -7 S 9'

13

14 15 16

17 19

20 21 22

23 24 25

26 27 28

29 30 31

32 34

35 36 37

'IP

110

2 3

OB.1 OB.2 013.3 08.4 Instructional Mode ._ a

Presentation . .

Demonstration

Discussio Group Problem-Solving

Audiovisual .
. .

Role Play/Simulation/Gaming
Irlde ndent Activit .

, .

.

,
Group Planning/or anizing
Rostine Ma9agerial Tasks

1

_ Recreation/Unfoc. Disc. Free nine

38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45

.46 47 48 49

50 51 52 .53

54 55 56 7
58 59 60 -61

62-3 64-5 66-7 68-9

r

-191-

Affective Climate
Comrnunicationj

i
Participant Openness
Participant Ihitiative
Group Interpersonal CohesivenessI,
Attending Behavior.

, .

Number Participants

!Oa



.;

PART 2
I

1 As on reverse
1 - 9

11

- 16'

21

26

31

36

41

51

56

61

.66

71

76

12 1113
17 I 18-
22 1 23

27 28

321. J3
37 R 38
42 43

47 1 48

52 111 53,

57

62 N 63

`67 111 68

72 111 73

77. 1 78

Content and Skills

39,

44

49

54

59

64

69.

74

79

Materials and Resources

15,

20

Z5'

30

35.

40.

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

10

0 OB.j 08.2 OB,"3 OB.4 Organization Concept

Power Authorit Iniluence
Decision-Makin&

Communication

Sir

'Role Set
Formal Structure
Informal Structure
Tern

Conf1

Norms

Motivat on Self:Interest

ra S stems

P/F S/M U/R ,Co ete Bibliographic Reference

L.

IA
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A-I0
OOP

OBSR.

CKED.

CMTI INSTRUCTIONAL OBSERVATION SCHED.ULE
),

top

WK5HPE3 WK E PART DATE CLSTR
I 2 0 3 4 5

OBSR D OBSE.#1=
7. 8 '9

5-

Qualitative Description. Describe -as fully and completely as. possible what
occurred,during the observatiOn period. Include in the description three - four
ineidents that occurred. Include quotes iwhen they add flavor to the description.
Include setting, number and role group of participants, objectives of institution,

-organlzation, instructional activities, content, roles of instructor, roles of
participants, affective climate, and essence of interaction. This description will be
read independently of data previously recorded--attempt to capture the tone,
content, participants, and Processes so that a !leader could fully understand what
had occurred.

fr

-193-
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Schedule of ObServations

,

OBSERVER GUIDE

CMTI INSTRIXTIONAL OBSERVATION SCHEDgLE
S.

Each observer will make eight observations of twenty-minuteeon each
day The time and location for these observations will be deter-Mined during
the week preceding CMTI when VIstructional schedules are more fully
develoPed.

e

Each twenty-minute observation will be"organized as follows:
4

4 minutes Obseri./ation of Activities

Complete recOrding of data fot Observa7
tion I.

Observation of Activitie$ 2

Complete recorciing of data for Observa-
tion 2

ObservatiOn of Activities 3

Complete recording of data- for Observa--
tion 3 ,

' Observation of Activities 4

I minute

4 minutes

minute

4 minutes

1 minute

4 minutes

1 minute Complete recording "of data for Obsekva-
tion 4

5 minutes Look Over data 'sheet to ensure all data
filled in \

5 minutes Travel to next observation
A e/

Iderrtification Data

WKSHP: -1 = CMTI; 2 - PTWMid-Atiantic; 3, - PTW Texas ,
rr,

WEEK: . 1 - First Week; 2 - Second week; 3 - Third A4eIC

A

7:



PART: Participants; 1 - Interns 'only. or Interns with irtstructor
inlhe observation aFea:

2 - Team Leader§ only .or. Team. Leaders and
instructoi-

- Interns . and Team Leaders only or with
instructor

DATEDate of .mont.h4

CLUSTER Record cluster'number aias§igned in CMTI

OBSERVATION NO.---Nurnber consecutively your Observa-
tions, beginning With 01, Q2, throughout C.MTI.

GARD NO.This refers to data card number._ The fron
of yhe data card is 1, the back 2.

insteuctiOnal Mode

This set of observations refers to the source and type ,of iinstruclion.
occurring during each ftur-minute observation: During each of the four-
minute observations, record in the space provided the source at instructidn;

4

F Source was Faculty member or CMTI instructor

I Source was Intern'
T Source was Team Leader '

Following the- observation, record the total number of F - involved
instrpction in the T column, the total number of I -involved instruction ih
the I column, and the total number of T - invOlved in the T colurnn.

Example: In observation perioct number 1, the Faculty member
- (F) was the only, person who was presenting; in

observation number 2, the Faculty member (F) and
Interns (I) presented information; in observation'
number 3, the instruction involved group discussion
(and would be shown elsewhere); and in observation
number:4, the 'Faculty member (F) again presented.

Each observation was marked as billow, then the sum of "Presenta-
tion" observations recorded at left. Note that since .TeaM Leaders

-195-
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p.

,7

did not participat in presentation at any, time during the four
observations, their total was O. Thus the possible iange of recorded
totals for each mode of instruction would be (no,instruction of
this type to ihstruction of this-type in all of the fou,r observations).

e
4

41,-

.
OB.1

_

013.2 OB.3 013.4
-.

Instructional Mode -

. .

Fl -, .

, Presentation
_

Nine mbdes of initruction are defined below and are to be ,Ccmsidered
iD the observations.

Presentation. Le5ures; expository remárks ; expressions of fact or
opinion, primarily telling by one person to a group of people. -

4k
Demonstration. A denionitration of .how to use equipment, participate

in anal-"tir comprete an exercise; characterivii by an thdividual
showing one,or more others how- to.do something. 1"

.

-Discussion/Group Problem-SOlving. A group planning or interacting on
a 'topic ,or problem where statenients are short, one persqn builds on the
action otanother, usually but nOt necessarily a small group.

AudioviSual. Movie or 1de/tape shown; audiovisual rpaterials used to
convey concept or used in instruction. .47

, Role Play/Simulation/Gaming., A hypothetical situ-a)ion or probleti is
posed and the group 'considers,and proposes a solution; micro-teaching -ant
feedback; play edu*onal game designed to' extend knowledge, lierceptions,
or attitude.

Independent Activity. Reading, writing, or other learning activity
engaged in independently by participants.

1*`

Group Planning/Oeganizing. Group determining procedures, practices
to pursue; organizing tasks related to initruction; characterized by, actual
plans for an activity rather than discussion of educational concept or issue.

Routine ManayLement Tasks. Housekeeping items, maintenance tasks,
group management directions or tasks based on directions.
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Recreation/Unfc)ctised Discussion/Free Time. Morning brek per-Rids.;
free time between actIvities- with several simultaneods conversations among
participants; planned recreatiçnat.activities.

,Ratins. of Clithate
7

i , t
-: Ai the eilnd- of each fou. r-minute observation, rate on a five-point.icale,

gle clirnate.of the area being observed: The six scale'are as follows: :-
. ._ -

.,
Affective CliMate,

-1

4. A

cool, teriiion, warm, -supportive
friction congenial-.

Communication

1
.4!

difficult,
strained

Participant Openness
-

1 2

5

smooth, easy

5 0-4...

defensive, receptive,
closed open

Participant Initiative

1 2

Passive, dependent
cue seeking

Group Interpersonal Cohesiveness

5 /
active, autonomous,

takes initiative

1 2 3 5

independent tight, close group,
actiocs teamwork

-197-
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Attekding Behavior

1 3

not attending attecnding ..
'not involved

,\
. ...

NUmber of Participants
.

'. Record the number of persons, including instrAtori, who were preient
during thç obtervation period. This-is recorded tor *ficb of ,the four-minutp
.observations.. Or%

5, .

Weft, enthusiastic

*

Organizatiori Content

Eleven concepts related to organizatioital theory will be highlighted in .

CMTI. They w4il1 not be- included in all Instruction, but in many periods of
, instruction. In this aspect of the observation consider the ,content of the

instrudtion during each four-minute period, *noting which, ,if iny, of these
ele'ven concepts were taught op discussed. ?

. .

P Definitions of the eleven concep s are included in CMTI instructional
materials.

.

For each concept included in inStruction during a four-minute period,
specify whether it was considered as a definition, or batic concept or an

'Application of the concept.. Use. the &de listed below.
.1

D Definftion or.basic eoncept
S Application of concept to school os classroom
C Application of cOncept to community
M Application of concept to multicultUral situation
0 Application of concept in setting other than those listed

above, or of such general nature as not to be a codeable
application

It is possible 'for more than one organizational concept to be
induided in a.four-minute period. Likewise, it is possible for more than

. one application to be made in that period.

7

A
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Content and Skills

- List as concisely as possible the content of the instruction during the'
twenty-minute observation. .6

Materials and Resources j.

Record here, any maierials or resources used or referred to during the
total obseryation period. Be sure to provide a complete bibliographic
refere!ICe on each. A listing of materials will be furnished which can be

. referred to by nuMber.

- Other data to be recorded include:
PPP Sourtes of Resource Furnished b9 the Program (P) or

by an indivkfual Faculty- member (F)-

S/M DistribUtion of Resource Single copy of limited
number (2-3) available (S) or distributed to each
participant, multiple copies (M)

U R How used Resource used directly or as the basis for
discussion (U) or resource .referred to which had
previously been used (R)

44,

Type Media Textbook, pOsition paper, film, slide/tape,
case study, eV. "7

Complete Bibliographic Reference For those references on the list,
use the code rnumber. For all others, be sure to obtain a complete .

bibliographic reference.,

Qualitative Description

Foil one observation period each day, please complete a qualitative
description of the experience. Use the code at the top to cross-reference it
with your data sheet, but do riOt assume reader-knowledge- of data on that
sheet. This description must stand alone, and it should be a well-written,
readable descriptOn of what occurred.

F.
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POST-CMTI PROGRAM- ASSESSMENT

-

As CMTI closest we are you td
&oMplete the following questionnaire. the
purpose of this4 activity is tO-doCurnent the

, reactions of Oarticipants to the' arious experi-
ences and outcomes of CM11.

The data will be sëd to describe' the
group's progress and imp essions.

%''"

11'
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Please select the 'coffect *es
. -

coryesponding space on the answer sbel
. r

1

Teacher Cops rok

A. 'Team Leader.,
B., Intern'
C. Other

Age

A. .20-24 years
B. 25-29 years
C. 30-34 years
p. 35-39 years .

E: 40 years or olOer",

Se

A. Female
B. :Male

, -

Where you li4ed durrn most of your childhood
,

A. Ilural
B. /SmalftOwrkiun,der 10,000)
C, Small citY 410,000 - 50,000)
D. City (over 50;000), ,irider-city
E. Cityr(over 5Q,000), suburbs

Mari* status
.

A. /Married/ .B. Single*

IN/umber of dependent children

A. None .
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Oft
Two
three
Four o nkme

Race/Ethnic Grocip

4

A. Anglo/Caucasian American
B.. Black/Afro American
-C: Asian/Pacific Ametipan
D. Native Ameriean
t. Hispanic/Chicano American

IV

Which of the following best describes the scbool, yotir° Teacher Corps
project is located inZ,

A. Rural
B. Urban/rural
C. Urban/inner-city
D. Other

At what level would you prefer/to tea ?,

111 1. v

A. Preschool, kindergarten
B., Primary (14)
C. Intermediate (4-6)
D. Junior high (7-9)

.E. Senior high (10-12)

10. Year graduated from co1 ege:

A. 1976-- 77
B. 1974 -75
C. 1972 - 73
D. 1971. or before -

E. not graduated

11. MajOrin college

A. Social Sciences
B. Humanities/Music/Art
C., Science/Mathematics

, 4
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D. Industrial Artsnechiogy
E. Education arid other

12. Previous -teachiog experience.

A. INcne .

B. Student teaching only
C. Two years or less
D. 3 - 5 years
E. 6 or rnore years

S.

-

4t**
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TEACHER CpNICERNS CHECKLIST'

-The checklist is desigried to explore what, teachers are concerned about 'at
different points in their careers. There ate, of course, no right or wiong
answers.; each person has his or her own concerns.

c*$ 'As Teacher Corps Interns and Teank Leaders7 you haye been attending" the
Corpsmernber Training Institute (CMTI).4 We are intereSted in leamingiwhat
your. concerns ,ar,e now about your 'future role as a teacher (if you ave an
Intern)- or yofir present role as a teacher (if YoU are &Team Leader).

Sometiines people are tempted to answer quettonS like these in term's of
what they think they should be concerned about or expect to be concerned
about in-the future. This is not what is.wanted here: We would like to know
only what you are actually concerned about now. consider yourself sto be
concerned about a thing if you think about it frequently and would like to do
something aboutlt.

On.qhe following pages you 011, find statements about some concerns you
might, have now. Read eacil statement. Then ask yourself: When I think
about'teaching am I concerned about this?

For each statement, decide which of the following answers best applies to
you inow. spark that answer on the scoring shet. 4

A I am not concerned about that now, or the
statement does not apply

- I amllittle concerned

C I an)rmoderately concerned

- I am very concerned

E am totally preoccupied with the concern

13. Lack of respect of some students

14. Standards and regulations set for teachers
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A. Not concerned C. Moderately concerned
B.# Little concerned D. Very concerned

Totalli preoccupiiid
with concern

o

1,5. Selecting and teaching content well.

16. The mandated curriculum is not appropriate for all students

a

17. Whether students are learning what they should

18. Whether the students really like me or not
4

19. Increasing students' feeling of accomplishthent

20. The nature and vality of instructional materials

21. Where I stand as a teacher

22. Motivating students to study

23. Working productively with ottler teachers

24. .Lack of instructional materials

4

25. Rapid rate of curricViym and instructional change

26. Peeling under pressure too much of the time

27. Frustrated by the routine and inflkxibility of the situation
141

28., Becoming too personally involved with students

29. Maintaining the appropriate degree of class controtl

30. Acceptance as a friend by students

31. Understanding the principal's policies

32. The wide range of student achievement

33., Doing well when a supervisor is present

34. Mee-ting the needs.of different kinds of students
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A. Not concerned ,` C. Moderately concerned E. Totally preoccupied
with concern13. littletconcerned D. Very concerned

35; Being fair and.irnpartial

36. Ziagnoting student learning problenis
s-

37. Getting a favorable evaluation of my teaching

38. Hein ed personal questions by my students

39, T. . many non-instruCtional duties

40. ing that students grasp subject mafterfundamentals

41. Wi ng with too many students each day

42. Challenging unmotivated students

43. The values and attitudes of the current generation

44. Adapting myself to the needs of different Students

45. Whether students can apply what they learn

4. Understanding the philosophy of the school

47. Students who disrupt classes

48. Instilling worthwhile 6oncepts and values

49. How students, feel about me

50. Student health and "nutrition problems that affect learning

51. The psychologtal cliMate of the school

52. Clarifying the limits of my authority and responsibility

53., Assessing and reporting student progress

54. Chronic absence and dropping out of students



A. Not concerned C. Moderately concerned E. Totally preoc
B. Little conerned I). Very concerned with concern .

AP

55. Lack oracademic freedom

56._ Teaching rruired content to students of varied background

57. Student use of drugs

58. Feeling more adequate as a teacher

59. Guiding students toward intellectual and emotionll growth

60. Being accepted and respected by profetaional persons.
61. Adequately presenting,all t)f the required material

62. Slow progress of certain students

63. My ability to present ideas to the,class

64. Heli)ing students 'to value learning

65.- Whether each student is getting what heishe needs

66. Increasing my proficiency in co4ent
,

67. Recognizing the social,and eMotional needs of students

68.( The 4ide diversity of student ethnic and soCioeconomic backgrounds
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PEKEPTIONS OF CMTI
1

Listed below &Pe seveial potential outcomes of CMTI. Some are ppre
important to ydu than others. Please rate them as you perceive their-
importance-to you at this tinie. Blacken the corresponding space on the
answer, sheet.

A. Not important

B. Somewhat important

C. Important

13. Quite important

E. Extremely important

* * *

69. Increase my knowledge of Teacher Corps

.70. Make new friends

71. Become better acquainted with Interns and Team Leaders in (fly
project

72. Become more self-confident as a person

73. Work more effectively with -other people

74. Learn theories of instruction and how to apply them

75. Xppredate persons from other ethnic groups

76. Meet and live with diverse people

77. Experience a variety of ways of organizing an edu4tion program

78. Clarify my. educational goals and directions

79. Improve my ability to identify and solve.problems
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A. Not important C. Important
B. Somewhat important D. Quite important

Extremely imp-ortant

-%
- . . .

80. Increase my understanding of multicultural education

81. Learn theories and.concepts related to the study of organizations

82: Learn new ideas.that I can apply at my school project
b-,, k, '.>

. 83. , Enjoy the opportunity to travil-and meit new peoplp
. .

84. Know myself b'etter
. T

, 85. Demonstrate basic commurlication and.group pcoCess skills

'86. Facilitate use of basic gommunkation And' amip process skills in
others

87: Develop my competence in team management skills,-

88. Emplpy :instructional superyision skds

89. Identify major organizational structures of cor';imunities and schools

90 Use observational system for identifying critical 'elements in the
organization of pipmunities, schools, and classroom

91. Develop a specific plan for Continuing learnirig after CMTI
,
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FEEL1KGS ABOUT C T1
I

,

Please read the statements belme, and mark the position on the -attached
answeir sheei whictz best expresSes your feelings or optnions alout CM11.

A. ''Strongly. pisagree.

13 I Disagree

C. Neutral,

D. 'Agree

Strongly Agree,

a

92. generally, CMT1 was asyery good experience

93. The faculty 'seemed to be interested in participants as persons

94. .The scope (coverage) of content included in CMT1 was not ackiquate

95 The way CMT1 was aganized resulted in better participant learning

96. ActiVIties were interesting and well designed

97. CMTI has incrased my knowledge of other cultures

94. The facul#,. encouraged the development of new viewpoints and
appreciations

100. Many of the ideas, concepts, and content included in cMn' were new
to me

1,01.

102, I learn more when other methods of instruction are used

The multicilltural environment at CMTI erirlched me personally

More educational experiences should be organized this way
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A. Strongly Disagree C. Neutral
B. Disagree D. Agree .

Strongly_Agr

..,

104. CMT1 increased my:general knowledge and skills

Hp. The faculty had a thorough knowledge of the subject matter being
taught

106 The content of CMTI was not appropriate for- me

1-07. I was often confused by the procedures and processes used

168. Course mateCials were poor ar)d inadequate

109. Theamajor role groups 'who could influence educ2on at home were not
included in CMTI

110. Because of the multicultural environment at CMTI, r am likely to
change my professional actiohs in the future

111. I would recommend CMTI to others

INV



ORGAN ZATIONAL CONCEPTS

Your inttruction was focused on the study of the following organizational
concepts. As desegbed below, rate the extent ,to which each of these
concepts was emphasized in CdTI. B1cke the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

A. NRt. at. all

B. Somewhat

C. Adequately

D. Strongly

E. Very Strongly

J12.

113.

114.

* *

Power, Authority Influence

Decision-Making

Communidation

* *
pNN

* *

s,

i 5. Slippage

116. Role Set

117. Formal Struciure

118. Informal StruCture

119.. Temporary Systems

120. Confli6t

121.

122.

Nonus

Motiyation/Self-Interest fab
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CONTENT OF CMTI

Please respond in two ways to each.of the following questions in terms of
your familiarity with that topic: first, familiarity prior to CMTI: second,
familiarity at this time. Blacken the corresponding space on the answer
sheet.

A. Unfamiliar With this area

B. dnly slightly familiar with this area

C. Familiar enough to recognize aryd use
baiic terminology

D. Familiar enough to discuss the area in
depth

Familiar enough to teach it to some-
one else oo to employ it in an
instructional setting

I am able to identify the characteristics common to organiza-
tions.

123. Familiarity prior to CMTI
124. Familiarity at this time

I am aware that communication styles differ among cultural
groups.

125. Familiarity prior to CMTI
126. Familiarity at this time

I can analyze the roles I play in an oiganization

127. Familiarity prior to CMTI
128. Familiarity at this time

. -213-
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A. Unfathillar C. Familiar enough..to recognize
13. Slightly familiar t D. Familiar enough to discuss

Familiar ervugh
to' teach

I am aware of more than one perspective on Multicultufil
education

129. Familiarity prior to CMTI
130. Familiarity at this time .

I am aware of approaches teachers may use to draw upon the
richness of the various cultures represented among their students

.131. FaTniliarity Prior to CMTI
132. Familiarity at this time

I am able to describe ways people adapt to or cope with .

organizations.

133. Familiarity prfor to CMT1.
134; Familiarity at this time

I am able to identify stereotypes held by people and :teachers
concerning different cultural groups

135. Familiarity prior to gMTI
136. Familiarty at this time

I am able to deseribe the development of :a temporary social
system such as CMTI

137. Familiarity pr or to CMTI
138. Familiarity at this time

I am able to describe the norms
which I beloirg

139. Familiarity prior to CMTI
140. Familiarity at .this time

rating in an organization to

or



A. Unfamiliar
B. Slightly. familiar

C Familiar enough tc; recognize E. FanI*
D. Familiar enough 'to discuss to' 'tea

. 4.-

1 can describe some..of. the 'factors _which contr%ute to coil
between schools and communities

14 . Familiarity prior to CMTI
14 . Familiarity at this.time

I am able to analyie the school ,as,,an Organiztion

143. Familiarity prior to CMTI
144. Familiarity at this time

D_.uring CMTI you studied four case studies. Usink .the following scale;cratt,
.how helpful each of the case studies was. Blacken the correspondint si3aa

v.,on,the answer shet. . ..., ,

A. , Not helpful

B. Of some help

C. Helpful

D Very helpful

"E. So helpful that I will use i in the future

1,4.3./ Distant DruT

146. Mid-America

147. Buena Vista

148. Smoke City \

tan..
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NAME

. OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS

Answer the following questions 84.1 this sheep Use the back oLthè papet if
necessary.

What experiencesat CMTI did you find rhost rewar personally?

What experiences act.CMTI did you find moit rewarding ofessionally?

Has your perception of yourself in relation to other racial or ethnic
groups chariged during CMII? In what wa)is? Please describe.

224
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What experiences from CMT1 are likely to be of the thost help to you in
your role as an Interp o dader when you return to your local
prOject?

Give examples of film, materials, activities thclt you would recommend
be used again (that you feel are really effective).

List no more than five things you have learned about other ethnic
groups andior education in a multicultural society during..CMTI.

g

,

Assume that yob have. beenf;elected as the chairperson of a task force
which has been given- the assignment of solving an educational problem.
From the 'participants at CMTI, list the names of three persons whom
you would ask to serve, on this task force.



Friendships often develop-during an institute, such as CMTL List the
names (first name and last name) of thgeeapersons with whom you would
like to continue these initial friendships.

A variety of ideas are being considered for future CMTVS. For example,
Interns and Team Leaders might attend two institute sessions, one
structured much like this one at the beginning of their programs and a
seCond institute during the summer between the first and second:year of,.
the project.-

such a plan were followed, what would you recommend .for inclusion
during the second summer institute? (content, procedures, participants)

1

10. Please include below any other comments you would like to make..

-218-
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4.

Table 38

PARTICIPANLAiSESSMENT,OF CMTI

uestions

1 . Generally, CMT1 was a very good
experience. .

The faculty seemed to be inter-
ested in participants.as persons.

The scope (coverage) of content
"included iffCMT1 was adequate.

The way_ CMTI was organized, re-
sulted in better participant learn-
ing.

Activities were interesting an
well designed.

OAT! has increased my knowledge,
of other cultures.

7. 1 plan to apply ideas from CMTi
immediately or in .the near future.'

The faculty encouraged the deve-
lopment of new viewpoints and
appreciaiions.

Many of -th* ideas, concepts, .and
content included In CMT1 were
new to me,

Teanl Leaders Interns Total
Mean S. D.. Mean S. D. Mean

3.92 1.07 4.07 .92 4.03

4.02 1.09 4.09 .84 4.07

3.28 1.03 3.15 1.05 3:18

3.38 1.02 335 .99 3.36

3.57 .88 3.67 47 3.65

3.73 1.17 . 348 .96 p3.84

4.13 1.01 3.95 .71 3.99

3.95 1.01 4.02 .77 4.00

3.27 1.39 3.60 1.13 3.52

41.
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Table 38 (c'ontinued)

Questions ,

a>

Team Leaders Interns Total

Mean S. D. Mean S. D. Mean

;

10. More educational experiences
'should be organized Ahis way.

11. 1 learn more when these methods .
of inktruction are used.

12. *The multi-cultural envisronment at
CMT1 enriched me peraonally.

13. CMT1 increased my §eneral know-
ledge and skills.

14. The faculty had a thorough know-
ledge of the subject matter being
taught.

15. The content of CMT1,wAs appro-
priate for me.

16. Procedures and processes -were
clear to me.

171 Course materials 'were good and_
adequate.

18. The major role groups who could
influende education at home were
included in CMIT.

3.48 1.15 3.63 .97 3.59

2.68 .92 2.65 1.01 2.66

3.80 1.22 3.89 .96 3.87 r

:

3.88 1.05 3.91 .75 3.90

13.85 -.95 4.13 .77 4.06

4- to-I

3.77 1.01 3.70 .94 3.72

3.48 1.12 3.49 1.01 3.49.

4.02 .90 3.91 .91 3.94

2.92 1.22 3.13 .97 3.08

4



Table 38 (continued)

Questions

19. Because of the multicultural envi-
ronment at CMTI, I am likely to
change my professional actions in
the future.

20., I would recommend CMTI to oh-
ers.

CODES:

Sub-scale

General Assessment
CMTI Faccety
Content of CMTI

, Organization of CMTI
Instructional Activities'
Multicultural Education

Team Leaders Interns Total
Mean S, 13. M'ean S. D. Mean

3.00

.83

1.21

1.16

3.10

3.94

1.00

.95

3.08

3.91

Related Questions

1,
2,
3,
4,
5,"
6,

7,
8,
9,
10,
11;
12,

13,
14
15

"16
17
19

20
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APPENDIX B

RESdURCES,USED
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1 .4

CMTI 1977 HANDOUTS
CODES:

P ,Program
M Multiple
U Used
R Referr.ed To Date (*served In

Clusters

.%

TITLE .
TYPE 6

Exercise 16, Handout 1, "Commanication"
,

"Delinquent Black Gang Youth Values" from Group
P/M/U

P/M/Y

P/M/U

P/MIU

P/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/U
0/M/11

11

12

13

..

12

12

12

.

12

11

11

13

2
..

II

.

11

12

Process and Gang Delinquency, James Shgrt & Fred
Strodtbeck, Univ. of thicago, 1965
Exercise 9, Handout -1, "Criteria fbr Giving Feed-
back"

"Feedback" V

"Definitions of Orgartiz'ational Concepts" Janies
Tanner

"How Cultures Collide", Edward T., Hall, Psychology
Today Reprint I V . \

"Handout on Multicultural Values" (Hopi Section)

"Resources lor Change", K. Kirkham, 3. Leeke .

"Forces Working Against/For Equality for All Citi-
zens"

*The first eight numbers refer to the cluste i. Number 9 refers to th
CMTI.

231

earn Leader activities during the first week of
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CMTI 1977 HANDPUTS (continued)

t%)

33

Date Observed In
Clusters

TITLE TYPE
-,_,4 ,

Instruction for Itole Playing Activity
t'Five Dimensions of Group Growth" .

"Feedback"

"Classifying Levels of Listening and Responding"

"Excerpt from Power and Inno-cence", Rollo May

RUPS Handout #39, 40, 43 and tools -

"Six Kinds of Neighborhoods", Donald L. and Ra-
chelle yarren, Psychology Today, june 1975

P/M/1).

P/MIU

P/M/U

-P/M/U

'P/M/L1

P/M/U

P/MiU

-P/MIU

P/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/1.1

P/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/U

14-

1 19
15

15

. .

,

13

20

18

15

,

14

_

19

18

15

14

15

19

18

,

14'

19
is

,

-49

Is
15

14

18 1

:

.15

,

.

14

19

Is

.

12

12.

12

13

,......

14

7

..

"A Problem Solving Program", Saul Eisen

"Paper 22 Central Ideas, Influence"

"Situation Sheet"
"Mid-America"

"Distailt Drum" .

"Some Facts and Figures", Demographid Data

"Areas of Learning - Group Growth Evaluation
Form"', A Handbook of Structured Experiences fol.

' '1-11._n_arl_211..it'.....) _auTrainin
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CMT1 1977 HANDOUTS (continued)

4-

Date Observed In
Cluster1

TITLE TYPE
,

"Feedback"

"Informal Classroom Structure", Smuck & Smuck

"Mtilticuttural Educatoin", Arlene Vigil Su!ion
"A Model for Relating Organizational Concept. to
the Arena oithe Classroom", Roger Pankratz
"McClellan and Winters Study (Alcoholism)"

"Observation Techniques", John Hansen
"Buena Vista"

"Smoke City" ;
"Questions for Analyzing Classrooms in Rektion to
the Key Organizational Concepts '---%

"An Educational Alternative to Develop a Positive
Self-Concept in Multicultural Children Using -Lan-
guage & Culture," Arlene Vigil Sutton

"Ethnographic Field Report"..

"Ethnographic Debriefing Reportl'

F/M/U/
F/M/R

P/M/U

P/WU

F/S/R

PIMIU
P/M/U

P/M/U

PImil I
' '

...

-f/M/U

Fi/M/R

F/M/R

l t.

.,

{

20

21

.

I

21

21

18

2

I

i

1,8

19

20

2

18

20

21

19

20

20

19

19

..

21_

21

19

19

15 .

.

.

.

.

.
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CMTI 1977 HANDOUTS. (continued) 6

Date Phserved
Clusters

TITLE - TYPE

.. ,

"Physical pescription of the Neighborhood," Paul V.
'Collins
Map of Field Trip ,
PMulticultural Education' , Jame Grese
, f

V

"Dimensions Essential to Group Growth"

"Four Views of My Group" .

"Dimensions of Cooperation - Five Squares"

"Teacher Corps Interns"

"Johari Window" -

"01;servation Skills from Classroom Teachin SkWs:
A Handbook"

. . .

"-Studying for Entry into Schools', Jack Gant

"An Opinionnaire Resolving qonflict"
.4 . .

Organization Concepts Definitioh (Tanner).

Case Study: Conflict Between School Vaiues & I
Community Values

I1S10

P/MiU
P/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/U

-F/M/U

P/M/U

P/M/U

13 /M/1.1

25'
25

27

27

.

20

21

25'.

26

.

1

26

25

.

25

27

.
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CMT1 1977 HANPOUTS (Continued)

Date Observed In
Cluiters

TITLE
.

TYPE

,
,
"Handling Group and Organizati - Conflict"
"Restoring Robbed Resources: Childten in the
Classroom

"10 Quick Ways to Analyze Children's Books for
,Racism and Sexism"

"What Is A Good Teacher", Denise McCafferty
"Personal Experiences on Collusive Behavior"

P/M/U

piwu
.,

P/M/U

P/M/U
. 28

2

,

28

.

e

239
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CMTI 1977 BOOKS

Date Observed In
Clusters

or,

TITLE , .TYPE 8

Communication of PETZI

.

P/S/U

-P/M/U
V

P/M/U

P/S/R
P/S/R

P/S/R
P/M/U

F/S/R
F/SIR

P/SIR

F/SIR

F/S/R

11

11 .

. 18

.

27

25
_ _

25

_

.

14

18

.

.

21

,

13

13

13

25

21

Santa Barbara Readings .
Perspectives on Organizations: The School as a
Social Organization, "John Banks: A Sequential
Case Study."

The Sioux Indians.

The Chinese American

Ethnic American
..

Community Involvement for Classroom Teacher

Indian Education: Promises eic Tragedy

Laughin& Book, Le Farge

Temporary Systems, Jack Gant
_

Rosenthal Studies

Grandfather and I
A

The Santa Barbara materials were used by the Team Leaders th ughout the first week of CMTI.

I.
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TITLE

CMTI 1977 - FILMS

"The Melting Pot

"Guilty by Reason of Race"
"Bill Cosby on Prejudice'

"The Giving Tree",

"Lament of the Reserva on"
"I Am Joaquin"

"Star Wars"

"Why Man Creates"

"Chromophobia",

BaFa BaFa

Pennies Game

Road Game

Faculty Meeting
Star Powe

GAMES

27

`.12

13

Date Observed In
Clusters

3 4 5

12.

1 3

1

..."

18

2

21

2

-
12 12.1 12

13

13

14 14 13
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CMTI 1977 - GAMES (continued)

TITLE

Date Observqi
ClustersW

4' 5 9

Prisoners Dilernm'a

Sari Diego Squares

The Prom role play

Leadership Training, Team Leaders

vh)
t.0

14
14

14
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CMTI 1977 OTHER AN MATERIALS

Date Observed In
Clusters

MEDIA TYPE TITLE - TYPE
,

frans.Thassette

Trans.

i Trans.

TV

Trans.

Blackboard

,Videotape

Videotape

Trans, ,

Tr-ans.

Videotape:

Audio ---,

Conference between Supervisor & In-
tern

, Communication Skills

Activities for Upit 4

Demonstration

Sequence of Activities
Charactgristics of Membership
3rd Grade

,

,CIassroom: On Friendship
Flanders SysteRVObseivaiion Skills
Videotape

Steps for Unit VII 4

Constructing an Observation Instrue
rnept ,

"

Application of Observation Instrument
developed by Team Leader

Audio of a post-observation confer-
ence

.

.

P/g/U
P/S/U

P/S/U

P/S/U

F/S/U

P4S/U

,

P/S/U

P/S/U

15/S/U

.

.

-

,

.

.

-.

...

.

0

.

11,

11

12

12.

12

12

13

13

13

13

14

15
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CMTI 1.977. A/V hjATERIAIS (co(%tinued)
a

Date Observed In
Clusters

MEDIA TYPE TITLE . TYPE 1 2 3
.

4 5 6... 7 8 9

.
,

Record

Record

Trans.

Newsprint

Newsprint

Trans.

Trans.

Trans.

'Record'

Newsprint;_

Trans.

Trans:

-

"The Indians Are . Unhappy, But Ls

There.A Time When They Ain't"

"Indian Song",
,

Socio-Economic System

Concepts, R e--Set, Slippage, Motiva-
tion -----.. .

Organization Chart of the School Dis-
trict in Distant Drum

\

Classroom Communication

"Verbal Cammunitation - 10 Steps"
-"Communication Modes"

-

"Music of Native American", Floyd
Westerman

,

Illustration of flow ,of communication

;Multicultural Model

6 Steps for Re .iults

F/S/U

F/S/U

F/S/U

F/S/R

F/S/R

P/S/U

P/S/U
P/S/U .

,

F/S/U

F/S/U
13-/S/U

F/S/U

..

l&

18

18

,

.

18

18

...

19

Ik.

18,

''

,

19

18.

18

19

.

18

.

.

18

f

.

.

19

.

18

.

.

.

nt.
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cAATI 1977 -- OTHER A/ MATERIAL$ (coraimed)
*

tti ^

D4tr Observed In
:Clusters

MEDIA TYPE T1Tj..E TYPE

Trans:

Trans:

Trans:

,

Slides:

Trans:

Newsprint:

Newsprint:,

Videotape:

Slides:

Videotape:

.

"Conflict" tclassrbom leadership mode)
-"Questions" f
Overheads and overlays to sh6w Neighbor-
hood set-ups

Body Ritual Among the Nacirema (Amer-
ican)
...,
Composition of Black Population in Case
Studies e

' Effective Teams Check List .

'1"am Responsibility Chart for Team Im-
provement

"5 Squares" game

Perception. Ildes
Videotape of Peer -Lesson by Members of
Cluster IV '

F/S:,/11

F/S/R

F/S/U

F/s/u"

F/S/U

F/S/U
P/S/U

pisiu

26-

.

.

20

.

-

.

-

26

26

27

20

.

.

19

19

26

.
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*HAT OTHER COMMENTS ABOUT CM11
pID PARTICIPANTS MAKE ?

As this was the last in a series of ten open-ended questions

administered , at the end of the assessment period participant response

dropped considerably: The following tabulatis the number of participants

responding to the question and the nature of the response& The answers

were grouped thus:

Positive: Those responses indicating an overall good feeling'
about the CMTI experience.

Neutral: Those, respons s'indicating neither overall pleasure
nor displeasure with th CMTI experiçnce.

Needs Improvement: Those responses indicating" areas in
need of improvement, or suggesting some change.

Negative: Those responses indicating overall displeasure_
with the+CMTI experience.

Nurnber of possible respondents

Less: Blank
"No5 Comment, None"

Total Number of Participants
Responding To Question*

s,

POSITIVE

*

CMTI was an educationally, rewarding, enjoyable
experience.

257

95
12 -107

(27)

150

*Since many par.tidants submitted more than ,one comment, the total
number of responses re greater than the number of participants.
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p.

OTI-IER COMMENTS A5OUT CMTI (ontin.4ed)

C.

POSITIVE (cont.)

CMTI could be improved, but overall was a good
experience.

The Cluster Instructors were exceptional. ,

CMTI wa%the.exp. erience of a lifetime.

Friendshipi formed -are invaluable; hate to leave.
The multicultural community provide valuable

learning experience.

The Oki experience promoted ; dowth, seg-
awareoess, and self-confidence.

, I am prepared to enter the 'home project; feel
comfortable in my role.

would like to participate in a simi,Jar experience
next summer. `---

The,pffsite location provided an opportunity for
91iversity not available in a network activity.

informal atmosphere and support of the'
ternpârary system was beneficial.

44 .1

e.g. good resourcesi. effective cohlmunication,
valuable instruction, good final assessment,
rewarding informal inter4ction, great duster
experiences.

NEUTRAL

(22)

(10)

(8)

S5)

(5)

(5)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(8)

TOTAL POSITIVE 99

Mixed feelings. (4)
Idiosyncratic remarks. (4)
Unwilling, unable to comment. (3)

,

TOTAL NEUTRAL 11
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'OTHER COMMENTS ABOUT CMTI (continued)

NEEDS IMFROVEMENT
,

, The overall program design of CMTI should be
recbnsidered. ,

e.g. Team Leaders should not be separa-
ted from Interns during Week I (2)

Institue too lding, (6)
Institute too short (1)
Week I disappointiilg (1)
Week II should be replanned (2)
Week III should-be dropped (I)

The instructioinal content omitted-several -impor-
tant issues. (10)

ea . ((51Other minorities )
e.g. Women's concerns

Classroom application (1) \
Political/economic impact,- (I)
Violence on TV (1)

There was not enough free time/recreational
time. (9)

Staff selection/membership shoulci be recoinsidered. (4)

e.g. 'Recreational directo' (6)
Community Coordinators (2)
More Hispanic people (I) .

More time in' cluster should be devoted to trust
building/sharing/building esprit de corps.

The roommate selection process should be recon-
sidered.

Not enough was provided during Team Leader
training.',-

Pre-system communication to Directors should be
improved.

-241-
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OTHER COMMENTS ABOUT CMT1 (continued)

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT (cont.)

Multiculturalism is still a dream. I ( )

TOTAL NEEDS lMPROVEMENT 58

NEGA11VE

The instructional content was inadeqUate/boring. .(25)
e.g. Lectures were poorly/planned/presen-
, (9)ted

Multicultural program . X8)'
Organizational concepts,

'*"Case Studies (2)
Community \ ., , W

The staff failed to adhere to the nor s of the
temporary system.

e ResPect, flexibility of staff

Clus r Staff
in 'gen- (16) ,

(2)

The instructional schedule was too/poorly struc-
tured..

Living conditions were poor. (12)

(18)

(12)

\ The assessments were ,a problem.-

e.g. Final (6)
Tools (4)
Too many (1)

The offsite location was a hardship.
e.g. TeaM Leaders (4)

Intern (1)

(5)

Negative opinons about spec fic staff members. (3)
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OTHER COMMENTS IVIOUT CMTI (continued)

NEGATIVE (cont.)

Miscellaneous:

e.g. I leained-in spite of CMTI; Santa Barbara
materials boring; imufficient time for team build-
ing; no specificArne project orientation. (6)

TOTAL NEGATIVE 92

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 4

re

POSITIVE f 99

NEUTRAL 11

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 58

NEGATIVE 92
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